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Abstract 

The process of economic globalisation has had a substantial impact on the fields of 
international relations and intemaîionaI political econoq- The growing power of the 
integrated multinational corporation has mandated that govemments adopt new 
approaches to the management of finn-state relations. This study examines such new 
approaches for the nation of Canada, and utilises a new theoretical tool - termed alliance 
capitalism - to outline the particular contours of h-s ta te  relations in Canada The 
ernpirical penod exarnined is 1971- present, and examines the evolution of Canatli-an 
fderai policy over that period. The basic tenets of aIIraIIrance capitaiisrn - that 
govemment must work to met busmess activity, and utilise partnersships with their 
primary economic coI1Sfituents in order to accomplish this goal - are affinned. The 
conclusion discusses the implications for Canadhn policy that the advent of alliance 
capitalism holds- 
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Chapter 1 - Ailiance Capitalism, Political Economy, and the 
Mdtinational Cornoration: A Theoretical and EmpiricaI Investieation 

- 

of Government-Business Relations In Canada 1971-1999 

Canada depends on international capitai to -ce a signifïcant proportion 
of its economic development .. .The attraction of international business 
investment is, therefore, a core objective of Canada's foreign policy ... 
the Goveniment of Canada has adopted a new investment strategy that 
seeks to increase Canada's share of foreign FDI . . . This strategy consists 
of . . . targeting specific multinational enterprises (&NE'S) in pnonty 
sectors, to attract new iiwestment, and to facilitate the retention and 
expansion of existing Uivestments.' 

Even a cursory glance at today's major news programs may lead one to-conclude 
-- -. Z . - -  ..- . 

that the business of government is business. Govemrnents seem preoccupied &tlr the 

need to attract greater leveIs of foreign direct investment, to create idkastructure that wiii 

attract and retain business, and to promote educational programs that wiU ensure its 

citizens will have the necessary skills to adapt and thrive in what is becoming an 

increasingly global economy. Such actions are thought oecessary to attracf and retain 
. - 

investment, without which the prosperity of a nation's economy and popu~a&on wiU 

slowly dwindle. There is nothuig particularly new about this - creating a well-educated, 

technicaily literate population, and ensuring a thnvhg domestic manufacnuing base .have 

long been classical elements in the lexicon of power proposed by students of internaiional 



Today, however the sbkes and scope of nich activities today arguably dwarfthat 

of previous eras. The economic environment has become so competitive - and the entity 

known as the multinational corporation has become so powerfid - that states 

today have Iittle choice but to fashion policies designed to enhance thek economic 

attractiveness to these companies. Govemments argue that if they do not enact such . . 

meanues, they will quickly be usurped by competing governments who will, ultimately 

resulting Ur a Ioss ofeconomic prosperity and national power. 

Such realities have not escapd the attention of international relations (IR) 

scholars. In a field historidy dominateci by the study of the causes of war and peace - 

ih &ch the subfield of international political econorny played a supportingy"rather&& 

f e & d ,  d e  - the perceived Link between economic xnatters and the centrai issues of F& 

. . - -  
axid peace has received increased scholariy attention. Contemporary intemationd 

,t --" 
realities - the end of the Cold War, the lack of an extemal threat - have weakend the 

. _ . ._--.  
priority of securiv and diplornatic flairs on the IR agenda2 The major internatiohal 

issu& today revolve as much aound the nuances of trade and investment as they 

c o n t n i  to the broder questions of peace and secunty. The issues of to&y% &bal 

political economy - the triais and tribulations of emerging markets, the inc'orpo'kation-of 

tlie states of the former Soviet Union into a liberal global economic regimey-ritië 

txiÏitinuing concems over a sornetimes acrimonious trading celationship between 

and the United States, the economic prospects of China, and the widening and d è e p e a g  

of régional economic associations that threaten to create self-contaiaed trading 61&.'- 

ultimately involve concaas over security as well as economics. Indeed, there appearsearSto 

bë a general consensus that prevention of a renewal of great power conflict depends 

- .- . - .  . 



heavily on the success of internationai economic institutions and actors to provide an 

equitable and continued level of economic prospenty for the major powers. 

The apparent influence of economic success on the maintenance of a stable 

international system dictates that greater academic attention be paid to the instruments of 

that success. The single most important example of a non-state economic entity that c m  

shape the economic conditions of States and regions alike is the MNC. Susan Strange 

has argued that greater academic work needs to be directed at examining finn-state 

relations and their impact on the international politicai economy. She argues that the 

c1assicaI IR interpretation of the MNC - which viewed the corporation Iargely as a 

secondary actor that fiiahered the economic and ideological interests of its home nation - 
- is no longer accurate- She notes that the sheer sue of the largest of toilay'S 

mdtinationals echpses aU but the most advanced and developed nations in econohic 

power. She argues that the ease with which the modem MNC can întegrate its activiti& 

àcross borders makes the assumption that it serves the interests of any one state highIy 

dubious, and that the economic effects of its major production decisions hold significit 

consequences for the couniries involved. She argues that the agenda for the study'of 

inteinational political economy needs to be altered to reflect an accurate portrayai' of thk 

- -. 
scopë and power of the integrated multinational finn. She States that .' . 

. . 
Govemments must now bargain not ody  with other govemments, but also ' 
with fïrms or enterprises, while fims now bargain both with govemments . . . 

* . -  . -  
and with one another. As a coroiiary of this, the nature of the cornpetition '* - - 
between states has changed, so that macro-economic management and 
industriai policies may ofken be as or even more important for - 
govemments than conventiod foreign policies as conventionaliy 
conceivd3 



Such an agenda has become central to international political economy research. 

Study of the multinational corporation as an important actor in in tedona l  aEairs 

should consequentiy be a research pnority ofthe discipline of international relations. 

Situating the Thesis 

The rise of the MNC in power and influence is both a product and an indication of 

the degree of structural change in the intemational system brought about by the end o f  the 

Cold War- True, large MNCs accumulated si@cant power and capability during the 

CoId War era, and received S ~ ~ O U S  schoIatly attention long before the fdl of the B e r h  

Wall? Yet the end of the Cold War provided conditions for a signincant increase in the 

power and influence of the modern M X .  To begin, the breakdown of the system of 

bipolarity meant the loss of its accompanying virtues - stabiiity and predictability being 

foremost among hem? Neither of the prominent superpowers involved in that stmggle 

appears to have both the capability and the desire to maintain its prominent international 

leadership role into the post-Cold War e m  The costs of Cold War leadership exacted 

heavy tous on both the principal parties. Russia and its associateci former eastem bloc 

nations are attempting to repair the damage wrought by decades of communist 'ruië and 

economic mismanagement, a task that will likely require much t h e .  The United Siates 

has repeatedly stated that it is no longer w i l h g  to automaticdy intervene or lend 

political stability in alI areas of the globe: The "deciinisî" debate that occupied-:IK 

scholars in the late 1980s - proponents of which argued that efforts of the Cold ~ a r  aie& 

leading the United States into "strategic overstretch", in which the demands of  -its 

international commitments were eroding its domestic base of resources' - seems to have 

had an effect on policy makers Post-Cold war -4merican policy objectives have been 



plimariiy domestic - to rPjuvenaîe the education system, re-tool and en- Amencan 

industry, and to lower public debt and expenditure levels? Such objectives have also 

mandated a significant reduction of foreign policy commitments and a somehes 

reluctance to undertake leadership in foreign crises. 

Such realities have aIlowed other nations to exert more international power and 

influence, to assume some of the leadership responsibilities shed by the superpowers. 

Contemporary IR schoiars are reluctant to characterise the international system, feeling 

that such labels as "unipolar" and "multipolaz' obscure contempofary reaiities as much as 

they illuminate them. Today the international system is characterisecl by one great power, 

many smaLier but still significant powers, and features geopolitical conflicts and clashes 

that are spread tbroughout the globe. Calculation of state interests and likely cours& of 

actions is immensely more difficult in such an environment, as areas of state 

collaboration and competition meld easily withùi the same geographic or issue 

Fkding a useful paradigm with which to view the international environment is a difficdt 

; soke may say heievant - task. AU that can be said is that the present system- is' &O& 

complex, more fluid, and perhaps less intrinsically stable than the bipolar structure of the 

Cold War. 

Not only are increasing numbers of states cornpetmg for international stahis,,''biit 

the& are aiso an increasing number of non-state entities that wield fomi&ble e~ôrio&& 

diplornatic and reputational influence. Inter-govemmental and supriinati'Phd 

organisations are steadily increasing the scope and range of their authority, imposSg on 

national govemments increasingly stringent regulations. Non-governmentd 

organisations - of which the MNC is a prime example - are able to appeal to a broad class 



of people that transcends nationai boundanes, creating international support over 

particular issue areas. The dynamics of civilizational9 and ethnic politics hcreasingly 

compete for the political loyalties of citizens, damagïng the often-hgile coalitions of 

domestic govername. Not only must states compete with other states, but they are 

fïnding their authority uicreasuigly challenged by organisations and movements which 

seek to erode their sovereignty. 

Accompanying the structurai changes m the international political system is the 

increasing liberalisation of the international economic system. While geopolitical 

calcdation has become more cornplex, international economic cornpetition has become 

more intense. An increasingly liberal l e  and investment environment - featuring-the 

prOgressive reduction o f  tariff and non-tarïfî bamers to trade, the widening and deepëning 

of intemational economic institutions, and the wholesale acceptance of the economic 

doctrines of  free market capitalism by former Communist nations - present new 

challenges for the international system. Corporations have much more fieedom to 

explore new markets, have greater access to international capitaf, and can in teGe 

production strategies across numemus countries The econornic benefits that they &iig 

are in great demand, and countries now compete to draw foreign investment. The-twin 

phenornena of economic liberalisation and interdependence are now structurai elemenk 

of the international systern- I . - .- 

There are many indicators of an increasingly globalised economic system. Fr& 

trade agreements now incorporate much of Centrai and alI  of North Amenca. Europe 

marches closer to an ever-greater integration of markets, currencies, and monetary and 

fiscal policy. Asia is host to a varïety of institutional arrangements that seek to heighten 



economic integration. From a regulatory perspective, the General Agreement on Tanffs 

and Trade (GATT) has succeeded in lowering ifnot elimmating many -and non-tas 

barriers to trade, has instituted mechanisms to protect inteilectual property rights, and has 

established the regulaîory World Trade Organisation (WTO) to resolve trade disputes. 

Access to Investment capital is now achieved through global ratber than national money 

markets- Mtutions and markets now reinforce each other in the creation and 

preservation of a truiy global politicaI economy. 

The increasing hieraikation of the various elements of the mtemationd politicai 

economy is perhaps one of the clearest indicators of the present fluidity of the 

international system. Accompanyïng the conversion to liberal democracy in many former 

Communist counaies has been an implicit acceptance of the ethos of market capitalism. 

Indeed, as the prominent economist Milton Friedman has argued, the two are inseparable 

- that the progress of one depends on the acceptance and promotion of the othe~. '~ The 

confluence of the values of democracy and the activities of capitaiism has allowed both to 

flounSh in an increasingly unstructureci post-Cold Wa. international environment- 

Such dramatic changes in the economic environment ofthe international sysfem 

have created many new opportunities for the multinational corporation. While there is 

nothing particdariy new about the presence of large coqmations that sewe multiple 

national markets, the present combination of size, strategy, and structure of the modem 

multinational is indeed unprecedented. In temis of economic output, 8 of the top 20 GDP 

producers in the world are corporations, not corntries. Moreover, the strategy and 

structure of these corporations dBer markediy fiom their predecessors. Historîcally, the 

growth of large MNCs has followed a b r o d y  consistent path. The finn, having satiated 



much of the demand of the home market, increasingiy looked to foreign markets to 

increase economic rents and to provide increasing r e m  to scale." Production remained 

bas& almost entirely in the home country; other markets were de façto Iabelled as 

foreign. Today, fïrms are Iikely to practice ali the elernents of their individuai value 

chab across a wide spectnim of countries." Research and development, production, 

marketing' after sales service - ali depend on harnessing the particular advantages a 

Company has created through its multinational activities. The idea of a national "home" 

which dominates a company's direction seems increasingly antiquated when only a 

dwindling percentage of a company's value-added activities continues to take place there. 

Today, companies have little choice other than to compete in integrated markets 

and through an integrated structuree The competitive pressures that t y p e  most modem 

industries - fiom auto production to pharmaceuticals to biotechnology - are too intense to 

be withstood by fimis operatmg in single national markets. Massive reseirch -and 

deveropment costs and product development and customisation, combinêd +&tIÏ 

cohtinuous pressure by international cornpetitors, r e d t  in mandatory iarge prodi%&& 

nins to ensure profitable retunis to scale. Increasing technological sophisticàtion 

characterises both the production process iîseif and the final product, which necessitate 
. .  

high levels of factory productivity and extensive capacities for a f k  sales se&&- 

Increasing research costs, technologicai sophistication, and competitive pres~&--dl 

mandate that companies must exploit a tmly global network of competitive advantagëL I 3  

Such realities ofien force national governments - in both the developed andthe 

developing world - try to attract MNC investment, because MNCs provide considerable 

benefits to host countries and govemments. They increase tax revenue and employment 



9 

levels. They o h  introduce new proctucticm technology and managemat slàlls hto the 

host c0untqs upgraduig both the technologicai literz~cy and -al SU of the 

nation's workfotce. They o h  provide high lwels of wodrer trainhg, which also acts to 

upgrade the Quality of the workfie. They integrate local production sites w i t h  a 

global entapnse network that p e r s  additional bene- in howledge and investmentc. 

hdeed, integrated productions schanes may befome so entrenched that it becornes 

impossi'ble to delineate what are the tme elements of a Chational" economy. The d t y  

of the benefits of such interdependence has meant that national govmunents mut devote 

an increasing portion of their energy towards a m g  and maintainhg continued hi& 

feveis of foreign investment 

The cduence of these feajities - the end of bipolanty, the bberalisation of the 

international econorny, the globaiisation of business strategy - present important policy 

dilemmas for national govments. The pnority of economic pmsperity has risen to 

dominate post-Çold War domestic and intemationai policy. The tenure of most 

govefnments is detennined primarily by the national economic performance that occias 

during their temi in office. The provision of incteasing levels of employment, the 

reducîion in tax and debt levels, and a rising per capita incorne are now used as sîandarps 

against which goveZllILlent pdioerfom~uce is me& To aisure such success, 

govemments mut  policies designed to affiact foreign direct investment. Indeed, for 

small powers such as Canada, such measures have becorne the very essence of fodgn 

policy. As Eaton, Lipseys and Safarian note, "for the Unaed Statess as a supa power, 

traâe policy has dways been an instrument of fonign policy . .. For small corntries such 

as Canada, howeva, foreïgn policy is an instrument of trade policy"." 



Although the influence of external structural factors provided the foundation for 

the globalisation of business, the specinc national responses to tbat phenornenon are 

issues largely of domestic govername. The introduction of a policy agenda that amends 

traditional and Long-accepted nomis of state-firm relations holds particula. policy 

dilemmas for both the executive and the bureaumatic eiements of national goveniments- 

The executive ievel - responsïble for the creation of new public policy - must have a clear 

vision of the implications such structural changes w i U  have, and must c d  appropriate 

responses to them. Its policies must not onIy be economically sound but must dso be 

politically feasible. Sustaining a broad national base of support for embracing 

globalisation remauis as much a governance challenge as is the creation of the policies 

themselves. For the bureaucracy - charged with administering the &y-to-&y specifics of 

government policy - difficulties &O remain. Often having endured a senes of budgetary 

and personnel cutbacks resulting nom the privatisation of many programs during the past 

decade, career public servants may fear that adopting new policies in Gnn-state relations 

will entail fùrther reductions in their departmental power and influence.'' The inevitable 

cornpetition between govemment deparîments to maintain influence over the legislative 

agenda wiU necessariiy impact dramatically on govemment policy. New interpretations 

of fhn-state relations must account for the particular contexts of national policy making 

structures and fùnctions. 

Any theoretical tool of Eirm-staîe relations must recognise and account for the 

nature of public policy-making process. This is no less tme for Canada than it is for 

other industrial nations. Bruce Doem and Richard Phidd have developed a hmework for 

analysing Canadian public policy that illustrates the internai conflicts between executive 



wish and bureauczafic execution, 

structure, and process awre that 

They demonstrate how the combination 

new policy agendas are filtered thugh 

permanent pmess to create decidecidedly mixed policy outc~rnes.~~ Such a fbmework is 

i n d d  appmpïate in modehg suite ïndmrhl policies in Canada- The need to amact 

FDI - motivated Iargely by the accepted wïsdom of globalisation - poses parti* 

policy objectives for both the e x d v e  a d  burieaucratc rartks of the federal govemment, 

For the executive - wbîch incIudes the Prime Minister's office, Cabinet, and senior 

public servants at the rank of Deputy Minister - they inchde the mhapmg of 

organisatiod mandates and bure;iucratic reqUremenîs ki order to W t a t e  tather than 

hinder foreign imrestment in Canada. At the same tirne, the executive must convince the 

Canadian public that such policies bode weil for Canada's funue economic prosperity. 

For the bureaucracy, the* objectives include the maintenance of policy juisdictions and 

federal contcol over poiicy authority slowly being eroded by the executive's wish to de- 

regulate the investment process. 

Such realities have also affécted the formulation of Canadian public policy in the 

ara of goverment business relations. The need to attcact and retain foreigrt investment 

is weïi recognised by the f e d d  government, and is rdected in many policy statements 

and initiatives that will be outlined in subseqynt chapters. It is clear that the present 

governinent believes that foreign trade and investrnmt gamer benefits that are 

unobtainable through any other way. Yet critics charge that the desire to attract such 

investment has weakened the goveinment's cornmitment to a b d  based social support 

network that has been the hallmarL of Canada's society." They fear thM presmt efforts 

to -te a more amactive envVonmmt for business - loosening the reguletory 



environment and redacing public expmditue and debt leveIs - corne at the expose of 

social spending on health, w e b ,  and education. They charge that traditional 

govanment concans over wealth distributon and equity have been d c e d  to the 

needs of intemational business, a bargain that benefits the C d a n  economy but which 

wilI have devastating CoLlSeQUenca for the Canadian polity. 

Structure and Obiectives of the Thesis 

The prhmy goals of the thesis are threefold. The fbt is to review cument 

theoretid modek of fkm-state reiatiolls tbat are well established in the research tradition 

of IPE scholarship, and ta evaluate th& utility as a descriptive and explanatory tool for 

the c~en t  Canadian economic envuOament, The second goal is to d e s c n i  an 

evolutionary paradigm of lirni-state relations that incorporates previous government 

policy initiatives but which has betta analytic utiIity for the cuirent economic 

environment. Drawing large1y h m  the International business Iiteniture9 such a paradigrn 

features a collaborative relationship between state and nmi interests and has several 

important poiicy imperatives for national governments. A third and naal purpose is to 

assess the theoretical and public policy implications that such a paradigm hoIds for the 

study of international political economy9 impiications that will be outlined in the final 

chapter. By drsrwing on an interdiscip1in;iry body of research, new insights can be 

developed into the effets of globalisation on national govemments, and the policy 

responses governments can enact that preseme their public duties of preserving ec@W 

while simulîaneo~~ly providing an attractive domestic envifonment for investment to 

ocm. 



The thesis will examine the present state of finn-state relatÏons in Canada Current 

poIicies emanating out the Department of hdustcy and the Department of Foreign Affàirs 

and International Trade @FAIT) reflect many o f  the trends already mentioned. Such 

policies are concemed primady with creating jobs through the attraction of foreign direct 

investment, they attempt to expand and diversif/ Canadian trade and investment links 

throughout the globe, and is particularly atîentive to the demands of business. The role of 

the Canadian state in reguiating and promoting market activities wÏlI consequently 

receive close scrut.nyY Ultimately the utility of the new paradlaradlgrn wilI be tested to see if 

it is able to provide analytic cl- and ut5ty to the Canadian situation. 

The Coiiaborative Paradigm of Government Business Relations - 
AUiance Capitaiism 

Some prominent wrïters have argued tbat the inclusion of the -te in a general 

theory of international political ecommy is losing relevance in today's highly 

interdependent world They argue that the state is st&y losing authority to regulate 

the effects of a world-wide market, Perhaps the most prominent of these wrïten is 

Kenichi Ohmae, whose argues that the rise of regional integrated economies is steadily 

supplanting the state as the primary unit of analysis in intemational political econ~rny-~* 

His analysis of the economic regions of Europe, the Far East, and North America leads 

him to conclude that individual nafions within these regions have little power to control 

the economic forces that shape their prosperity- He emphasis on regions is supportecl by 

the work of  Franke1 and Kahler (1993) who provide additional academic arguments that 

support the regionalkation of the world econo~ny.'~ In their view, individuai states are 

tao weak to substanh'ally influence the global hancial, productive, and strategic reach of 



today's integrated MNC. According to this view, the state has IIttle mle to play beyond 

its traditional fimctions, and is indeed subject to continual threats of MNC relocation 

should h domestic policies fait to meet MNC desires. According to this view, a theory 

of political economy that remains rooted in the structure of the state is at best misguided 

and at worst ïrrelevant. 

There exists, however, an equaIly prominent group of writers who argue that the 

role of the state is more, raiber than las, important in an interdependent international 

economy. Perhaps the most famous of this group is business maiyst Michael Porter, 

whose Cornpetitive Advantage of Nations (1990) has iduenced both policy-making and 

indusfiid circks alike- In it Porter argues that national economies stfi possess 

identifiable and distinct competitive advantages which are a partial product of 

goveinment policies designeci to promote and maintain those advantages. His concludulg 

chapters outhe very clear policy directives that he argues must be followed if national 

goveniments wish their industries to remain globaiiy competitive. To Porter7 govemment 

maintains a clear and vital d e .  

Porîer is echoed by John Dunning, who is an equally strong supporter of the role 

of govemment in the global political economy. Dunning argues that governments have a 

key role to play in reducing the operational, organisational, and CO-ordination costssof 

global business.'' Dunning has concentrateci his efforts on adumbrating the domestic 

poIicies governments need to enact in order to preserve and enhance their -nation's 

attractiveness for foreign direct investment He argues that educationd, tax, and fiscal 

polices designed to provide a highly educated and traïned workforce, a stable tax and 

regdatory environment, and a relatively open market structure are the ingredients for an 



effective domestic economic policy. In shoe Dunning argues that govemment policy 

must be co-ordinated, selective, and work to aid in the transition of the domestic 

economy towards one that is primarily knowIedge - rather than resource - based 

Later chapters will show that facilitating such a transition has become a stated 

policy goal for the current Liberal govemment The histoncd dependence of the 

Canadian economy on successive development of its naniral resources has been 

elucidated clearly by the Canadian economic histonans H A -  Innis and Michael Bliss." 

While Canada's naturai endowments have proven a vaiuable and consistent source of 

economic prosperity, they &O have reduced overt incentives to diversi@ the economy 

away fiom an overt reliance on resource development Reducing that dependence by 

diversimg Canada's economk base - particularly in hi&-technology, knowledge- 

intensive industries - has become a gened policy objective, one that the Liberal 

govemment believes can be aided through selective govemment policy initiatives in the 

industrial landscape- 

Dunning offers a paradigm that outlines how these convictions have resuited in a 

new interpretation of govemment-business relations rhat he labels "alliance capitalism"? 

Alliance capitalism integrates elements of the classical liberal mode1 of fhn-state 

relations in a unique fashion thai emphasises co-operation, rather than conflict, between 

national govenunents and the MNC. This paradigm, moreover, is evo1utionary.- It 

integrates and builds upon the policy decisions taken in previous eras in order to 

accommodate the realities of a more interdependent intemational economy within an 

activist govemment agenda It also elucidates avenues for selective govemment policy 

action in an era when governments of developed states have limited resources to devote 



to public spendïng and are generally trying to reduce overall Ievels of govemment 

According to DUnnrng, national indust.rïaI and economic policy in the age of 

alliance capitalism should ref let  some or all of the following: 

1. A closer collaborative relationship between govemment and its 
domestic exporting films than would be predicted under a more 
traditional models that emphasised state-firm separation. 

2. A more deliberate govemment policy to participate in economic 
institutions that directly affect the operaîing environment of its 
domestic MNCs- 

3. A more consistent govemment effort to encourage its own lkms to 
4. A generally higher policy pnority accorded to matters of international 

trade, production, and hance. 

The objective of the thesis research is to dernonstrate whether - and to what 

degree - the alliance capitalism paradie is a usefil interpretative tool for analyshg the 

current economic and industriai policies of the federal govanment of Canada. Evidence 

be drawn h m  a variety of prjmary and secondary sources, economic surveys, and 

interviews with government policy makers and anaiysts. Because the argument is 

primarily one based on the evolution of fimi-state relaîions, the industrial policy efforts 

of previous as weli as the current federal governments wili be descnbed and analysed, 

and statisticai evidence will be presented that desrniaes the nature of Canada's 

participation in the global political economy. The thesis will argue that the paradigm 

offers considerable analytïc utility for students of Canadian economic and i n d d a l  

policy. The paradigm outlines characteristics of policy patterns that are very much in 

evidence in the curent Canadian federal goveniment- 



The concluduig chapter wili discuss some of the implications of the alliance 

capitalism paradigm, focusing particularly on srnd and medium sùed industrialisai 

economies. Not ai l  of these implications are necessarily positive; there are possibilitïes 

that the dnve to iricrease Canadian participation in a knowledge-based international 

economy may compromise other policy pnorities and objectives. The conclusion wiU 

aiso contain a critique of alliance cqitalism, as weil as a more theoreticai discussion of 

the implications that alliance capitalism has for the study of international politid 

economy, international business, and international reIations. 



' Governent of Canada, Department of Industry, Canada's International Business Strategy (Ottawar 
Minister of SuppIy and Senrices, 1997) p- 2, 

It has no& of course, ehinated these issues h m  academic attention, a s  the beginning secu'ons of chapter 
2 will demonstrate- 
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Susan Strange? "States, Firms and Diplomacy", International Affairs, 68(1), 1992, Pp 1-2- 

Vernon's cIassic Sovereignty At Bay ( New York: Basic Books, 197L) is a case in point A 
more extensive review of state-finn literature is offered in chapter 2- 

* The most eIoquent statesman for the virtues of bipolarity is Kenneth WaItz, Theory of International 
Politics ( Reading: Addison Wesley, 1979). 
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Great Powers (New York, Random Houe, 1988)- For a more theoreticai treatment, see Robert Gitpin, 
War and Change in World Politics (New York Cambridge University Press, 198 1)- 
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Schuster, 1996). 
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Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review: International Relations and 
- - - -  

InteniatioÏml Political Economy 

Understanding conternporary debates within the field of international relations 

often benefits fiom substantive study of severd anciIIary fields outside the mainstream of 

contemporary international relations LiteratLue. The thesis wiI1 contend that the field of 

international business - particuiarly the iiterature addressing the strategy, structure, and 

market power of the modern multinational corporation - suggests a new paradigm for 

governmenthusiness relations within the developed world- This is an argument based on 

two firndamental assertions. The nrst is that the dynaLnic evolution of the international 

systern in the post-Cold War era - with the market gaining a .  increased degree of 

influence in its contest with state authonty - has provided the necessary conditions for a 

increase in the MNCs power and influence. Second, the thesis argues that the present 

size, power, organisational and managerial capacity, and scope of the MNC has altered its 

status as an actor within the field of international relations. It has great capacity to 

Muence state economic policy than ever before, and this reality encourages a new 

paradigm for the management of state-£ïrm relations- 

The chapter wili draw upon two bodies of literature to define the research scope of 

the argument It wiU explore the past and cumnt debates within the field of international 

relations that deal specificalIy with the phenornenon of economic power and the MNC. 



Such debates inciude concepts such as mercantiiism, the hegemony thesis, the 

neorealism/neoliberaiism debate, and the importance of non-state actors in the 

Ïnternationd system, The second section will outLine how the study of international 

political economy has accounted for the major changes in poIiticai and economic 

structure that have e s e n  at the end of the cold war. These accounts have propelled the re- 

evaluation of fùndamental debaies within the discipline of intemational politicai 

economy, such as the conflict between state authonty and market independence, as well 

as the concept of "national" economic power in a world increasingIy charactensed by 

regional and supranational economic institutions. These two areas - international relations 

and international political economy - are the lenses h o u &  which the eflsuing empincal 

matenai d l  be examhed. [ 

International Relations 

It is a contention of this thesis that the paradigms used to analyse the MNC in the 

field of international relations require modification- In itself this contention is not 

surprising, as it reflects the current dynamism that animates the field of international 

relations. The academic fkeedorn and energy released by the fail of the Berlin Wall - 

fkeedorn to explore new questions, expand old defitions, and widen the legitimate scope 

of international relations inqujr - has resulted in fiesh approaches to traditional 

questions- The analysis of security, to use a brief example, has moved away f?om 

considering solely questions of 'hational" security to hclude more nebulous notions of 

''human" securïty, and similar examples couid be found in other naditional areas.' 

Metbdologies applied to the study of security, stability, and development have widened 



their anaiytic scope to include new uni& and propose new qyestions. hcorporating the 

MNC as a unit of separate andysis wïthùi the intemationai system contributes to the 

ongoing effort to widen the scope of the field's inquiry. Yet, without a grounding in the 

theoretical traditions and major research approaches to the field, it would be difficult to 

demonstrate either how this analysis may be dinerent or why such a new approach in 

necessary. Consequently, the bullc of this chapter will be concerned with the treatment of 

the MNC within the existing bodies of international relations and International political 

economy fiterature- 

A history that integrates the evolution of the MNC and the structure of the 

international system during the Cold War would emphasise both conflict and CO- 

operation between the entities of the state and the market. The objectives of both were 

initially complementary- The rapid post-war expansion of international economic activity 

reinforced the prevailing international structure estabiished after World War LI. It helped 

solidifj. A b c a n  hegemony and leadership, integrated the Western alliance, and worked 

to secure the cornpliance of non-cornmitted developing nations in the global struggle 

against the Soviet Union. The activities of the MNC contriiuted to aU of these. Yet, the 

expansion of MNC size and power eventuaiiy began to erode the post-war political 

conditions thai had ailowed their initial expansion to take place. Integrated production 

networks, an independent research and development capacity, and the monopoly over 

propnetary technology and management experience allowed the MNC to exert signïficant 

influence over the policies of host nations. As this chapter will show overt investigations 

of such activities initidy concentrated on the developed world Later, scholars were 

concemed mainly with the MNCs e f f i  on the Less-developed countries <LDC), effects 



that are well exploreci in the dependency literature- Yet the curent abiiity of the MNC to 

operate against or mdependent ofthe wishes of even the most powerful developed nations 

has been noted with some trepidation by Western analysts? Its ability to do so has been 

both a product of and a contributor to the major structural shifts that have occurred within 

the international system- 

Early international relations scholars could not have predicted this. The 

emergence of international relations as an independent field of academic Inquiry - usually 

dated nom the 1920s, dthough discourses on intemational relations can be traced back at 

ieast as far as ~hucydides" did not regard the MNC as an independent actor in the 

international system. The efforts of early scholars were devoted to detaïling the accepted 

parameters of the field, establishing the major branches of legitimate inquiry, and 

developing an established lexicon of analytïc ternis. Histoncai experience conditioned 

the avenues of accepted inquiry. The writers who comprised the emerging realist school 

reacted against the aberrant state behaviour that had Led to the Second World War- -To 

them, the conflict was caused as much by the inappropriate inter-war foreign policies of 

the Euopean allies as it was a product of the ambition of Hitler.' The purpose of the 

field, therefore, wwas to discover of the causes of war and peace and to establish the 

conditions under which a stable and peaceful intemationd system codd exist 

The defining characteristic of the international system was aoarchy- The lack of 

an overarching authority imposed conditions of prudent and necessary behaviour on 

nation -states. Consequently, early scholars developed the foundational ideas of power, 

balance of power, and national interest, ideas that could serve to guide state policy 

making. The task of statesmanship was to iden* and articulate legitimate national 



interests, to develop intrinsic sources of national powez, and to accuratefy gauge the 

intentions and capabilities of potentialiy hostile neighbour states. Such principles f o d  

the core of the realist schooL of international dations inquiry- 

Samples of such scholarship include the following works. EH. Carr's - The 

Twenty Yem crisis6 outlined a trenchant critique of inter-war Ettropean diplomacy, 

focused upon the importance of historical and moral forces, and provided a sound 

empincai justification for reaîïst thought Hans Morgenthau's Power Among Nations 

codified the previously amorphous concept of national power.' His overt and systematic 

ranking of the elements of national power - with the f d a r  placement of military power 

h t ,  economic power foilowing, and working down through the Iist of social, 

ideological, and geographic elements of power - quickly became the standard by which 

other writings were measud Kenneth Waltz's Man, the State, and War defined the 

appropriate units of anaIysis for the study of international relations, uni& which would 

form the ba i s  of much subsequent scholarship. He argued that the individual, the state, 

and the international system hteracted to create conditions conducive to either the 

maintenance of peace or the outbreak of conflict.8 Klaus Knorr's The Power of ~ a t i o n s ~  

provided a guide with which to gauge a nation's resewoir of power. Finally, Henry 

Kissinger, whose study of Mettemich and the diplomacy of post-Napoleonic Europe 

became a classic treatise on the concept of the balance of power, would utilise realist 

principles to guide his actions in government three decades latedo The work of these and 

o t h a  scholars defined the poa World War II system and govemed the sîudy of the 

international relations for much of the ensuhg two decades. 



The work of these scholars established the objectives of the field and deflned 

patterns of l e g i h t e  inqu;rV. Their principles created a ngorous and parsimonious 

paradigm into which aimost al1 academic energy was fùnneiied, The specific concem 

with the problems of  war and peace was best studied through the specific units of the 

individual, the state, and the Ïntemational system, The distn'bution of power between the 

unïts of that system was vital to the preservation of stabiiity- Power could be measured 

and articuiated, and some elements counted more than others, National interests were 

permanent and couId be assumed to coude; therefore the management of conflict became 

as important as the prevention of conflict Internatiod organisations could never replace 

the primacy of the state in international relations, and reIiance on their ability to ensure 

state security was foolhardy. The rapidity with which these ideas were absorbed in the 

West testifïed to their power to exphin the bistoncal waaime experience and 

contemporary CoId War reality of their progenitors- 

Study of the MNC within this established paradigm was fkagmented and cursory 

at best Transnational and non-govemmental organisations, wMe growing in number and 

areas of nominal authority as the Cold War progresse& could not wrest fiom the state the 

prerogatives of  its sovereignty- Non-state actors were thought to hold only h t e d  

ability to influence state behaviour. Hedley Bull's The Anarchical Society, published -in 

1977 after witnessing the profound growth in multinational enterprise that occurred in the 

1950's and 1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  remained sceptical that such firms innuenceci the dynamic of realism 

to any substantial degreeel' The MNC was a vital contributor to the economic fo&es of 

its home state, and a secondary contriiutor to the development of the host countryy but it 



was not viewed as an independent actor. It was incorporateci largely withui the 

established research tradition of realisrn, 

The eady history of the CoId War enhanced the perception of the MNC as an 

element of national power, and as a supporter of the home nation's interests. It is well 

established that the United States endeavoured to create a post-war liberal international 

economic system that would integrate its most imporîant allies. The ecommic system 

inaugurated at Bretton Woods - which established k e d  exchange rates pegged to the US 

dollar, created the economic institutions of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and 

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development @RD), and cailed for a 

broad multilateral trading agreement that endeavoured to lower tarifEs and trade barriers - 

established the international economic structure by which the Western World codd be 

revitaliseci. The objectives of the United States in creating such a system were severai. It 

imniUIÙSed the areas of Japan and Westem Europe against the ideological threat of 

communisrn. It would serve to thwart the economic protectionism that had augmented 

the trials of the 1930s depression- Finally, it would also establish in institutional fonn the 

hegemony of the United States at the end of the Second World War, and would work to 

protect the principles of Iiberal markes and fiee trade if and when that hegemony 

eroded. " 

As the primas. producers in the "'arsenal of dernocracy", the rapidity with &ch 

American £irms had converted w d m e  output into the production of civiIian 

co~~sumptive goods was astonishing- The dominance of world production enjoyed by 

American multinationals was unparalleleci, and soon the post-war production capacity 

exceeded the initial absorptive capacity of the American market, This forced Company 



executives to seek new markets that couid absorb their excess product. The markets of 

Western Europe and Japan - recovering fiom the tribulations of war, and strengthened by 

the infusion of large arnounts of US capital - began to import the products of American 

multinationals, M e r  integrating them into the US ted international economic system. 

The markets, raw materials, and low priced labour of the deveIoping world beckoned as 

well- For two decades after the end of the Second WorId Wàr, the national Ïnterests of 

the United States and the economic lnterests of its major f2ms were h i a y  congruent and 

reinforced the original assertions of state-fïrm relations made by realist s~hoiars.'~ 

Schoiars noted the rapidity with which large US multinational corporations 

(MNCs) moved to take advantage of the oppo-ties presented in the immediate post 

war penod One of the clearest illustrations of this school is Stephen Krarrner's 

Defendhg the National Interest- Krasner argued that the post-war history of 

multinational activity reflected their capacity to act as agents for American foreign 

policy. He demonstrated that, despite the appearance of a relatively weak Amencan state 

regdatory structure that could CO-ordinate fïrm strategies and foreign policy, it was 

nevertheless evident that MNC activity was in general accordance with foreign 

policy  objective^.'^ Robert Gilpin also noted such realities. US Power and the 

Multinational Corporation described in detail the relationship between large Amencan 

multinationals and the intemational interests of the US government. His arguments 

reinforced the traditional view of the corporation acting as a sunogate for and extension 

of national interests. He argued that the penetraîion of foreign markets by large MNCs 

was a key component in amhoring an Amencan-ied pst-War economic system, and that 

American business activity in the developing world wodd play a vital role in securing 



third world allegiance to that system- Yet, he also uaered words of wanilng. He 

cautioned that not ail MNC actions supported the intemational goals of the Amencan 

government. Multinationds codd at tirnes display a powerful degree of independence 

fkom their home government; that tendency would only grow as they developed 

increasingly global economic networks of production. Gilpin concluded that the 

congruence of state and £ïrm interests was welcome but could not be assuneci; and that 

the relationship needed carefbi management if the two were not to corne into ~onnict . '~  

The early decades of the Cold War provided little indication that the twin 

demands of state authorïty and market independence wodd eventually conflict It was 

expected that the activities of major MNCs would continue to reinforce - rather than 

erode - the structure of the international system, U-S, multinationals augmented 

American political leadership and hegemony by creating an integrated production and 

marketing network. Such integration proved especially usefirl in securïng the allegiance 

of uncommitted developing nations in the all-absorbing stniggle with the Soviet Union. 

It solidified the adherence of the States of Western Europe and Japan uito the economic 

domain of the Amencan production system, reinforcing the securïty apparatus that had 

been created at the close of the Second World War. 

The appearance of Robert Keohane's and Joseph Nye's Power and 

Interdependence in 1977 posed an altemate paradlgm designed to supplement realie. 

They argued that the buk of inter--te relations - parücularly those between adjacent 

developed coumies - could not be easily interpreted using redism. Such relations were 

characterised by an absence of military threat, were typically conducteci either at low 

levels of government or by non-govenunental agents, and featured a varïety of cross- 



national contacts- Keohane and Nye demonstrateci that the distribution of power between 

the two countrïes often held litîie re1ationship to the bargarning outcornes over disputes. 

Small, less powerful corntries often achieved equitable if not favourable gains fkorn such 

negotiations, even when theil adversary held much more of the traditional elements of 

power. They presented a new model of international relations which, while not meaning 

to replace realism, was intended to explain the characteristics of what they termed 

cccomplex Înterdependen~e".~~ 

Keohane and Nye portrayed the MNC as a IargeIy independent actor that had in 

fact weakened, rather than strengthened, the realist paradigm. The MNC was a key 

element of this model because it fostered the international non-governmentd links that 

were fiindamentai. Yet, the very success of the large MNC eventually created the 

conditions under which conflict between its economic aims and the foreign policy 

objectives of its home country might collide. Iwo emerging branches of IR iiterature - 

the theories sumunding integration, particularly in the European context, as well as the 

ernerging body of schoiarship surround the issues of development and dependence - 

illustrate that MNC success could erode the long term structure and stability of the 

international system. 

Ii 

In post war Europe, the infusion of Amencan capital and the incipient processés 

of economic integration helped foster recovery. Building upon the foundation of 

fiinctionalist theory originating in the inter- period, integrationists believed that 

fosterhg such supranational institutions with broad authonty over European production 

and investment would quel1 the economic nationalism that had led Europe into coanict. l7 



The specifk "supranational state building" over specinc issue areas d t e d  in a "steady 

expansion of the Community scope of activity and powers of its central instituti~ns."'~ 

Such efforts regdariseci investment d e s  and created industrial policies over specific 

issue areas that were broadly consistent- While the initial proclivity of European based 

multïnationals to take advantage of over such policy regdation within the European area 

appeared scant - and many European multinationals appeared to prefer national rather 

than European afhïty'g - the eariy effects of integration efforts laid the basis for a more 

Ïntegrated Uistitutiond M e w o r k  that would foiIow in later years. 

Stephen Krasner's work on regime theory provided a usefirl addition to the 

process of European integration- Regirnes, as Kramer noted, "are dehed as principles, 

noms, d e s ,  and decision making procedures around which actors expectations converge 

in a given issues area7"* Regdatory regimes that provide institutional contexts for the 

resolution of state codict  acted to absorb the regdatory fiinction previously ailocated to 

the hegemonic state power. The capacity of international organisations to regulate the 

international system became a subject of intense debate, as some scholars charnpioned the 

"ùistitutionalisation" of world politics, while others were scepticd and argued that such 

institutions held limited utility- '' By regularising forums for inter-state cosperation, 

regime theory fostered the conditions for a resurgence of the European MNC. 

The dependency literature, which seeking to analyse economic relations between 

the developed and the developing world, also paid substantiai attention to the MNC. 

Integrating the developing nations into the Western capitalist system posed severai 

challenges." Albert O. H i r s c b  demonstrated the importance the international trade 

structure played in the progress of a national economy." Hirschrnan expiained the 



M a g e s  between national goals and the structure of a nation's trade- While not directhg 

his shidy at the developmg nations directly, his ideas provided cl- to the relationship 

of the international trade structure and the apparently mested development efforts, The 

lack of productive diversification or mdac tur ing  knowledge present in much o f  the 

developing world often resulted in an overt reliance on the production of staple crops or 

commodities- Many nations became overly dependent on the corporations and markets 

of the developed world for the manufâcturing and the sale of their primary produce. The 

hub and spoke paradÏgm - in which developed nations had access to numerous sources of 

supply for key commodities, while the developing nations that produced such 

commodities were dependent on the market - proved to be one of the most popular-'4 

Other work by James Goldgeier and Michael McFaul utiliseci the concept of 

"core" and "periphery" economic zones to help Uuminate the dependency debate. The 

developed core used its institutional and historical dominance over the penphery to 

extract continueci economic concessions. Additional examples of dependency scholarship 

include the work Fernando Henrique Cardoso, who introduced the theoxy of associated- 

dependent development. Cardoso argued that, in order to break out of the cycle of 

dependency, it was vital for developing nations to acquire foreign technology in order to 

eliminate the reliance on foreign knowledge for indutrial expansion. This required 

crafting new relationships with the developed world's economic agents - including the 

multinational corporation. Dependency's anaiytic models often portrayed a structural 

imbalance between state authority and f3m capability. 

This apparent imbalance in economic capability prompted academics to focus on 

the problems of development One apparent problem was national govenunents that, 



accorduig to Marxist scholarship, were often nothùig more than a conduit through w k h  

exploitative investment took place- The apparatus of the state oniy represented the 

interests of the eiite; government officiais and local businespeople who stood to gain 

most fiom continued foreign investment Developing nations had also become dependent 

on the continued transfer of capital and technology fiom the developed world, and the 

agent of transfer typically was the MNC. Such writers often cIaimed that the activities of 

the MNC left the host nations in a permanent state of arrested economic development, 

dependent on foreign coprate  actïvïty and possessing little capacÏty or desire to 

diversi@ their national economy. Such work M e r  maintained that the developed 

world had an interest in maîntaining such a system because it provided an abundant 

supply of cheap labour and comrnodities that would keep product pnces down. 

Theonsl of dependence argued that, since the developed world had no interest in 

changing the status quo and in fact worked to maintah it, it was the duty of the 

developing nations to reclaim economic independence. Potential toois for such change 

included cartelisation of production, establishing quotas on the production of key raw 

materials in order to elevate prices, and the establishment of impoa substitution policies 

that would create an indigenous production capacity. MI of these actions targeted the 

MNC, which was assumed to be an agent of economic subjugation. The resolution .of 

conflict between the states of the developing world and the MNC depended upon an 

elaborate bargaining relationship. The fïrms' control over proprietary technology, access 

to capital, and management capability gave them enormous power; the state often could 

only reply with crude regulatory instruments. Yet the various state efforts to control the 

activities of the MNC were largely disappoinhg. The threat of nationalisation of key 



was weakened by the difEcuIîy in estabbhüg unanimïty across the varied souras of 

supply, md the threat of pmduct substitution Iimited the utility of a carte1 fm alI but the 

most specialised raw materialS. hternatiody, the nations of the developing wodd 

colleaively attempted to &s this irnbsrlance téirough institutional means. The creation 

of the Gmup of 77 and their cumulative caiI for a New htemational Economic Order 

(MEO) represented a unifid fesponse to the perceived exploitation wrought by the 

developed worid's mdtinationals? While achieving some inauence at the Uai.ted 

Nations, this effort to nshape world econom-c dations tàîled, largely due to the inabiiity 

of the Group to maintain a United policy hnt. Equalïsing the bargabhg power between 

the host nation and the multhatiional remained an elusive goal of developaiem theory- 

Some analysts argaed thaî, as developing d o n s  gained in economic capability 

and stature, they would be able to extract more bargahhg concessions h m  the investing 

corporations. Raymond Vemon's Sovereimtv at Bav argued that the perceived 

exploitation of its economic assets would encourage the developing world to =sert 

their traditional prerogatives within their own borders. He envisioned a possible fûture in 

which corporate investment and reiocation decisions wouid be abject to intense scrutiny 

- if not ouûight prevdon - by the goveRlIllents of the involved nations? More recent 

scholarship has concurred with Vemon, and demonstrates that the states of the third 

world have steadily increased their kgakhg capacïty in relations with MNCs, and have 

garnered greater concessions as a result2' Typically, developing nations have estabbhed 

a pattern of policies designed to both attmt and conîrol foreign investment- The o f f d g  

of tax incentives and low wage labour is countatd by demands for the transfer of 

technology and the inclusion of local nationais at incxeasing ievels of management 



of tax incentives and Iow wage labour is countered by demands for the transfer of 

technology and the inclusion of local nationals at increasing levels of management 

responsibility within the Company. While eariy MNC dominance in the bargarning 

relationship allowed finns to enact maximum rent from their investments in the 

developing world, that advantage has decreased somewhat over the. 

Hegemony and Its Discontents 

The hegemony thesis - that the presence of a hegemon tends stability to the 

international system, and that its decline may hedd a period of turbulence - has been a 

usew interpretaîive tml for explaüiing international post-war economÏc events. CkIes 

Endlebergel8 was one of the first to note how the power of a hegemon provided the 

leadership necessary for the '>ublic goods" that aiiowed the international economy to 

hction smoothly. Such powers acted as lenders and markets of last resort, established 

regulatory pattern for the transfer of capital, and worked to smooth the inevltable cycles 

of international production The Iack of a hegernon, according to Kindeberger, resdted 

in a turbulent and unpredictable economy in which national protectionisrn clogged trade 

arteries. His thesis proved prescient in descniing the institutional role played by the 

United States in the immd-ate post-war world. Its dominance in trade and production 

allowed the United States to act as a system hegemon, reguIating international economic 

activity and hding the reconstruction of the world economy. 

The erosion of American power wrought by the continuai provision of public 

goods was evinced by the 1971 decision by President Richard Nixon to abandon the 

Bretton Woods system and remove the U.S. dollar fkom the gold standard. The 

repudiation of Bretton Woods indicated a loss of American economic power, the 



occmence of which became a key argument in the begemonic decine thesis which 

peppered the IR fiterature in the 1980s and early 1990s. The erosion of Amencan market 

predominance to its more nimble West German and Japanese competitors ied mauy to 

argue that the United States was losing its economic status as a hegemon. Robert Giipin 

and Paul Kennedy are pdaps  the most widely known of those scholars who questioned 

the long-term ability of the United States to maintain its military, economic, and 

ideological dominance. Kemedy's Rise and FaLi of the Great Powers provided an 

historicd argument in which dominant states were subject to "imperial overstretch" 

which eventually weakened their economic base. Gilpin's trenchant War and Change in 

World Politics clarifieci the argument by offering a theoretical account of long term 

decline of hegemonic powers. He argued that the establishment of a hegemon, its period 

of dominance, and its eventuaI decline was a cyclical mode1 that charactensed the 

international system. He too voiced concern over the phenornenon of over-extension. He 

ako argued thai the agents of a nation's initial economic growth - its productive fïrms and 

industries - weakened over tirne' and often worked to transfer wealth producing 

knowledge and skîlls to neighbouring countrles. The agents of such economic and 

technological transfer were ofien the hegemon's own corporations, as their foreign 

activities raised the economic capacity of rising international competitors. The activities 

of domestic economic agents actualiy contributed to the long-term decline of the 

dominant nation.29 

Whether or not the decline of hegemony would result in increasing levels of 

discord or renewed attempts at cooperation became the focal point of IR scholarship in 

the late 1980s and early 1990s. Some argued that hegemonic decline would weaken 



international regdatory capability, but that this would be countered by the ùicreased 

prospects for CO-operation fostered by the growth of international institutions and 

reOgimeses Robert Keohane's M e r  Hegemony argued that, although creating such 

institutions and regimes required the ovefarcbg power of a hegemon, maintaining them 

did not. Keohane argued that the increasing discord and confiïct that accompanied the 

deciine of a hegemon's power wouid provide more, rather than less, motivation for states 

to engage in co-operative behaviour. The frarnework provided by established 

international institutions created a forum where highly contentious and protracted 

bargaining between compebiig nations states could take place." 

Such scholarship also noted the threat to national economic power posed by the 

increasingly internationalisation of the world econorny. The gain in industrial power 

enjoyed by Amerka's cornpetitors would inevitably translate into political power- The 

MNC was thought to be an important participant in that process. Its foreign operatiofis 

transferred modern technology to industriai tivals for which thz American polity received 

few tangible benefits in retum. Increasingly international production networks were 

equated with an inevitable weakening of national economic strength, and a concem that 

the foreign operations of major Amencan multinationals could be detrimental to the 

production powers of the nation- 

MNCs acted as both protectors of the hegemonic system and as instruments of 

change. They reinforceci the open liberal trading environment created by the 

institutionaIisation of iiberai international economic policies, and their rapid expansion 

fûxthered the interests of the dominant state within the international system. Yet the 

MNC also acted to erode the hegemonic structure by advancing the economic and 



technologicai capability of emerging rivai states. Cunent debates within IR scholarship, 

therefore, contest whether the continued expansion of MNC activity wiU erode or aid 

systemic stability. Some analysts have warned that the deche in the hegemonic system 

wiU force major deveIoped states to enact independent trade and investment poiices. 

Such states wïIl likely attempt fuse their famiIiarïty with muitilaterai trading practice with 

an increased self-determination that places greater reliance on bilateral and regional 

trading policies. A revival of protection& trading policies is also possible, though such 

tendencies may be countered by the increasing International dependence of domestic 

indutry." In short, by the end of the 1980 scholars were divided on the role of the MNC 

and its contribution - or detraction - fiom systemic stability. This would become an 

important component of the emerging neo-reaiist and neo-liberai debate. 

Neo Reaïism and Neo Liberalism 

The distribution of power across the units of the international system becarne the 

foundation for the theories of structurai reafism, whose foremost advocate is Kenneth 

Waitz. His Theory of International Politics argued that the stability of the international 

system depended upon both the clarity and the structure of power distribution within that 

system. He reiterated the traditional rpalist dictates by placing primary emphasis on the 

state as an actar in international relations, and re-afnrmed the focus on the problems of 

war and peace. To Wala, the structure of great power relations was the primary 

determinant of the stability of the system. The rystern of bipolarïty present in the Cold 

War was the most stable due to its clarity, predictability, and elimination of the delicke 

balancing of many nation's interests that had been necessary under the previous systems 

of rn~ltipolarity?~ 



The arguments of strucîurai realists - whose members include Wdtz, Joseph 

Grieco, and Robert Jervîs, among others - hold severai common axioms- Anarchy and 

the distribution of power are the dominant constraints within the international system 

States remain the predominant units- The prospects for co-operation between states is 

inherently limited, as states were more concerned with relative7 rather than absolute, 

gains. While aclmowledging that the degree of CO-operation in the present system was 

indeed high, they stressed that examples of such behaviour were drawn fkom non-criticai 

or non-vital interests. Such co-operation, they argueci, would evaporate whenever 

conflictuai issues arose over key nationai interests. Moreover, they were quick to point 

out that examples of co-operation were drawn almost invariably from the relations 

between developed industriaiised nations- For the remaining states - which formed the 

vast numeric buik of the international community - international relations remained 

primarily an exercise in cornpetition, self-help, and the pursuit of national intered3 

Accompanying their emphasis on the primacy of the state was an intentional 

subordination of the other elements acting within the international system- They argued 

that intemationd and supranational organisations, as weU as non-state actors, could not 

challenge the predominance of the state because they lacked both sovereign legiîïmacy 

and the coercive power of force. Their effect on the international system was necessarily 

ancillary, and mattered only to the extent that their activities augmented or eroded the 

power of the major states- They argued that scholars who stressed the capacity for CO- 

operation - whom they labelled neo-liberai institutionalists - had over-estimated the 

capacity of international institutions to manage the international system. Joseph Grieco 



has reviewed the diffaences in positions adopted between structurai realists and neo- 

liberal instituti~nalists~, and announceci cleariy his preference for neo-reali-st theory. 

Such a prognosis held Little potential for the andysis of non-state actors. Scholars 

who wished to include non-state actors within the scope of IR inquVy quickly realised the 

limitations of realism, and endeavoured to create theoretical models which could 

encapsulate the role of non-state actors- The fimdamental thnist of the neo-iiierds' 

argument - that the institutional fkamework can rnitigate the consequences of anarchy 

within the international system - quickly became a subject of great debate within the IR 

community. The advocates of the neo-li.iera.1 institutionalist school arped that the 

institutional context dowed for a greater degree of international co-operation than was 

previously possible. The characteristics promoted by regularised institutional contact 

between nations - including trust, reciprocity, openness, and transparency - could soften 

if not eliminate the suspicion which had historïcdly clouded such relations. Neo-iiberds 

argued thaî, at least in economic matters, States were more concerned with absolute rather 

than relative gain. They accepted that some of the fiindamental assertions of reaiists and 

neo-realists - such as the condition of anarchy and the primacy of the state - but believed 

that the prospects for CO-operation and institutional regdation were strong- 

The debate between neo-hierai institutionalists and neo-realists - and the field of 

international relations in general - received a substantiai shock both during and d e r  the 

fd of the Soviet Union. The rapidity with which Mikhail Gorbachev's policies 

promoted change was staggering. The dismantling of the Soviet nuclear arsenal, the 

growing desue to join Western economic organisations, and the eventual hieration of the 

nations of Eastern Europe had been predicted by very few international scholars or policy 
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attributes of a hegernonic power?7 Indeed, the end of the Cold War had alIowed the 

United States to withdraw or sale down many of its fore* commitments and reinvest in 

its own industrial and educationai foundations - precisely the actions recommended by 

those who hoped to reverse the apparent American decline. Discussion of the new 

American role ranged fkom Charles Krauthammer's cTJCTpoIar ~ o r n e n t " ~ ~  to the advent 

of neo-isolationkt movernents within the United States by those who had grown weay of 

Amencan over-extension abroaé The need for Amencan leadership in the international 

system was just as pronounceci at the end of the Cold war as it was during the shaping of 

the post-World War II world- 

Yet, as clear as the need for Arnerican leadership was, it was also obvious that the 

elements of that leadership had changed. The calculus of power that had provided a 

foundation for realist scholarship did not appear to adequately account for the changed 

post-Cold War world The Soviet Union, while possessing large measures of military 

power, had cnimbled because of a dyshctiond economy and a bankrupt political and 

social ideology The triumph of the West, many analysts concludeci, was mainiy a 

consequence of a supenor productive capacity that had allowed the American economy to 

nithstand decades of Soviet challenge whiie still providuig a high and nsing standard of 

living for its citizens. The energy with which fonner cornmunist states embraced 

dernocratic and market reforms indicated that such principles played a very strmg role in 

the calculus of international power, and that they therefore a cnticai element--of 

international leadership. Consequently, international relations scholars began to re- 

evaluate their hterpretations of power. Joseph Nye's Bound to Lead '' was one of the 

fkst to argue that the instruments of ccsoff' power - such as ideological appeal and the 



apparent attractsveness of domestic lifestyle - were also elements of international 

leadership. The power to shape perception and the entice other nations to subscnie to a 

f o m  ofpolitical and economic leadership appeared to be just as important as was the raw 

ability to exert force- 

The potential of the MNC to exert just such "soffy power was considerable. Not 

ody were integrated multinationals formidable economic entities, but they were also 

powerhl conveyors of the atîractive social conditions supposedly characteristic of their 

home nation- Nye's work noted that nor only did the MNC affect domestic economic 

conditions; it a h  influenceci cuitUral mores and social philosophies to a comparable 

extent. Their activity became one of the key elements in the debates between global 

Ïntegration and local fragmentation that seemed to charactense post-CoId War 

international politics. The integrative capacity of large economic institutions and 

production.networlcs came into conflict with the increasingly assertive politics of local 

culture and identity, which were ofhm opposed to muitinationais because they eroded 

social and religious amation- 

Such scholarship begm to emphasise how the workiny of the international 

marketplace contri'buted to social and poIïtical transformation as weIi. It meant that 

scholars of international relations would begin to pay greater attention to the workings of 

that market and the implications it heid for the state, power, and system stability - ali of 

the root concepts and questions of the field. It led to a resurgence of the importance of 

international political economy, and it is to this that we now tum. 



International Politicai Economv 

Three dominant schools of thought have dominated the study of international 

political economy - liberalism, mercantilisIi1, and Marxism- All three have staked out 

positions on the core questions of the field - the cornpetition between and market and 

authority, and the domestic politicai implications of increasing international commerce- 

Robert Gilpin has outhed how international political economy research has concentrated 

on the three traditional approaches? The f3st - economic liberaikm - draws on the 

classicd works of Adam Smith and David Ricardo- DomesticalIy, this mode1 assumes 

that individual consumers are rational economic maximizers, and that a fkee market in the 

trade of goods md services will resuIi in the greatest good for the greatest many. 

Internationally, hieralism utilises the theory of comparative advantage in recommending 

that countries focus their îndustriai efforts in producing goods for which they are most 

suited. It argues that international trade should be fiee of restriction, Save for those items 

deemed essential for national securiy, Modem descendants of Smith and Ricardo 

include Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman, who contend that their original 

conceptions are applicable today." TheV recipe for economic prosperity included the 

dismantling of state regulation and the privatisation of as much national industry ai 

possible- 

Such recommendations formed the intellectual foundation of the program of de- 

regulation that became prominent in both the Reagan and Thatcher administrations4', 

programs that have been emulated in many additionai states- Liberalism argues that the 

state should interfere as iittle as possible with the market. Both Thatcher and Reagan 



were convinced that the economïc stagnation they perceived in their nations was a 

product of an over-intrusive state that stined indusûial initiative and entrepreneurid 

drive. Their govemments moved quickly to deregdate industries, to sel1 government 

corporations to the private sector, and ro loosen regdatory requirements that supposedy 

impeded the £low of capital and the creation of new businesses. Such actions were 

credited with restoring the prospenty of the national economies of both the United States 

and Great Britain. 

While this model does see a necessary roIe for national government - particularly 

in providing legitimate and predictable avenues for economic redress - that roIe is by 

implication limite& Its appeal in the post-War international system benefited both fiom 

the support of the United States and the mernories of the economic nationaikm that had 

contributed to the Great Depression- Its fiindamental assertions were translated into 

policy by the economic institutions of the post-War world. The securùig of IMF 

developmental assistance became contingent upon the adoption of non-ùiterventionist 

forms of domestic governance- Admission to the GATT depended upon a national 

conmitment to lower M e  and investment barriers. The principles of comparative 

advantage were assumed to provide the most reliable and effective path to development; 

consequently developing nations concentrateci on the production of primary resource 

products that were consumeci Iargely by the industrialised world. This pattern of 

international economic management dominateci much of the fïrst two decades of the CoId 

war. 

The assumai ubiquity of the liberal model contributed to the rapid expansion of 

the MNC in the early pst-war years. Substantial reductions in tara  and trade b d e r s  
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and the enbanced stability of foreign exchange Ievels encouraged the creation of foreign 

operations by many domestic firnis. At nich activity usually involveci the export of 

finished goods for disaibution in foreign markets; later, enhanced confidence in the 

stability of the trading system encoumged these corporations to make manufacturùig 

ùivestments abroad- The politicai effects of large MNCs were assumed to be at worst 

neutrctl and at best inherently positive to both home and host countnes- They provided 

developing nations with enhanced employment opportunities and raised technological 

literacy and income levels. For the home country, international operations kept product 

prices down by reducing labour costs, and aLlowed fkms to upgrade their domestic 

production unites into higher valued-added production processes. Continual investment 

and manufacturing abroad were assimied to be both economicaily necessary and 

poiitically beneficial. 

The eariy initial successes of the MNC in rehabilitating Japan and Gexmany were 

however, countered by the inability to create similar effects in other areas of the globe- In 

many respects the progress of the world economy under a liberai trade and investment 

regime were quite positive. Trade had been re-invigorated, and the production processe6 

within Western Europe and Japan rehabilitated. Yet, development in what came to be 

termed %e thkd world" had been less than expected In the k t  three decades of the 

post-war penod, nüniy such nations were unable to translate their comparative advantages 

in the production of raw commodities into a steady progression of industrial upgrading. 

The attempt to try- under the Liberal assumption that the best route to development lay in 

industrialisation - had eroded traditional social structures and inaugurated rapid 

urbanisation, without which local political auîhonties had few resources to cope- 



Foreign multinationals had proven reluctant to transfer key technologies or production 

processes into foreign plants; and were reticent in ùicorporating local personnel into their 

overd management structure. MNCs quickfy transfened much of the wealth garnered 

fiom foreign operations back to the home nation; comparably minor amounts were re- 

invested in the developrnent of the host nation? HO& goveniments often e~dorsed 

production arrangements that enriched local business and governing elite while providing 

few worker benefits- The record of the MNC had not fUïUed the economic promise that 

liberalism predi~ted-~~ 

Such realities prompted a revival of a mode1 of political economy based on the 

ideas of Karl Marx. The experience of development mîrrored many of the predictions 

and warning Marx had made about the perds of liberalism- Marx's areoument - that 

hieralism created conflïct between the economic ùiterests of the owners of capital and the 

suppliers of labour - proved prophetic. His contention that the state was nothing more 

than a conduit for the flow of international capital seemed borne out by the collusive 

state-firm relations endemic in the Tbrd World. His critique of capitalism - that the 

international structure was artificially constnicted by nation-states cornpeting desperately 

to acquire new markets and resources - found tangible proof in the inherent exploitation 

of the Third World Because world economic resources were finite, that competition 

inevitably created conflict and outnght armed hostility between nation-states. Within the 

developing world, competition for accumulation led to the expIoitation of national 

resources and the creation of a social order plagued with class and material conflict. Such 

orders were unjust and ultimately self-defeating, as the growing tensions withùi the 



economic order proved unbearable and led to n a t i o a o n  or rebellion by the exploited 

cIass- 

Such ideas formed the basis for the dependencia scholarship. Two intellectual 

descendants of Marxian scholarship include Theodore Moran and Robert Cox- Moran's 

study of the copper industry in Chile demonstrated that country's strong nationai desire to 

gain more sovereign control, first over its domestic mining operations, second over 

Chilean participation in the world economy. He argues that the economic nationalists in 

ChiIe focused prîmarily on wr&g control fiom large minùig mulànationals, and only 

later did they concentrate on establishg ovedi Chilean econornic independence? He 

concluded thaî a more quitable pattern of control and a greater symmetry of power 

between host nation and MNC would work to arneliorate much of the inherent tension 

between the two? Robert Cox has argued that curent world production processes have 

engendered a certain structure of world order. As a selfaesmieci 'Chistoncal rnaterialist", 

he utilises the class struggle primdy "as a heuristic mode1 for the understanding of 

structural changes7* He identifies the histoncal progression of international political 

economy as a dynamic between social forces, world order, and ensuing forms of state. 

Ceaain models of production condition both the structure of the world order and the 

accepted reairns for the exercise of  state power. 

Such interpretations argue that the MNC is an instrument of oppression and 

exploitation, not one of development and progress. The MNC attempts to expropriate and 

maintain control over the generation of wealth, and holds few other objectives other than 

the enhancement of its own economic power. It should therefore be regardeci with as 

much suspicion as welcome; and the role of the state is to first divest itself nom such 



collusive agreements and second to exert sm>nger control over its own domestic 

resources. This it can ody do by first recognising the inherent tendency for exploitation, 

and then workuig diligentiy to equalise power relatïonships between the multinational 

fïrm and the developiug natioa Awareness of that need would breed the capacity for 

action. 

The third mode1 that wiU be discussed here is the rnercantilist or nationafist mode1 

of economic development Mercantilism is often associated with the reaIist scholarship 

because both emphasise the accumulation and maximisation of nate power- Europe's 

early mercantiiist strategies have been weïi recorded by Jkcob viner." Viner's historical 

accounts of 18" century Europe noted how the drive to accumdate goid specie dedicated 

the trade and production policies of the European powers- Primary intellectual 

expositions of the mercantifist school uiclude Friedrich List- List's National System of 

Political Economy j d e d  why national power objectives should dominate economic 

policy, and provided a methodology for achieving such power. To List, the purpose of 

economic activity was to enrich the power of the state; it was not to maximise individuai 

welfàre. States should strive to achieve rapid industrial and technoiogical development 

until they could equd and surpass that of thek cornpetitors- 

The prïnciples that mercantilism advocates nm as foIlows. First, the state should 

play an active - rather than a mere regulatory - role in shaping domestic maiket 

conditions and in aiding the progress of its indigenous nmis. Relying on principles of 

comparative advantage to fûlnl national economic needs would result in permanent 

economic subordination to stronger industrid powers. Economic activity should 

concentrate on building core industrid and technologicd capabilities, not on raising the 



standard of Iiving of individuah. Trade barriers - particdarIy in fledgling induîrïai 

industries - should remain high until indigenous f i .  gain expenence and manufact-g 

skill. Taxes on accumulateci wealth should be heavy, to provide state revenue for further 

investment Afier a state had gained strength in a particular industry, it could relax îrade 

restrictions, and thereby endeavour to obtain more international market share. Such 

principles were thought to provide the surest and quickest route to economic power. 

Under mercantilism, a market econoxny is utiIised for &y to day transactions but 

is deemed inappropriate to chart the economic course of  the nation. The ideoiogy of 

mercantilism holds strong conceptions of the role the state must play in fashionïng 

economic success. Naîîons practising mercantilism must have a state apparatus with both 

the legitimacy and the capacity to intervene in the workings of the market. Government 

officials must work in CO-operation with executives of industrial leaders, to ensure that 

economic plans are cornmunicated and understood, The state works to foster domestic 

h s '  success by protecting the home market fiom foreign competition, erecting 

regulatory investment regimes designed to ensure rapid tramfer of foreign technology to 

home firms, and by ensuring that £hm have assured long-term access to low-interest 

capital. Domestic competition is encouraged but reguiated: rivalry between domestic 

f irms is intense, yet the state works to prevent the establishment of monopoly by ensuring 

the survivd of at least several fimis in any one industry. Strong state structures and a 

public desire for national economic progress are prerequisites for the practice of 

rnercantili~m~ 

The revival of mercantilist interpretations of national economic activity resulted 

fiom the economic success of post-war Japan. The rapidity with which Japan rebuilt its 



war-shaîtered industry was unparaUe1ed Withûi twenty years Japan was competing with 

Amencan producers in iow-value consuxner durables; by the 1980s, Japanese auto 

mdachi re rs  were commanding increasingiy large shares of the global automobile 

market. Tnitial accounts attri'buted such success to the infusion of American post-war 

monetary aid and the absorption capacity of the Amerîcan domestic market. Y ~ L  as 

Amencan trade deficits with Japm grew - and were counted in the tens of billions of 

dollars per year - a d y s t s  began to note that the Japanese economic success was not a 

product of hiberal economic principks- The Japanese home market remaiued Iargely 

closed to American imports, particularly in high tech rnanufa~turing~ Imports fiom Japan 

were nften priced at artifcially low levels, engendering accusation of trade dumping by 

Amencan cornpetitors. And the ferocity and redience with which Japanese fïrms couid 

ccmpete led many to conclude that they were not relying solely on their market earnings. 

Japanese companies couid apparentiy endure years of sellîng at below-cost prîces in% 

Long-term strate* effort to dominate market share. Such a strategy couId d y  be built 

on profits gamered h m  sales in the domestic Japanese market Findy, the groups of 

allied manufacturing fims that drew fhancing fiom a singie bank - the now fmous 

kefretnr of industrial groupings - allowed the exchange of inforniaton and the provision 

of low cost capital that was unmatched by liberal market structures. 

Writers such as Chalmers Johnson, Lester Thurow, Clyde Prestowitz, James 

Fallows and Karei van Wolferen examined the patter of Japan' economic behaviour and 

drew largeiy similar conclusions. Fallows argued that historicai and cultural experïence 

had taught the Japanese leaders to equate technological capacity with national 

independence, and that therefore the desire to dominate hi&-tech industries was a 



strategy of national defence. PrestoWitz recounts his experiences as a trade negotiator, 

and notes how domestic regulatory systems in Iapan effectively eliminated foreign 

competition. He argued that Japanese leaders were surprked that Western nations did not 

erect similar domestic regdations to protect and enhance their own economies. KareI 

van Wolferen notes how the Japanese bureaucracy had effectively unirped power fiom 

elected state representatïves. Consequentiy, the Japanese economy wiefded the strength 

of consensus arnong business and govemment elite but lacked centres of power and 

accountabiiity, which inhi'bited the abfity to enact change- WuKien noted that this was 

a source of long term weakness within the Japanese system. Thurow argued that the 

system of trade competition between the industrial economies would threaten the post 

war hieral trachg system enacted by the United States. These authors attempt to 

illuminate the success of Iapan and to provide reciprocal policy recommendation for the 

Wes Po 

Many observers conciuded that Japan's economic power codd only be  countered 

by selective govemment aid to industries thought to hold important strategic value. The 

debate over strategic trade policy - or the need for government support of industries that 

competed in especially expensive or  strategic industries - populated academicCand policy 

literature during the latter half of the 1980s and early 1990s. Economistts such as Laura 

Tyson, Paul Krugman, and Michael Mastandunos' argued that the structurai dynamics of 

particular industries - such as semiconductor production, steel, and the fabrication of 

civilian jetliners - mandated government participation. They argued that govemment 

suppoa of these industries by industrial cornpetitors created an uneven playing field upon 

which Amencan firms could not compete. An example fiequently cited was the Airbus 



consortium, in which the combinai govemment support by Britain, France, and Germany 

enabled Europe to produce the Airbus c i ~ a n  jet None of the three European partners 

possessed sufficient econornia of scale to produce such an aircraft; their consortium, 

however, dowed them to wrest vitd market share h m  their primary cornpetitor, Seattle- 

based Boeing aKcraft. This example of European mercantilism engendered a series of 

reciprocal actions fiom the American goveniment, proving that mercantilism theory 

remaineci dive and well is some of the most avowedy ILberal indusrial couniries, 

Mercantiikm both fosters and depends upon a close workuig relationship between 

the policy apparatus of govemment and the management of large corporations. MNCs 

contribute to state aims by regdarising production practices w i t h  their home nation- 

They often enact restrictive hiring and promotion practices designed to ensure that 

nationals retain control over major management decisions- The ownership of public 

stock is often controlled by large native financial institutions that do not trade or sel1 that 

stock This fiees companies fkm the shackles of quarterly profit results, and allows them 

to enact long term strategic practices. Company Ioyalty is encouraged and often becornes 

an institutional suxrogate for expression of loyalty to the state. Production of high value- 

added research and production activlties is concentrated in the home state; routine 

productive tasks are allocated to foreign plants. In r e m  %r such measures, the 

mercantilist MNC receives numerous state benefits- The state protects the domesiic 

market fkom foreign competition and prevents the establishment of monopoiy- State 

measures designed to induce high levels of personal savings create a Large pool of 

investment fimds that can finance new ventures. Long-term research and development is 

encouraged. Such irdvantages mitigate the dangers associated with unchecked market 



independence, and d o w  the state to retain a large measure of  control over its domestic 

development. 

The three traditionai interpretative modeis prevaient in the theory of international 

politicai economy describe the MNC as an agent of economic efficiency, of exploitation, 

and of state power respectively. Liberal interpretations of the international economy 

focus upon the efficient productive capacity of the modem MNC as the best instrument 

for global economic deveiopment The principles of this theory were infused into post- 

war economic institutions and the development practices those institutions encourage& 

Multinationais, however, codd also be seen as exploiters, whose control over resources, 

technology, and production put them in a position of advantage when bargaining for 

concessions from host Statesc Descriptions of such behaviour are weii developed in the 

dependencia fiterature- Finally, mercantilism forms the economic philosophy that is the 

direct counterpart to politicai realism- It emphasises the achievement of state power 

through economic advantage. It prioritises the economic power of the state, not the 

economic welfâre of the individual, and holds Little faith in the regdatory capacity of fiëe 

market r n e ~ h ~ s m s -  International relations theory provides direct corresponding links to 

the three schools of international political economy research. 

Regionalism Versus the Primacy of the State 

The traditional focus on the state - a staple of theorïes of international political 

economy research - may be waning- Susan Strange, for one, has argued that ability of the 

state to regdate economic activity has been eroded by the activities of integrated MNCs 

and the expansion of bilateral and regional investment regirnes. Her arguments - outlined 

most recentiy in The Retreat of The %teE - question some of the fbdamental 



assumptions of liberabm, mercantilism, and dependence- She argues that international 

economic production arrangements are too diffuse for any one state to control Attempts 

to adopt overly-strict domestic state regdatory mechanisms discourage the inflow of 

foreign direct investment, investment that is critical in maintaining productive 

competitiveness with industrial rivals. She consequently shows how broder iBstnunents 

of regdation are necessary to control the Ullfettered investment and production decisions 

enacted by integrated mdtlnationais. 

Because of the observations of analysts such as  Strange, curent branches of 

political economy research do not necessarily focus their analysis on the individual 

nation-state. The growth of trans-border trade and the ùicreasingly integrated production 

networks that characterise modem enterprise has led to an intensive study of the political 

economy of r e m s .  The most-developed example of the phenornenon of regiondis& is 

the increasingly unifïed economy of Europe. As Brian Hanson notes, 

One of the most strikùig features of the international economy since the 
mid 1980s has been the prolifefôtion and intensification of regional trading 
arrangements around the world Among the most prominent 
developments, the European Union (EU) implemented a program to create 
the world's largest single market .. . and is contemplating the m e r  
addition of ten or more c o d e s ?  

- 

The original political motives, which were the foudation of European post-war 

integration efforts, have been superseded by the realised and potential economic 
d .  

advantages of an integrated European market. 

Regionalism has had different dynaDnics in North Amerka The largely political 

motives behind the European efforts have not been mirrored in North America While 

economic unification in Europe was largely a product of efforts to curb natiollsilist 



economic rivaixy, in North Arnerïca the business reality of integration preceded regionaI 

political initiatives by a good margin- The Canada-US fiee trade agreement (CUFTA) 

and its North Amencan Free Trade descendent (NAFTA) have been descnibed as politicaI 

agreements designed to reflect a long-standing business reaIitytyS Initiaton of the 

agreement argued that the sheer volume of Canada-US trade mandateci the establishment 

of regional regulatory and institutionai structures. The inclusion of Mexico and the 

potential indusion of South AmerÏcan countrÏes indicate that developing regionai 

economic strate@ continue to command policy pnority- 

In Asia , economic institutions are being created Iargely in order tu facilitate trade. 

The goal of creating an integrated East Asian trading system is reflected in the cmtinual 

efforts to Iower trade bam'ers and increase production within the region. Although the 

regional dynamics of Asia differ substantidy f?om its European or North Amencan 

counterparts - primariiy in their emphasis on fostering pure emnomic CO-operation, with 

comparatively little emphasis placed on the deveiopment of regional poiitical institutions 

- the economic potential of an integrated East-Asian economic systern is enormous; 

Efforts to create transparent and predictable regulatory regimes have been a growing 

phenornenon in the post-war trading system, and often such efforts have political 

implications that challenge the economic sovereignty of the nation-state. 

The Contuiuing Relevance of the State . .  

The fieid of intemational political economy is charactensed by a constant process 

of cornpetition and adaptation between state regdation, non-state institutions and 

agreements, and the market mechanism. While acknowledging that the market requires a 

degree of fieedom for capital, labour, and knowledge to migrate to profitable and 



competitive industfies, the state also attempts to shape and regulate market outcornes 

such that they accord with national policy objectives. It utilises a variety of mechanisms 

to do so, inclucihg tax law, statutes on cornpetition, environmental and labour standards7 

and other measures. The market is undexpinned by a stated or assumed idedogy which 

establishes the objectives and conditions of success. However, the task of regdation is 

hampered by the efusiveness of the agents and modes of transaction that comprise the 

market mechaniSm- Compareci to the state, whose regulatory agencies and policy 

objectives are relativeiy clear and consistent, the market Ïs the very epitome of fluidity- 

Market instnunents Vary in size, interest, and power, kom the individual merchant 

through to large integrated MNCs. The market expands to accommodate new agents 

whiIe sheddmg industrial hctions deemed obsolete. It is organic, competitive, and 

unpredictable. 

This complexity is compounded by the paradox of an increasingly international- 

and perhaps global - economy that relies upon state-based for its 

management. Despite its apparent independence, the market remains a genuine social 

structure dependent on institutional and political support for its existence. Markets are not 

free; they exact costs in their creations, regdation, and maintenance, costs that are usuaily 

borne by the apparatus of the state. Markets require regulatory regirnes, transparency aSd 

disclosure mechanisrns, and policy consistencies, al1 of which require state involvement 

and generate state expense, 

Modem developed economies have developed unique state instruments and 

industrial policy paradigms to enhance their ability to cope with such changes. Historicai 

and contemporary expenence have shaped the various fomis of state industrial policy. 



Peter  our revit ch^^ has added an important histoncal dimension to the debate over state 

industrial policy. He demonstrates how the particdm fonns of state have affected the 

long-tenn aliocations of intexnational capital within domestic markets. His examhaîion 

of the allocative patterns of capital in France, Great Britain, and United States shows that 

it has differed quite markedly in times of depression and economic recession, reflecting 

different societal prionties. A more contemporary example includes the work of Bruce 

Kogut, who edited a volume detailhg how the comparative industriai stmctures provide 

each nation with specialised competitive advantage- The collected works in the voiume 

ilIustrate how particula. state-society relations influence research and deveIopment 

methods, labour relations, and the specific methods of introducing new te~hnology.'~ 

Industrial patterns are products both of histoncal experience and current policy priorities. 

The particular governing structure in individual countnes - combined with 

historical patterns of state guidance over the evolution of the domestic economy - 

impacts directiy on a country's reaction to the phenornenon of economic globalisation- 

Jefiey Hart's work on contemporary foms of competitive capitalism outlines some of 

the broad patterns of industriai behaviour found in the United States, Japan, anci Westekn 

Europe. He argues that the competitiveness of industries within industrial countries 

depends on particular structures of state-societal relationships. He examines--the 

organisational structure of business, government, and labour organisations witbin these 

stata,  as well as the institutional linkages between them. He notes how Europe - and 

Germany in particular - has a fonn of state-industrial CO-operation that is labelled 

corporatism, which features a loose, informa1 association between business and policy 

leaders who can set generai industrial objectives. Nations espousing corporatism view 



national fïrms as serving both economic and sociai interests. Corporate goveniance 

standards concentrate on servïng the interests of employees as wefi as shareholders. 

Presening employment is raieci as a high managerial priority. 

Japan, by contrast, follows the particular organisational requirements of the 

developmentd state model?* It is the domestic institutional expression of mercantikt 

political economy outIined earlier. The deve1opmentaI state features similar co-operation 

as corporatism but features more govemment authority and direction. Political structures 

affëct both the fkeedoms of busmess decision making and the uitimate goals economic 

activity is supposed to achieve. This system features intense collaboration between the 

instruments of the state, labour, and business, with the goal of achievùlg mutually 

acceptable industn*al policy goals. Such a system depends heavily upon communication 

between its primary elements and an identifiable poLicy and business elite who interact 

easily with their counterparts in labour and business. Both the corporatist and the 

developmental pattems of industrial policy feature cosperative relations between states 

and national finns. They m e r  prùnarily in the predominance of the roie of the state in 

industrial policy making. Yet they have broadiy similar pattems of ovedl corporate 

governance, which are designed to pursue both economic and corporate objectives. Coi 

operation between major corporations and govemment policy makers ensure a broadly 

consistent and focused plan of industrial development. 

More l i i d  states often do not feature such collaboration. Often their domestic 

governing structures are designed to foster cornpetition and animosity between the 

elements of business and the state. The United States, for example, publicly shuni the 

very concept of state industrial policy as inherently contrary to a fiee enterprise systed9 



The relationship between govemrnent and domestic fimis is at best neutral and often 

hostile, and the government's role is oeen paceived as one of regulation, not 

collaboration. Lt is more concemed about preventing industrial monopolies than with 

infiuencing the goals and success of its domestic £ïrms. A standard work detailing the 

relationship between the American state apparatus and the operation of its major domestic 

5 m s  is Stephen Krasner's Defenduia the National Interest, He adopts a statist approach 

to the examination of American foreign policy towards the acquisition and control of raw 

materiais. He notes that the m r i c a n  system provides £ëw instruments for central 

decision makers to exert controi over domestic actors, but argues that the state apparatus 

within the United States has neveahekss been abIe to signincantly detemiine the actions 

of its raw materials fhns abroad? - i 

Works by Judith Goldstein and Kelen Milner demonstrate that American 

industrial policy is ofien a product of cornpetkg domestic and international economic 

interests. In the case of Miiner, she argues that policy reactions to similar extemai 

economic challenges ofien dBer across histancal periods. In cornparhg protectionist 

sentiment in the United States during the 1920s and the 1970s, she notes that the latter 

period was less prone to protectionism, largely because of multinationat patterns .of 

international production and the greater interdependence of the Amencan economy wirh 

the world economy.6' Goldstein sees Amencan industriai policy as a product of ide&, 

institutions, and interests, each of which holds significaut input depending upon extemal 

and intemal economic challenges. Negiecting any of the three results in a distorted and 

erroneous interpretation of the formation and execution of American trade policyo' 

Mïlner and Goldstein offer interpretations of Amencan trade policy that illustrate both the 



impact of ideology and the confrontational structure of the Arnerican policy making 

apparatus. 

State policy-making apparatuses, ideology, and history a l l  continue to play a role 

in the formation of industrial policy- Whde thÏs is particularIy evident in examining the 

Large developed economies, it is also clear when discussion moves to smaii and medium 

sized economies as well as the next chapter will demonmate. While the trends 

influencing the development of the internationai economy are broadly consistent, the 

filter of national poIicy making mechanisms wiI l  dictate how individual States react to 

those trends. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has attempted to trace the major post-war developments within the 

fields of international relations and international political economy. Moreover, it has 

attempted to outline the major interpretations of the MNC featured in the scholarship of 

the two fields. The MNC has been included as a traditional element of state powër, 

contributing to the aims and welfare of its home nation- Yet its activities have had the 

ïronic effect of weakening the ideological and productive powers of the hegemonîc 

power, by transferring wealth, technology, and production expertise to industrial rivals. 

The MNC has also aided - pehaps even demanded - the creation of regional associations 

or trade blocs designed to harmonise investment policies across numerous countnes; 

MNC activities have spmed the development of institutions and regimes designed to 

control and regdate investment activïty- This has had the ancillzuy effect of purportedly 

weakening the autonomy of the state to control its domestic economy. The power and 

authority of the state has consequently been questioned, as the debate between neo- 



liberais and neo-realists demomtrates. The MNC has been at the centre of the major 

debates within the two fields, and wiii likely continue to remain there. 

The challenges to the present intemational political econorny are many. The 

perceived decline in the economic hegemony of the United States- demonstrated by the 

rise of industriai cornpetitors - has been repiaced by a surging Amerkm economy and 

renewed respect for American economic power. Yet it is uncleaï whether the United 

States can or should exert continued Ieadership over the international economy- In 

addition, the global trading systern has had to adapt to a vast increase in the amount of 

international commerce and the nurnber of states participating in it Consequentiy, the 

growth of bilateral and regional agreements are rapidly usurping the authority of global 

multilateral trade d e s ,  leading to fears that regional trade blocs are emerging which will 

stine muitiiateralism. Integrating the states of the former Soviet Union into the global 

capitdist system has presented a daunting challenge. Finally, the growth in the power 

and influence of non-state actors - in particda. the MNC - threatens state capacity to 

enact independent domesttic economic policies. 

The thesis will argue that solutions to such dilemmas necessitate a greater 

understanding of the management, strategy, and investment behaviour of the modern 

MNC. In the post-Cold war era of globalisation, the ability of these entities to affect 

domestic political behaviour is substantially greater than at any time in the post-war e k  

This is due primarily to the structural changes in the international system that now allow 

the MNC to operate a tnily global production and sales network. That reality holds 

significant policy implications for national govemments, and the specific reaction to that 

reality of each government will be conditioned by historical tradition, the state apparatus, 



and domestic ideology. For the purposes of this mdy, it will be necessary to outIine 

those factors for the nation of Canada Consequently, the next chapter will provide a .  

oveMew of the Literature surroundlag the strategy and structure of the modem m C ,  and 

will ïUustrate the particuiars of the Canadian case in reacting to the MNCs grorving 

power- 
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Cha~ter 3 - The Multinational Cornoration and Canadian 
Public Poiicv 

The previous chapter detailed the evohmon of mtemational relations and international 

politicai economy rpsearch that has o c c d  in the pst-war ai. This evolutkm has 

reflected the structural changes that have occnrred in both the intemaiional political and 

the intemational economic systems. Momver, it has illustrated how the multinational 

corporation has contn'buted to the evolution of both fields, both in theoretical and in 

applied contexts. The thesis contends thaî the degree of integration that charactterws 

today's multinational production networks has rai-sed that goveniments place on a-g 

foreign direct investment as a method of upgrading th& economies. This in tum has 

altered traditional state-firm paradigms h m  an emphasis on cohntation to one of 

collaboration, This chapta builds the foundation of that argument in two specifïc ways. 

First, it will detail the evolution in MNC strategy and structure that have resulted in the 

modem production networks that characterise inteniational business today. Secondly, the 

chapter will outhe the major contn'butions to the iiterature of Canadian state-fiim 

relations and MNC activity in Canada. This is in preparation for the theoretical 

discussion of "ailiance capitalismn that WU follow in chapter four. The utility of this 



model in the Canadian context will constitute the empincai work of the thesis, and will be 

demonstratd in chapters 5-6, 

Corporate expansion into international markets is hught with opportunlties and 

coI1StZaints that are not faced by domestic businesses- The opporhmïty to market directIy 

to foreign consumers - and to take advantage of the comparative advantages that foreign 

production sites ofien holci - are balanceci by the coIlStraints on finn activity enacted by 

host governments. The ability of the host government to half direct, or interfiere with 

MNC activity remains a primary extemal management chaiienge of the modem MNC. A 

government's prodivity to do so is a product of domestic ideological demands, economic 

development objectives, and the institutionalised regulatory mechanisrns entrenched in its 

state apparatus. Consequently, the gencric models of firm-state relations outlined in the 

previous chapter must be adapted to the particular conditions of individuai states.' 

The second portion of this chapter will therefore detail the specific conditions of 

state-firm relations in Canada. The Canadian state - characterised by a varyhg 

combination of liberal values and fiscal conservatism, in which the government pIays an 

overt but varying role in the workings of the market - features unique policy mechanisms 

and objectives. Goveniment poiicy objectives are subject to fluctuation as different 

parties assume the mantle of power. Domestically, Canada's federal and provincial 

division of power necessitates the balancing of national and provincial economic 

objectives that do not always agree. Moreover, an increasingly regionalid national 

econorny ofien places contradictory demands upon the federal govemments in tems of 

fiscal, monetary, and taxation policy. Internati~nally~ the increasingly interdependent 

economic relationship with the United States engenders economic benefit but also entails 



wsts in tenns of economic autonomyY The f e d d  policy mechanisms are tasked with 

balancing the cornpethg deman& of these divase influences on Canadian ecoaomic 

policy. Comequently, the structure of the Canadian -te often intentionally diffLses 

power and limits state capacity to inltiate inàustrial change. 

Such fluctuations are reflecteû in an bistorical Canadian ambivalence towards the 

MNC. The economic benefits of its activities are recognised, but are o h  thought to 

erode or interfere with broader social policy and national objectives. This has spurred 

successive pst-war Caoadian federal ariministrations to adopt ciBiirent popoii objectives 

towards FDL at times welcoming it, and in other cases ng;ading it with nationalist 

suspicions. IntegraZïng economic objectives within a broader nationsllist agenda has not 

surprisingly occupied much of the federal policy making approach to the MNC. 

Definine the Multinationaï Cornration 

One of the persistent difndties plaguing discussions of the MNC is the lack of a 

widely accepted definition, While many business executives and academics have an 

intuitive understanding of the specialised features of the MNC, their charactensatiom 

often vaq. Some argue that the mere gresence abroad of domestic products coostitutes 

evidence of multinationai activity- 0th- argue that the criteria for multinationality are 

much more &gent. One base measure is the overaii value of company assets located 

abroad, expresseci as a percentage of overall company assets, a measure that indiCates not 

only the penetrafion of foreign markets but also a willingness to loçate productive assets 

outside of the home nation. Another maisure includes managerial mindset - or, as 

Howard Palmutter argues, the ability of managers to adopt a globdy intepteci 

perspective of the n n n ' s  operatiops? Yair Ahamni adds yet another, noting that in 



addition to stnctiy perfomance measures, the national composition of top decision 

rnakers aiso indicates multinaîÏonaIity - that a geographicdy diverse cadre of senior 

managers indicates willingness to promote local managers and an ability to accommodate 

the ne& of local markets.' He concludes "the proper definition to be used depends to a 

large extent on the problems dîscussed-'* 

Raymond Vemn made a sigdicant contriiution to the effort of definkg and 

descnbing the MNC. E s  dennition will provide the basic reference for this thesis. 

Vernon's work argues that several characteristics differentiate the MNC fiom purely 

domestic businesses- size, types of business activiaes, and patterns of management and 

controLS He demonstrates that most MNCs are relatively large companies with access to 

large arnounts of liquid capital, He argues that such companies tend to operate in diverse 

indusaies with high barriers to entry; that they operate in a multitude of national markets 

and attempt to hamess the cornpetitive advantage of each, and have consequently adopted 

patterns of management and control designed to accommodate geographic and prodüct 

diversity. He concludes that the MNC must contuiuously monitor its relationship with 

host govemments, both in the developed and in the developing world, in order to ensure a 

stable business environment. Vernon accurately summarised the predominant policy 

issues smounding the operation of the MNC prevaiIing at the tirne. His analysis - 

particularly on the relationship of the MNC to developing nations, with labour groups, 

and the shifting bargaining relationship between the state and the timi - remain pertinent 

and relevant t o d a ~ . ~  

Today, a combination of industry dynamics and the organisational structure of the 

firm itself detennine a M N C s Y  cLmuitinationality''~ While raw economic measures - such 



as book value of foreign mets, percentage of sales generated by international activity, or 

the number of foreign personnel employai - are ali  useful measures, they do not by 

themselves capture the essence of the modern global corporation- They do not provide 

any indication of the scale and direction of the politicai effects of M C  operations. 

They have nifflculty encapsulatùig the synergy effects modem MNCs possess by taking 

full advantage of the uiherent gains of an integrated productive network. Such beaefits 

range fiom capturing the paaicular competitive advantage of a local workforce, to 

bndging innovative seps kom country to country, to expIoiting the scale economies of 

large markets. In order to evaluate these capabilities, other measures must be adopted 

which focus on the organisation and the dynamics of the uidustry. The following section 

will outhe some of the historical contriiutions to that literaîure- 

The Multinational Corporation: Evolution of Strategy and Structure 

The internationalisation of the domestic enterprise is not a new phenornenon. 

Such internationaiisation was often encouraged by governments as a method of 

augmenting state power. Earlier examples of European commercial expansion featured a 

race to acquire international ports, lands, and sources of raw materials. The industrial 

history of the nineteenth century is characterised by the domestic and international 

growth of the capitalist enterprise. Often such enterprises worked in conjunction with 

host govemments to achieve local development objectives. The British East India 

company, for example, rapidly expanded its international operations to provide lumber, 

coal, and cotton for the expanding British empire. Intemational expansion ennired that 

the colonising power would maintain access to the raw rnatexials and resources that such 

areas held in abundance. Manufacturing and production were concentrated in the 



factones of the home nation, which endeavoured to retain primary control over 

technology and industrial development 

Later, such expansion was predicated on the concepts of comparative advantage 

associated with Adam Smith and David Ricardo- The creation of an integrated 

production network that took advantage of its country's endowed advantages - 

particdarly in raw n a d  resources - provided inteliechial explanation for the growth of 

the multinational corporation. Rapid techaological advancement in communication and 

manufacturing technology steadily iocreased both the size of such enterpnses and their 

ability to enact co-ordinated strategies across vast expanses of land Concentration of 

manufachiring processes in technologically advanced nations increased the productive 

capacity of the world economy and led to industrial rivahy among the European powers 

and later with the United States* 

The formal study of the practice of management was by cornparison slow to 

appear- Much of the fiterature surrounding the effects of large production concentrated 

on the labour conditions on the working poor. The practice of management itself was not 

initidly a target of analyiic scrutiny. That changed with the publication of Frederick 

Taylor's Principles of Scientific Management in 1911.' Taylor's work formed the 

foudation for the study of the management of large production enterpnses that continues 

to this day. His emphasis on measurement, individual work processes, and the necessities 

of managerial cornpetence form the analyticai basis of modem industriai practice. 

Disciples of Taylorism established rigorous rneasures of industrial activity that reduced 

waste, labour, and c o n  through the concept of the "one best way". This dowed 

managers to establish uniform expectatiom of performance for their subordhates, and 



provided a set of standards that could be integrated across many rnanufacturïng phts .  

The principles of rational production enabled owners and managers to increase the size 

and integration of their production fac:ilities without losing managerîd control. Such 

principles also dlowed managers to vastly increase factory output and to establish 

regularised management practices across scattered manufachirùig networks. 

Taylor's ideas rapidly became integrated into the productive processes of most 

major American corporations, and helped form the foundaàons of the vast increase in 

productive capacity that characterised American indusm d u h g  the &st haif of the 

twentieth century. Buoyed by the artificial stimulus of world war, many such 

corporations were soon producing quantities of goods that far exceeded the absorptive 

capacities of the AmerÏcan domestic market- This increase in size and productive 

capacity had two implications for the shidy of management The £ k t  - how to establish 

organisational structures that could maximise control over such large entities - Secame 

the subject of Alfred Chandler's attention. His Strategv and Structure catalogued the 

organisationai response of four major US h s  to the evolution of their industry and 

economic environment. His analysis noted how such organisational forms were a 

reflection of both industry analysis and Company production structure. The expanded 

production - combined with diverse lines of business that characterised such 

conglomerates - gave the post-war MNC tremendous econornic power and innuence: 

Chandler chronicled the evolution of the organisational structure of the large domestic - 

and later multinational - finn. 

The second effect of this rapid expansion of domestic production was the 

increasingly obvious necessity for international expansion. Such expansion became an 



increasingiy important source of pst-war revenue. Foreign direct investment 

began to usurp standard podolio ïnvestment in the international operations of major 

companies, and the effect of growùig foreign direct investment began to receive 

economic anaiysis. The work of Stephen ~ y m e ?  outlined some of the potential 

advanîags that the establishment of foreign subsidiaries wouid hold. Hymer was one of 

the £ïrst to de rnomte  how the theory o f  direct investment differed 6om the theory of 

portfolio investment It was apparent to Kymer that a firm reaped economic benefit fiom 

manufacîuring directly in foreign markets, rather than mereIy licensing production 

knowledge to foreign fimis for use in those markets. The inevitable transaction costs that 

accornpanied the process of iicensïng and joint ventures could be eliminated by direct 

expansion abrod Hymer's work augmented earlier efforts by Raymond ~emon", 

whose andysis of the business and product cycle had become a standard reference for 

business economists. Vernon argued that the me-cycle of production creation, 

manufacture, and eventual obsoIescence could account for the fortunes and difficulties of 

manufâcturing fimis. This cyclic pattern of business activity could help businesses 

predict fùture market r e m  and plan for product necessary product replacement. Hymer 

and Vernon presented important initial theories on the topic of international business 

behaviour. 

Theones of internationalisation quickly became more elaborate and defmed. The 

work of Stephen Buckley and Mark Casson reflected this elaboration. They argued that 

the increasing level of intemational production was motivateci by a desire to reduce the 

transaction costs endemic in amis-length cross-borda transactions. They argued îhat 

standard explanations of international production - which often emphasised the 



comparative productive advantages of individual countries, based on natural factor 

endowments - were important but mcomplete. They pointed out that one key assumption 

of classical trade theory - that international markets could be efficient - was unredistic in 

practice. They argued that international trade between two domestic firms was inevitably 

plagued by inefficiency due to the endemic barriers that raised costs - barriers such as 

language, capital aansfer costs, and the integration of production knowledge into the 

practices of local fkns. These costs could be overcome, they argued, if domestic fïrms 

expanded their operations abroad rather than reIyÏng on the nuisfer of productive 

capacity through iïcensing arrangements. Firms codd extract more economic rent and 

raise profit rnargins by relying on their own abilities to satisfy international markets, and 

by uicorporating particular country advantages into a muftinational production network? 

Another explanation offered for the greater proclivity for fhm to internationalise 

came fiom the emerging literature of competitive advantage. This literature argued that a 

W ' s  international success had less to do with its locational advantages- the standard 

explanation of comparative advantage in classical trade theory - and more to do with the 

advantages gamered through its own production process. The work of Michael Porter its 

perhaps the most weU-hown within the area of competitive advantage- Porter argued 

that fimis competed primarily on the basis of cost, differentiation, or focus. He 

demonstrated that Ïndustry structure comtrained firm choices and dictated fkm strategies. 

He introduced the ftamework of the value chain; in which a £hm's overall succ&s 

depended on its ability to West greater efficiency and advantage across the entire 

production process, fiom the acquisition of raw material to the final sale and service of 

the end product. The value chain, therefore, demandai an efficient international 



production effort, particularly in industries depending on imported materÎals and 

exporting to foreign markets. f orter's work placed great emphasis on the intemd 

abilities of Grms to manage intematiod operations, adding managerial ski11 as an 

equivaient to comparative advantage as an explanatory factor for industnal suc ces^.^' 

John Dunnîng argued that none of the existing theoies - whether based on 

comparative or competitive advantage, or on transaction costs - was su££ïcient. He 

argued that international production requireed a theory that combined the cornpetencies of 

specific fhms, the dynamics of individual industries, and the comparative advantages of 

nations He arti-culated such a theory in his cceclectic paradigm" of international 

production. This paradigm argued that international production could be explauied ody  

by a combination of specific ownership, location, and what he termed 

"internationalisation" advantages. Ownership advantages refemd to the specinc 

lcnowledge, productive capacity, and technologicai strength possessed by international 

nmis. Location advantages were composed primarily of the comparative advantages of 

production sites located in different countries- Finaily, intemalisation referred to the 

specific advantages gamered through the internationalisation of individual industries. 

The eclectic theory of international production encompassed the particular policies and 

dynamics of countries, firms, and indusîries. Its comprehensiveness served a vital 

fûnction in integrating the various strands of theory emerging around the topic of 

international production. " 

The eclectic paradigm had various strengths and weaknesses. One strength lay in 

its ability to integrate competing approaches, offering an encompassing theory of 

international production. A second strength was its dynamism and flexibility. It 



provided room to nicoprate the evolution of industry dynamics, fkm strategy, as weil as 

the effects of domestÏc governments' ind-al policies. However, critics charged that 

its very comprehensiveness and flexi'bility was aiso a source of weakness- While the 

eclectic paradigm provided an explanatory foundation for the evolution of internaiional 

production, it did not provide specific recommendaîions for firms and governments on 

how to shape and profit h m  international production. Its general explanatory ability was 

countered by an inability to predict the effects of govemment policy and business 

strategy. More specinc theones were needed to aid governments and business to enhance 

domestic and international competitiveness. 

Michael Porter attempted to satis* the demand for greater specificity. He noted 

that a singular denning characteristic of today's MNC is its ability to integrate various 

sources of cornpetitive advantage across the global spectrum of business activity. He had 

earlier provided a useful definition of both the globaI industry and the globai firm, 

arguing that "a global industry is one in which the strategic positions of cornpetitors in 

major geographic or national markets are hdamentallly affêcted by their overall global 

p~sitioas."'~ He stated M e r  that "an industry becomes a globai industry because there 

are economic (or other) advantages to a fw competing in a CO-ordinated way in many 

national  market^."'^ To Porter, the modem multinational was distinguished by the active 

CO-ordination of its operations to take fiill advantztge of the benefits internationai markets 

bnng. 

Porter's 1990 work -- entitled The Cornpetitive Advantage of Nations - sought to 

uncover the basis of national economic success. E s  overall aim was stated succinctly: 

why do some nations succeed and others fail in intemarional ~ornpetition?'~ Porter was 



intrigued by the ability of individuai nations to field groups of successfbi companies 

cornpethg in a single indwtry- His research led Porter to propose an explanatory 

theoretical fhmework based on the metaphor of the national "diamoncl" of competitive 

advantage. The corners of the diamond were meant to ifIustrate the factors required for 

competitive success. They included the presence of domestic factor supplies, sufficient 

domestic demand conditions, the presence of rival cornpethg fimis in individual 

industries, and the proximity of related and supporthg industries. The presence of al1 

four were prerequisites for üiternationa.1 competitive success- 

Porter's h e w o r k  dso provided specifïc recommenations for national 

govemments. He argued that, d e r  than acting as a sumogate for, or protector of, 

national indusay, it was government's role to foster the conditions under which al1 four 

corners of the diarnond could fiourish. Government played an important but supporthg 

role. It could aid industrial success by deregulating industries, encouraging international 

expansion, and by investing in in6rastnicture and training. Greater action than this, 

however, would risk damaging the competitive dynamics that were key to success. The 

conclusion of his book Iisted specifïc recoommendations for each of the ten countnes that 

were the subjects of his study. The Cornpetitive Advantage of Nations received corporate 

and government attention as a guide for business strategy and national economic policy. 

Porter's work attempted to explain the dynamics of international competitiveness 

through the econornic capabilities of individuai nations. His conclusions - both as 

recommendations for the individuai countries studied and as axioms for industrial policy 

in general - were meant prirnanly for national policy maken and business executives- 

He argued that industrial competition meant prirnarily market competition; that 



govemment and public regdatory instruments, while important, played primarily a 

supporting role in fostering domestic competitiveness. He aiso defended his decision for 

using the nation as the proper unit of analysis. He argued that the dynamïcs of ind-ai 

cornpetition could o d y  be meanned and compared in a national coniext. attanpt to 

provide a comprehensive exphnation for national competitiveness mirrored in many 

respects Dunning's work on explaining international production. It attempted to blend 

theories of indusirial economics and comparative advantage into an integrated whole. 

Porter's efforts aIso received rapid and extensive commentary fiom the academic 

comxnunity- Not al i  of it was positive. John Dwining argued that Porter's emphasis on 

national economic policies did not account niniciently for the increasing globalisation of 

business. He argued that modem industrial structures that spanned global production 

networks couid not be adequately interpreted by examining only national economic 

conditions or national economic poli~ies.'~ Alan Rugman and Joseph D'Cm also offered 

a critique. They argued th* while Porter's fhmework may have had analytic uality for 

large developed economies, it did not have sufncient nuance for the particular industrial 

dynamics of smailer industrialiseci economies, partÏcularly those that had an 

interdependent relationship with a larger developed economy. To prove their point, 

Rugman and D'Cruz extended Porter's diamond fhmework in an analysis of the 

Canadian industrial relationship with the United States. They proposed a "double 

diamoncl" frsimework in which the North American - rather than the sole Canadian - 

market was the unit of analysis. They demo-ed that industrial production in Canada 

centred upon the network of subsidiaries sul~ounding flagship firms whose production 

sites spanned the Canadian and Amencan border. Whiie the corporate headquarters of 



these finns usually rested in the United States, their operations entailed significant 

benefits for the Canadian economy and held Mpiicaiïons for Canadian policy. Their 

critique noted th* in an economy increasingly characterised by integrated production 

networks, purely national modeis of competitive advantage were of only partid ~àlity.'~ 

Other writers quickly began contesting Porter's hdings and his assumptions. 

Some argueci that Porter's decision to use a national h e w o r k  did not reflect current 

economk realities. Kenichi Ohmae, for one, argued that the nation state was no longer an 

appropriate unit of analysis for intemationai trade." Ohmae pointed out how the gruwth 

of trade between geographically adjacent regions of many countnes exhibiteci quite 

different characteristics than did the whole of a country's trade. Quite ofien these regions 

containecf all  the competitive elements of the diamond, yet were not controlled by any 

one nation. He argued that the integrated production networks that charactensed 

European industrial output, or the increasingiy integrated industrial network between 

Canada and the United States, simply could not be analysed through a national policy or 

industrial structure h e w o r k .  According to Ohae,  the use of the nation as the unit af 

analysis no longer reflected the structure of intemational trade, the competitive dynamics 

of international industries, or the integrated strategies of gIobal fimis- 

Other anaiysts took issue with Porter's argument that govemment played a 

suppoaing, rather than a central, role in craftuig indusirial success. The rise of Japan and 

the concept of the 6cdeveiopmental state" provided evidence that govemment could indeed 

play a central - rather than a supporting - role in industrial development 'O Mers 

argued that govemment played a key role even in the more avowedly "market" 

econornies. Stephanie Ann Lenway and Thomas Murtha, for example, noted how the 



state was an elernent in cornpetitive stnitegy not ody for the overtly centdisxi 

corporatist states, but also for the p1urabstïc Unîted States. The Amencan system - 
which supposedly featured fkw instruments of govemment control and mauy diverse 

groups competing for politicai influence - nevertheless held important industriai 

strengths in terms of transparency, openness, and predi~tability~ They argued that a 

state's capacity to pursue broadly predictable and consistent industriai policies, its abilïty 

to create and maintained stabIe institutions for transactional govername, and its 

regulation of p u b k  and private property rights ai i  impacted greatly on its long-tenn 

industrial success. Stating that they offered "a h e w o r k  for understanding states that 

has cornmon intellechial Iineage with the academic discourse on firms'"' they argued that 

the state's role needed greater emphasis than Porter had provided. 

Others also argued that the relationship between industrial success and national 

political actions and institutions needed more elaboration than that provided by Porter. 

Thomas Brewer provided an issue-area approach to the anaiysis of MNE-Govemment 

relations. He reviewed the traditionai schools of literature of govemnent-business 

relations, and argued that they did not possess suaicient nuance to account for modem 

realities of corporate success. He argueci that more effective interpretative analysis 

would include the concept of issue-areas that could account for the various levels of 

analysis, competing political groups, and diverse deteiminants of MNC power." His plea 

for a more subtle interpretation of government-business interaction was echoed by Kent 

Miller, who concurred that the vagarïes of govemmeni policy needed to be incorporateci 

into any sophisticated mode1 of N k  analysis for international business? These authors 



represent a sarnpling of those who beIieve that greater Linkage between international 

business research and pofiticai studies needs to be forged, 

Other authors argued that industrial anaiysis of individual countrïes did not reflect 

the realities of industrial competition. Bruce Kogut and Steven Kobrin each offered 

empirïcal investigations on the de t eda t ion  of global integration and the paaicular 

characteristics of international competition. Kobrin's work cast serious doubt upon the 

analytic utility of concentrating analysis upon individual States. Truly global companies 

were often able to leverage the particular comparative advantages of several countnes 

into an uitegrated global production network Such integration provided efficient 

economies of both scaie and scope and provided flexibility and bargainhg strength 

through the exploitation of a multinational network. He argued that the magnitude of 

intra-firm trade flows -or flows of finished and semi-finished goods between &iates of 

a single Company - made national cornparisons of trade in finished goods incomplete and 

misleading- He developed a robust methodology for measuring the gIobal characteristics 

of industries based fargely on the measurements of intra-fïxm trade flows. He also argued 

that the technological intensity of many industries- and associated increasing cos& in 

research and development - precluded unimarket nmis fiom competing in such 

industrîes. He stated that "at some point it becomes impossible for even the dominant 

fmn in the dominant market to rem* in the industry on a uninational basis. Companies 

must integrate tran~nationally..'"~ Kobrui concluded by acknowledging the continued 

importance of the nation-state as a unit of economic anaiysis, but that it needed to be 

augmented by measures adapted specincaily for global industfies. 



Bruce Kogut aiso contnbuted to the study of country capabilities for global 

industries. He noted how the endurihg organisationai and institutional capacities of mes 

impacted greatiy on their ability to upgrade manufacturing practice. He demonstrateci 

that the transfer of supposedly '%est p d c e "  manufacturing techniques fkom one country 

to another was rarely successful; that productivity levels in the recipient country s a  

lagged behind those of the t r a n s f e  country. He showed that the local intensiveness 

of research and development efforts was a more accurate indicator of productïvity 

improvement than was the ability to import technologies and practices h m  abroad. To 

Kogut, country borders remained IargeIy impermeable to manufacturing practices and 

techniques developed elsewhere. Such techniques depended upon the praence of leg& 

organisational, and institutional factors that may not be present in other nations 

attempting to incorporate them. He concluded that manufachiring and service activities 

in global industries had to recognise and adapt to the practices of individual nations. 

Recognising these p d c d a r  organisational strengths and integrating them into global 

strategy would become the determinant of global success? 

That debate chronicled thus fa. bas ceneed upon the industrial characteristics of 

individual nations, the giobalisation of partikular industries, and the long-tenn ability of 

home and host govemments to affiect industrial development The inherent attractiveness 

of the Porter mode1 in its analytic capacity for a single sbt2 needs to be baianced by the 

overt reality of interdependent national economïes which may not independently control 

al1 the elements of Porter's fknework. Moreover, the mode1 is static, and takes iïttie 

account of the inherent dynamîc nature of a h ' s  strategy and organisation. 



Interdependent, smaii and medium sized domestic econornies find little poky utdity in 

the Literal application of the Porter fiimnework 

Many authors have outlined general govenunent policy objectives and goals that 

are designed to enhance a nation's ability to compete in the international marketplace. 

Most achowledged that governments play a vital role in industrial developmenf but few 

agree on the specincs of such a role. The next section will deal with the debate about 

government intemention and the need for appropriate organisational responses- A Iater 

section wiIi detail the Iiterature dealing with the specifîcs of the Canadian case, which 

attempt to incorporate such general h e w o r k s  into the partïcuiar dynamics and realities 

of the Canadian economy- 

Government and Industry 

The ability of individual govemments to affect local industrial operations of 

MNCs cannot be overestimated. Consequently, global companies need to account for 

host government preferences in their management plans. The integration of governent 

activity into global strategic planning received intensive debate in the political risk 

fiteranire that populated management texts in the 1970s and early 1980s? ïhe 

vulnerability of international industries to changes in government policy was reveaied by 

the impact of the Iranian revolution on the operations of oil companies in Iran. Such 

investments typicdy totailed tens if not hundreds of millions of dollars, and were 

completed over time h e s  that were measured in decades. Suddenly the assertiveness 

of host governments - governments which ofien viewed MNC behaviour as exploitative 

at best - posed a threaî to the continued operation and profitability of foreign operatiom. 

While the threat of outright expropriation remained the most drastic, managing other, 



more mundane, concems - including changes in tax regulati~ns~ import/export 

restrictions, and conditions of local hinng and management participation - became 

management priorities in the global Company. 

A sampling of academics who turned theü attention to the problems of political 

nsk include Thomas Brewer, Stefan Robock, and Fredenck ~ta~enhurst? They drew 

attention to particular methodologies for evaluating political nsk,  the sources of 

information and analysis available for companies to make better international decisioos, 

and the importance of calcdating local govemment inter- in overall management 

decisions. Companies could respond to the inherent political risks of international 

operations by limiting exposures to îndividuaI couniries, developüig multiple 

rndact-g points in different countries, and by instituthg contracual clauses in 

agreements with Local govemments which limiteci the nate's capacity to influence fiim 

operatiom. The evaluaîion of govenunent as an eIement of risk in international strategy 

became an integrated facet of global strategic management. 

Maximishg the advantages of international operations and muiimising the 

inherent risks quickly became a managerial issue for the MNC. Management theorists 

realised quickly that the methods of organisation that niited domestic business units were 

unsuitable for managing an international business- Two theorists - William Thompson 

and Howard PerImutter - were particdariy innuential in influencing the coune of 

organisational development of the MNC. Thompson's Organisations in Action defïned 

the scope of appropriate corporate activity? Thornpson argued that large corporations 

would attempt to intemalise the factors of key operations as much as possible. This 

included key supplier and customer relationships, as weii as manufacturing processes that 



converted raw matenal to finished product The desire to wrest maximum contml of 

productive processes f?om the overd business environment motivated firms to expand 

their operations and impose their own managerid processes. Internationally, this implied 

that firms were more comfortah!e in providing the2 own locally managed subsidiarïes to 

service local markets and to provide Locdy available raw matenais. Indigenous partnefs 

and suppIiers were often viewed as less reliable than wholly owned subsidiaries of the 

parent fïrm. Thompson's wodc on organisationd control held key analytic value for 

explainhg the expanded scope of operations for many MNCs. 

Howard Perhutter was one of the frst management rheonsts to confiont the 

managerial challenges of the MNC. Perlxnutter focused his analysis on the roles and 

mindset of the individual manager in the global fïxm. H k  article "The Tortuous 

Evolution of the Multinational Corporation" described a series of three progressively 

integrated visions that were associated with companies according to their international 

experien~e?~ The ethnocentric muid set IndÏcated a young company with little 

international experience, whose managers assumed that home country methods were the 

most effective and were easily applicable across diverse national markets. Two 

successive attitudes - the polycentnc anci then geocentric - indicated a progressively 

greater willingness to incorporate local managerial expertise and product knowledge into 

the management of the global fïrm. The final geocentric mindset was composed of 

managers who held a global vision of the company's strategy, and worked to integrate 

local managers and subsidisers into a global production network. This evolution was a 

product of both the experience of the £hm and the matunty of the ïndustry. As the firm 

gained international experience the need for local adaptation and specialised knowledge 



would inmease- Perhutter was confident that evenually most managers of international 

fkms wouid adopt the thkd mind set as inherently the most productive- 

Sumantra Ghoshai provided a mode1 to integrate the evoIving iiterature on global 

strategic management He argued thai the most competitive international companies 

maximised the competitive advantages of international operations to achieve the strategic 

objectives of the fïrm. The motivations for expansion into foreign markets centred on 

three sources of competitive advantage- The fkst and second were to achieve economies 

of scde and scope- Economies of scaIe were about size - the creation of a Iarge enough 

productive capacity to s e ~ c e  new and growing markets, in order to recover the rising 

costs of developing and marketing new products. Economies of scope aliowed 

companies to spread the costs of investment across different products and business iines, 

reaping maximum synergy from diverse production units. The third benefit was reaping 

the specific comparative advantages of producing in various countnes and products. 

Companies codd leverage product and marketing knowledge garnered in one country to 

their operations in others. By spreading operations across many countries, integrated 

MNCs could take advantage of the speci6c manufachiring and service strengths ofëach: 

The integrated management of the global company ailowed MNCs to manage rislis, 

increase their efficiency, and benefit fiom the possession of an integrated network of 

innovation and leaming. This fnunework of balancing strategic objectives and sources 

of competitive advautage semed to integrate much of the previous work on global 

strategic management? 

C.K. PrahaIad and Yves Doz offered a second hmework for global strategic 

management3' They argued that managing a global company involved balancing the 



objectives of a global vision with the needs of k a i  markets, They presented a 

h e w o r k  in which the taskof top management was to integrate economic, political, and 

organisational imperatives ùito a coherent strategy. The particular characterisacs of that 

strategy would depend upon the structure of the indwtry as weU as the organisational 

characteristics of the corporation- They argued that multinational businesses could be 

mapped on an integration-responsiveness grid ùi which local differentiation could be 

bdanced against giobai integratïon. They presented a model of the ideal domestic MNC 

that balanced compehg local and global demands through multiple advocacy processes, 

a fluid power structure, and an organisationd structure that legïtimised dissent and 

resolved conflicting points of view. Oniy by encouraging the sharing and debate of new 

laiowledge could a firm maximise the advantages of operaàng in diverse markets. 

Balancing the local and the giobai became and remains a key strategic imperative for the 

MNC, 

Yet, just as overt headquarters controf often stifled iocal entrepreneurid spirit and 

the development o f  local managers, local strategies concentrated dong business %or 

firnctional lines also had drawbacks. Country managers often jealously guarded their 

independence. Senior executives habinially compared operations and profitability levels 

across country divisions. As a resdt, cornpetition between country managers of the same 

fïrm often proved every bit as intense as the rïvairy with other Gnns. Country managers 

often proved unwilling to share market and operating knowledge with other country uiiik, 

for fear of losing intemal advantage. Redundant systems of information flow did not 

facilitate communication, and ensureci large overhead and operating costs. Finally, such 

structures did not fwilitate straîegic direction fiom senior executives, who could not hope 



to integrate such insular operations into an o v e d  globai strategy. The role of senior 

management often degenerated hto one of mediator between competing factions, leavuig 

IittIe time or energy for strategic planning or implementation- Too much subsidiary 

keedom often proved as destructive to corporate health as too Little. 

The evolution of globai corporate activity depended upon an effective 

management of both strategy and structure- Academic work ofien concentrates on the 

debate between the primacy of strategy and structure in the establishment of international 

business units. CompanÏes ofien faced a choice of organisational structures to suit their 

objective needs. Stopford and Weiis demonstrateci that many companies necessady 

evolved their international structures in mder to adapt to a more integrated marketplace, 

Companies ofien first adopted bctional and divisional lines of authority across 

international operations, often resulted in autonornous subsidiaries nui by an independent 

country manager? This evolution contïnued in the adoption of mily global stnichues 

that integrate headquatters and local subsidiaries. George Yip, by contrast, placed 

company strategy at the forefiont He argued that globalisation efforts were attempts to 

integrate and leverage value-creating drivers across the international marketplace. He 

presented a thorough list of marketing, production, operational and cornpetitive drïveis 

that benefited nom international expansion? While acknowledging the importance of 

organisational structure, Yip beiieved structure needed to be complernented by an 

întegration of company culture, management processes, and human resources into an 

integrated assessment of globai corporate strategy. " 
The challenges faced by a global company often rnandated that it adopt particular 

fonns of organisational structure. As global operations began to account for an 



increasing share of a company's operating revenue, they required greater executive 

attention and the cultivation of local talent- The overt reliance on expatriate managers 

and the h e i o n  of domestic management practice was no longer nifficient to b c t i o n  in 

more sophisticated international markets. Creating local management personnel that 

could integrate established business practices with the needs of locd markets became a 

management pnority Marty companies established structures that concenaated authority 

in country managers who were responsible for the perfomance of dl product h e s  in a 

single nation- Other companies adopted a country or regional focus dong functional 

business - rather than product - lines. International responsibilities were often divided 

among managers specialising in finance, marketing, or internaiional operations 

management. Decisions between the two were based on a combination of industry 

dynamics and the historical pattern of a company's acîivities. The growing importauce of 

international markets motivated h s  to adopt strategies and organisational foms to 

maximise their return on such investments? 

Sumantra Ghoshal and Christopher BartIett recognised the disadvantages of both 

foms of @*tional multinational structure, and proposed a new organisational 

fhmework that combined their strengths while eliminating theïr weaknesses. They 

argued tbat the adoption of a transnational organisational structure would reap maximal 

advantage fiom international operatiom. They poùited out thaî structures based on either 

cost advantages or product differentiation alone were necessary but not sufficient for long 

tem international cornpetitive success. Companies also needed to leverage their global 

leaming and innovative capacities between geographic units and across business lines. 

They argued that the only sustainable international advantage was the creation and 



communication of market and product faiowledge. Theh specinc recommendatiom for 

achieving the tnmmuïod solution included increasmg the international exposure of 

their managers by rotating them through several international assignments; and the 

creation of avenues for cross-functional communication of acquired market Icnowled~e. 

Their framework could be desmieci as an integratd web in which the Lines connecting 

operations carried much of the responsibiiity for creahng new company advantage? 

Bruce Kogut has provided a strong conaibution to the fiterature surrounding the 

muitinationalIsation of enterpise- He argues that two priacipal qua-om determine 

international strategy. Finns must decide what parts of the value added chah should be 

separated across borders and in what hctiond activities they should concentrate their 

resources?' He argues that such activity can be viewed as a desire to maximise the 

cornpetitive advantages of the he and the comparative advantages of foreign production 

sites. He dernonstrates that multinational activity often r d &  h m  combining the cost 

advantages of capital and labour to exploit the particdar strengthç o f  foreign markets, and 

provides an analytïc ma& by which the particdar advantages of country and market cm 

be judged. Ln a cornpanion article, Kogut demonstrates that the benefits of 

internationalisation include operational flexibility?' Having a diverse network of 

production sites dlows companies to hedge financial and political rÏsks inherent in 

idationary developing markets. Global operations allow companies to leverage global 

CO-ordination and information flow, and to provide comparable performance incentives 

across their business lines. To Kogut, global business strategy involves balancing 

advanâages and risks. 



Strategic alliances a h  o h  play a key role in the strategy of the MNC. The 

chanrcteristics of modem global -tien mandate that businesses shed superfluous 

activities and concentrate on core capabilities and strengths. The large invatment in 

technoiogy and research and development characterising many industries is too large for 

ali but the m o a  dedicated and specialised firms to consider. Consequently, businesses 

have corne to rely on stnitegic alliances with other global finns as a primary tool of theu 

corporate strategy. Such activity provides nmis with access to key slàlls and 

technologies that they may not possas, while allowing than to concentrate on develophg 

their fhn-specific cornpetitive advanbges. Alliances provide specialised benefits in 

leaniing, the deve1apment of new businesses, and the co-specialisation of complementary 

~ k i l l s ? ~  By partnaing with local fimis, MNCs cau obtain access to previously restricted 

markets. Many industries today are characterised by networks of integrated production, 

which include forma1 or informal agreements among many cornpethg nmis. Such 

realities pose difficult challenges to goveninient efforts to regdate industry, as it becornes 

difficult to separate the operations of foreign and domestic nmis. 

The reallties of global strategic management have mandated that fimis take a 

more proactive stance towards their telationship with home and host govenimentsts 

Effective strategies included measures designeci to predict and if possible influence the 

policy makuig process within those governments. Utilisation of effective govermnent 

relations can be a source of cornpetitive advanîage. Earlier works on giobal strategic 

management include sections on the reguiatory impact of govenment, and portray such 

measmes as inherently restricting the M o m  of global corporations. The evolution of 

such literature, however, demonstrates how fimis can adopt a more sophisticated position 
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on the role of govemment in their strategic decisions. The movement away fkom 

confrontation and towards mterdependence and co-operation c m  be îraced through the 

literature, and culminates in the alliance capitaIism paradigm, detailed in chapter 4. 

Policy and Regulatory Responses to the tntegrated MNC 

Yves Doz demonstrates rhat a government's response to a company's 

international strategic deckions depends upon the degree of local responsiveness or 

global integration that the h exhibits. He argues that multinational integration creates 

a dilemma for host govemments: that 'St may be possible to achieve international 

competitiveness or to preserve national responsiveness, but not both, Govemrnent 

officiais prefer contrcl but can they strive for control at the expense of jobs?' For 

govemments, Mposing regdations on MNCs in an attempt to maintain local job levels 

inhiits the corporation h m  taking measws to ensure long-term competitiveness. If 

firms are prevented £tom making strategic decision that involve job losses, they will 

eventually become iess competitive and prone to ultimate failure- Doz argues that it is 

possible for govemments and h s  to balance the competitive demands of the present 

and the future- Such a balance requires an accurate industrial, competitive, and 

regulatory analysis, which will then provide the basis for both govemment regdation and 

corporate strategygya Government, according to Doz, needs to craft policies appropriate to 

industry structure, which will then d o w  local and integrated nmis to compete effectiveIy 

in their marketplace, 

Alan Rugman and Alain Verbeke &O argue that appropriate trade strategies c m  

complement policies designed to enhance domestic industrial structure. They contend that 

trade policies designed to shelter domestic firms from international cornpetition 



perpetuate management inefficiencies whïch erode the long-tem competitiveness of the 

. They note that c'govemment trade policy becornes a substitute instead of a 

complement for the company's h-specific advantages-'*' They present several matrices 

designed to encapsdate both governrnent policy objectives and appropriate Company 

strategic responses. Their work focuses primarily upon the strategic options of CanadÏan 

fimm that compete in an integrated North American marketplace and are facing rising 

protectionisrn within the United States. They conclude with both normative and practical 

policy prescriptions. They argue that it is in the Ïnterests of both nmis and governments 

to develop policies designed to enhance efficiency-based activities. Govemments should 

encourage the genenc cornpetitive stmtegies of cost, differentiation, and focus by 

deregdahg industries and reducing avenues for industrial shelter. Such measures are 

imperative to maintaining industnal strength and competitiveness? 

- Several facts about multinational operations need to be addressed in order for 

governments to make adequate policy choices. The fïrst is the evolution of ownership 

structure adopted by corporations as they gain international management expenence. 

There is a direct correlation between internationd business experience and the type of 

ownership structure adopted. Companies ofien begin their internationalisation efforts 

through limited control amngements such as joint ventures and partnefships with localIy 

owned companies that have the necessary market expertise. Such patterns of control Mt 

liability and aliow fledgfïng international companies to gain necessary market knowledge. 

As companies gain experience, they are often w i h g  to take more direct ownership of 

operations in foreign countries, and usuaily jettison the iimited arrangements in favour of 

those that provide complete controI. Large corporations today may have decades of 



operating experience in their key foreign markets, and are as skilied in those markets as 

any local cornpetitor- The evolution of multinational investment activity impks haî, in 

many of today's developed and developing markets, companies are now operating whoily 

owned subsidiaries and are mana- them accordingIy, This provides companies wïth 

greater leverage and bargainhg power with host nations. 

Ln conclusion it is important to reiterate some of the main effects that the growth 

of investment activity and greater MNC integration have had for matters of public policy. 

The h t  is that the international institutionai fkamework governing investment activity is 

relatively poorly developed, particularly in cornparison with the instituti~n~sation of 

international trade policy? Consequenty, national goveniments still play a powerful 

con~ïutuig role to the process, aims, and direction of foreign direct investrnent and the 

direction and composition of inter-state trade- How individual govemments perform such 

activities is a powerful continuhg element of national sovereignty- Examining the 

interreIatioaship between Canadian public policy and foreign direct invesûnent is 

therefore a necessary foundation for the examination of alliance capitalism- 

The Multinational Corporation and Canadian Public Policy 

The relationship between multinational business enterprises and the apparatus of 

the state differs markedly between developed states. Whde many nations espouse 1oyaIty 

to broadly s i d a ,  industrial and political ideologies, their methods for directhg and 

controlling corporate behaviour difEer both in means and ends. The last chapter noted 

some important merences in business-government relations that characterise the large 

industrial powers of the United States, Gemiany, and Japan, and noted that the degree of 



CO-operation between leaders of business and govemment policy makers differs widely. 

The institutional state structure - the division of power between various socieîai actors 

and the policy commUIUties through which industrial and invesmient policy is filtered - 

channels and limit-ts the effects of foreign direct investment- A critical examination of the 

p&cuIars of the Canadian case wïll provide the k e w o r k  into which the concept of 

alliance capitalism can be placed, 

The vast majority of andytic attention has been focused upon the industrkd 

structures of the major developed economies. However, smaller couniries which 

sunound large industrialised states also have policy concerm that are unique, and that 

ofien centre upon maintaining some degree of political or economic independence fkom 

their much stronger neighbours, This section will explore how Canadian public policy 

has faced the challenges of regionaiism and its own domestic constraints. 

Indusnial Policy in Canada 

Different states have different goveming structures, which resdt in varied policy 

outcomes. These outcomes emanate fkom an integrative poiicy process that considers 

domestic social and cuItural ideology, govenunent interests, and a normative position on 

the appropriate relationship between business and the state. Moreover, the importance of 

these outcomes can be measured not ody by their domestic effects, but also by the 

ancillary economic repercussions felt by smaller smounding nations. Growhg 

interdependence between the economies of the developed world - particularly at the 

regional level - implies that smaller countries have additional difficulties in creating 

independent economic policies, especially if such poiicies differ substantially from those 

O f  their more powerful regional neighbour. This is particularly true at the regional level, 



where smalier national economies are featuring greater integration with the cenid 

economic powers of Gerrnany, Japafi, and the United States- Consequently, issues of 

national development, independence, and autonomy play a large d e  in the formation of 

such policies- 

The post-World War II histoxy of Canadian trade and investment poIicy fits ioto 

the post-war dilemma of Canadian foreign policy in general. This dilemma is easily 

aaiculated, h o t  easily manage& Canadian policy makers believed in and contrïbuted to 

the establishment and maintenance of a post-war sec-, economic, and political order 

that depended on the United States for leadership. To that end, Canada participated in 

and contniuted to the international institutions and regimes that permitted such 

leadership, such as participating in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) or 

supporting fiee-trade initiatives as successive negotiating rounds of the General 

Agreement on Tarïffs and Trade. Yet that participation entaiIed ever wide and deeper 

Iinks with the United States across the entire foreign policy spectnun - in political, 

economic, secUnty, and cultural policies. So deep and strong did the bilateral 

reIationship become that, by the third pst-war decade, many Canadian policy makers 

began to fear that Canada's sovereignty and capacity to take policy decisions independent 

of the United States had eroded, if not evaporated Balancing the obvious benefits 

garnered nom a productive Canadian-US. bilateral relationship with the necessity to 

protect Canadian independence has been the principal dilemma of post-war Canadian 

foreign and economic policy. 

The overt centralisation of Canadian economic production that had proved so 

successîui during World War II continued into the post-war era The federal govemmenf 



confident of its ability to centdy manage the national economy, assumed greater 

prominence in national economic decision making- Moreover, Canada supported the 

more visible international economic efforts of the Unfted States in the immediate post- 

war penod, including supporthg a series of multilateral ta* reduction negotiating 

rounds of the incipient GATT process. In this Canada was in general economic 

agreement with its more p o w d  southern neighbour. 

While general economic harmony between Canada and the United States 

remained strong into the 1970s; however, some disputes also arose. Domesticaiiy, the 

Canadian f e d d  govemment had begun to de-centdised many of its economic powers 

onto the provinces, resulting in a weakened central economic poiicy making capacity and 

contn'buting to the increasing regionalisation and provincialisation of the Canadian 

economy. General progress on bilateral and multiiateral traie issues had been impressive 

- Canada had contributed to overd initiatives to lower trade barriers world-wlde, and 

had been generally agreeabIe to measures designed to facilitate trade between the two 

countries. The foreign investment clirnate remained cornparably open. The signing of 

the Auto Pact ui 1965 signalled a long-terni commitment to greater economic 

rationalisation of productive capacity withùl this vital sector of both national economies- 

Economic exchange between the two corntries - in trade and investment - grew 

rexnarkably in the post-war era 

Over time, the general progress in reducing trade barriers and providing greater 

avenues for foreign direct investment engendered concern in Canada that too much of its 

industrial capacity was owned and operated by foreign - p~cipal ly  Amxican - finns? 

The initial two decades of the post-war era had witnessed a large increase in the level of 



American foreign investment, particuiarly in the strategically signincant n a W  resource 

industries, and poiicy makers grew uncornfortable about the sway American fimis heId 

over this vital sector. A series ofparliamentary reports drew attention and concern to this 

issue. For example the govemment of Lester Pearson commissioned what came to be 

known as the Watkins report, which was tasked to evaluate the nature of foreign 

investment in Canada Reporting in 1968, it concluded by recommending the 

establishment of a state-trading agency and a national-venture capital development 

corporation? Subsequent additional reports included the Wah. repoa published two 

years later, and the Gray Report, published in 1972- The Gray report - probably the most 

comprehensive review of foreign investment in Canada up until that time - 

recommended the establishment of a screening agency to monitor the performance of 

foreign direct Ïnvestment in the Canadian economy? It was becornuig abundandy clear 

that the sheer volume of American direct investment in Canada posed policy concems for 

Canadian control over its domestic industries concems that needed to be addressed 

through federal intervention. 

Regulation of the MNC in Canada is a product of state institutions, govemment 

ideology, and the crafting of a consensus among the business and poiicy elite- Edward 

Safanan has provided a detailed overview of the particular patterns of state regulation of 

industry that occur in smaller developed countries. His analysis of Canada concentrates 

on examining the motives, processes, and effects of the long-term operation of the 

Foreign Invesîment Review Agency (FRA). He notes how Canadian IegisIative 

protection over key industries - such as banking and energy production - is more 

extensive than most other economies of similar size. He argues that in Canada the 



- - different ideologicd motivations of successive sdministratiom resdt in an ~predictable 

pattern of uivestment regdation, Some govemments bave attempted to use such review 

as an instnunent of control; while others have opted to use mechaninns of investment 

review primarily as a conduit through which new investment can take place? That 

Canada has an ambivalent ideology on its economic relations with the United States can 

be seen by the alternathg mandates of investment review agencies- 

This ambivalence is not surprising to those who have studied Canadian 

investment policy, a prïmary example of which is the work of Claire Sjolander, whose 

doctoral dissertation uiterpreted the imposition of FIRA fkom the perspective of a more 

assertive Canadian state? Another significant work detailing the politics of industrial 

policy making in Canada is Michael M. Atkinson and WiUiam D. Coleman's The State, 

Business, and Industrial Change in Canada They argue that the decentralised nature of 

Canadian federalism - combined with a fiera1 governing structure that intentionally 

divides power across lines and departments - inhibits the creatim of a consistent 

industrial policy. They note that "a weak state tradition means that officiais at the centre 

of the state apparatus are both unwilling and unable to spearhead any particular vision of 

industrial de~elo~ment'*~ They divide Canadian industrial policy initiatives into two 

broad categories - anticipatory and reactive. They argue that the relative autonoxny 

between the departments of finance, industry, and development "create a signincant 

barrier for the kinds o f  state interventions associated wîth anticipatory industrial 

poli~y."~~ Consequently, such policies are ofken purely reactive; they are initiatives 

penned in response to an extemal occurrence over which the Canadian governent c m  

exert little control. 



ExpIanations of Canadan iadustrhl policy often focus on the deve1opment of the 

Cansnian economy as a whole. Some argue that, at Ieast historically, state industrial 

policy is actually more coherent and powemil than it initiaIIy appeacs. Tom Traves has 

noted two primary realities that have conditioned i n d d a l  policy m a h g  as Canada. 

The first is the increasing centralisation of eçonomic proSpenty in specific regions and 

provinces, with an acc0mpan.g persistent regionai mddevelopment in other, Iess 

fortmate regions. The second is the "the integration of the country's industrial leadership 

into the established cornmercd and financial elite wbich has long domhted the 

Canadian economic and political s y s t d '  Sp& primariy by the integrative 

economic effort of the world wars, cmtralised control over the Canadian economy has 

histondy been considerable, but has not always been achieved through fonnai 

structures of state power. The formal federai centralisation of power present in the 1950s 

and 1960s has given way to more informal networks of indutrial and political leaders, 

whose interaction dows for an additionai degree of policy co-ordination that 

supplements the industrial policy structure of the f e d d  state. 

Due in part to the graduai relinquishment of power by the federal govemment, the 

utilisation of partnerships between the public and private sector to s e a m  mutual goals 

has becorne a standard practice in the Canadk goveZllIllent. hdeed, the idea of 

goverornent partnersbip with elements of the private sector in the service of public 

administration has becorne @te cornmon and widespread across a specmim of 

government departments. For example, by 1993 Environment Canada boasted a totd of 

over 2000 partnerships with other govemments, departments, and  unt tri es?^ In fa& 



explicit cultivation of such partnerships became a codïfied goal of  the public service. The 

federal govemment's Public Service 2000 report noted that 

Partnership between the various elements of the private sector and the 
different leveis of the pubk sector is becoming more cornmon. And so it 
should be, given the need for broady-based input to problem solving and 
the Iimited resources and capafities of the public sector? 

Cultivating partnerships has an enablished tradition in the execution of Canadian public 

policy. That tradition will receive greater a d y t k  attention in the chapters that folIow, 

due to the prevalence of partnershïp arrangements d e r  the alli-ance capitalism p h * g m .  

Creating and executing industriustrial policy in Canada has therefore been largely a 

matter of crafting a consensus among the elite of business and policy executives- Such a 

consensus has depended upon balancing regional development needs and generaf 

employnent, idhstmcture, and other policy goals. The MNCs increasing structurai and 

economic power often appears to pose a threat to that delicate balance. Multinationals 

domesticated and expenenced in larger economïc markets appear to wield resources thid 

may overwheim Canadian domestic cornpetitors- Consequently, the domestic regdatory 

environment has attempted to compensate for the relatively small power of the Canadih 

market Such regulation at times appears rigid for an avowedly liberal state. Yet it 

reflects the caution of a fiagiie domestic consensus on the overall effects of foreign direct 

inves tment. 

Concem that powerfbl MNCs might overwhelm Canadian social independence 

and policy autonomy is ceaainly nothing new. The Canadian Marxïst and leftist schooIs 

have attacked the multinational. Patricia Marchak has produced an in-depth critique of 

the MNC. She argues that the pliant Canadian public is too ready to assume that fiee 



trade and corporate fieedorn primady engenders benefits for the Canadian citizen- 

Marchak is particularly sningent on this point. She argues that the prevaience and power 

of American investment has engendered an intrusive federd govemment essentially 

unable to produce policy independent of large corporate interests. Her analysis leads her 

to conclude "the Cmadian state has unequivocally joined Amerricm capitaIism, using 

public money for the purpose, to exploit Canadian resources in the interests of the 

dominant cla~s.''~ Hm conclusions provide powerful warnings against corporate 

dominance of the Canadian economic Iandscape. 

Today, the debate over the costs and benefits of greater foreign MNC activity in 

the Canadian economy continues to rage. A recent cntic of the MNC is Maude Barlow. 

She argues that the federal government needs to regulate foreign investment to- a fa 

greater degree than presently exists. She centres her argument on the need for Canada to 

dissociate itself ffom any proposed MuMateral Agreement on Foreign Investment 

(MAI). She contends that such an agreement would remove what few controls and 

restraints that the Canadian govemment still wields in controlling the nature of foreis 

investment in Canada. Most troubhg to her is the spectre of a MNC effectively taking 

the Canadian govemment to court if its domestic laws violate provisions of the MAI. Shë 

perceives the multinational not merely as an economic entity? but rather as an agent'of 

foreign domination working to erode the independent sovereigniy of the Canadian statè. 

The Canadian response, she concludes, should be much stricter controis on FDI, an 

abstention from any proposed MAI, and a renewed and strengthened uivestment review 

apparatus.= 



Lorraine Eden, by contras& po-ys FDI and the activities of the MNC in a much 

more positive Iight AAer reviewing the history of C d m  foreign investment policy - 

which she argues remains deadlocked between the objectives of promothg and regulating 

FDI - Eden proposes a new approach to the policy problems of the MNC. She 

encapsdates her views on the MNC in the fol1owi.g simple statement: " k e  recommend a 

new focus on muItinationa1 enterprises as investment bridges to the global economy and 

as agents of change within the Canadian e~onorny."~~ She points out that foreign 

investors find Canada attractive but are wary of the historical tendency to regdate 

investment, She also argues thaf in an integrated world in which businesses can operate 

on a global scde, Canada must compete for the foreign hvesmient dollars of large 

multinationais. Dohg so requires a movement away fiom confrontation to CO-operation 

with large multinationals, and the adoption of a ccstrategic" invesûnent policy which 

attempts to Iure multinationals that WU contribute to and build upon Canada's established 

cornpetitive strengths? MaintaEning and increasing access to the Amencan market is an 

economic and a political interest The cultivation of MNC investment to Eden is not 

optional - it is the foundation of conthued Canadian aonomic prosperity. 

The conternporary debate in Canada over the process of globalisation and the 

activities of the MNC has not abated. While this debate refiects long-established themes 

of Canadian econoroic and foreign policy, it has received new vigour as the march of 

multinational business activity continues. Crafting a new relationship between the 

Canadian state and the multinational corporation implies the necessity of new theoretical 

tools. AUiance capitalism, as the next chapter will argue, is one such tool. 



Conclusion - The Multinational Corporation and Canadian Public Policy 

The post-war history of Canadian foreign economic policy - and its consequent 

estimation of the MNC - has displayed severai consistent themes. Support of the 

American post-war economic plan has been tempered by a desire to maintain full policy 

autonomy and sovereignty in domestic economic mattes. The poIicies taken toward FDI 

in particular have generaily matched the social and political priorities of the day. For 

investon, an unpredictable and ambivalent political environment has at times countered 

the attractiveness of the C d - a n  market Today's emphasis on broadening fkee trade 

Links and encouraging FDI are balaoced by a vocal group of  critics who argue that the 

economic gains h m  such measured do not compensate Canadians for the loss in cultural 

independence and policy autonomy. 

The domestic poiicy apparatus is designeci to accommodate such shifts in 

perception. While the overt tools of influencing national economic policy lie with the 

federal goveniment, there is dso a host of lesser informai relationships that help to shape 

business and economic policy in Canada. Business and government officials interact 

infomally to exchange views. Lobby groups are increasingly active on Parliament hill, 

as are trade and union association groups. Canada's policy network in cornprised-of 

diverse groups competing for legislative influence, and is subject to aii of the domestic 

policy implications of a liberal, multiparty state. This informal network buttresses the 

state's centralised administrative structure; actual policy decisions often are a product of a 

general policy consensus based on compromise fkom these aailiated groups. Alliance 

capitalism builds on the reality of these ceoperative relati~nsbips~ and integrates them 

more f o m d y  into theory, and also notes the particular strategic evolution of the modern 



multinational corporation It integrates the fields of multinationd strategic management 

and domestic policy practices. The next chapter will be devoted to elucidating that 

Integration, 
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Cha~ter 4 - The Theoretical Basis of Alliance Ca~italism 

Alliance capitalisrn at its core is a new p d g m  for interpreting the production of 

wealth- It argues that the restructunng of global economic activity that has occurred in the 

past two decades can no longer be adequately interpreted by traditional paradigms 

emanating fiom the fields of industriai economics or comparative political economy. The 

dynamics of industfial production now involve both the speciaIisation of economic 

activity within national borders and the integration of that economic activity across them. 

Alliance capitalism explains contemporq economic reality through a paradigm that 

emphasises collaboration, rather than cornpetition, between the constituent elements of 

the weaith-generation process. John Dunning outhes the distinctive characteristics of 

alIiance capitalism as follows: 

the distinctive features (of alliance capitdism) will be the extent to which, 
in order to achieve their respective economic and social objectives while 
meeting the dictates of the domestic and international market place, the 
main comtituents, or stakehoiders, in the wedth-creating process will need 
to CO-operate more explicitly with each other.' 

This patadigm offers a valuable contribution to the field of international political 

economy. Dunning's quote illustrates some of the central preoccupations with 

contemporary international political economy research. In order to be sustainable, 

industrial activity wiîhin the nation state must respect the dernands of the international 

economy while preseMng local dernands for equitable distribution. The quote also 



recognises the concept of stakehoIders - that national economic prosperity requires the 

cumulative efforts of alI economic agents. The express need for co-operatïon - both for 

corporate stmtegy and govemment policy - reflects the integral roles that the state and the 

fhn continue to play in modem economic development- 

Alliance capitalism daers from earlier interpretations of economic activity in 

several fiindamental ways. It argues that the phenornenon of globalisation - the 

increasùigly integrated network of intemationai production that characterises the most 

advanced MNCs - rests upon a combination of politid, economic, and technological 

revolutions tbat is fundamentally new- This combination has created new fieedorn for the 

MNC, and demands that host govemnents re-evaIuate their relationship with this 

economic entity. Although the terni "gIobalisation" is often over-used and poorly 

defmed', its prevalence in the Literature suggests that it has very red implications for the 

way govemments craft investment, trade, and industriai policies. 

The purposes of this chapter are fïrst to outline the business practices and strategic 

goals that characterize current MNC production strategies. The second purpose is to 

oultine the traditional economic policy instruments that national governments have used 

to ataact and affect MNC activity, and to outline theïr efficacy in the age of globaiisation. 

The third purpose is to adumbrate the characteristics of the alliance capitalism paradigm 

in greater detail, and to demonstrate how it will conaibute to the analysis of both MNC 

strategy and govemment policy. This wiil prepare the reader for the empincal 

examination of alliance capitalism detailed in chapters 5 and 6.  



MNC Str- and Globaiisation - Fiem Collaboration and Strategic Clusters 

AUiance capitalism argues that the combination of auly global MNC strategies 

and the necessity for host govemments to cultivate Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has 

fundamentally dtered the relationship between the MNC and the state. Today's modern 

MNC has crafted strategic and organisational responses to an încreasingly competitive 

environment that place new demands on regdatory agents. Such strategies emphasise the 

cultivation of specinc competitive advantage and the integration of the individual 

strengths featured in a globd production network. Perhaps the key indicator is the 

MNCs' participation in a network of production clusters that possess the elements 

necessary for competitive success. The state's ability to create advantages within its 

borders that can attract and maintain participation in such cIusters will be a key factor in 

nationai economic success- 

This concentration on core competitive strength and the increasingliy demanding 

competitive environment has had two primary effects on global fïxm operatiom. First, 

large nmis are acquiring other h s  on a massive scale, in order to take advantage of the 

specialised lmowledge and skills that smaller tirms possess. A Large percentage of the 

FDI involves the purchase of local companies who hold specific knowledge advantages. 

Merger and acquisition activity has increased enonnously in the iast 5-10 years. In some 

cases - such as the automotive and financiai services industry - such mergers are 

designed to reap economies of scale in providing a fidl range of products and services 

across a global marketplace. Tii other industries, however, such activity is designed to 

acque the specialised service, customer base, and kaowledge capability of foreign h s  

dÏrectiy7 rather than attemptiug to build such capacities in- house. A more discNninating 



global customer base demands that global companies rapidly innovate and acquire needed 

capabilities. Often the best method of achieving these goals is to purchase an existing 

Company that possesses them- 

The growing importance of strategic alliances has aiso proven particularly 

important in the analysis of competitive industries. The concept of strategic networks has 

had a fidl development in the analysis of the competitive success of many Far Eastern 

m s ,  but largely fkom a culturai basis. The most famous examples are the Japanese 

keintsu and the Korean chaeboL Both terms refer to a closely integrated group or 

"clustei' of companies that often share a high degree of mutual ownership and reciprocal 

trade and investment relationships- These networks have an intense social and political - 
as weil as economic - hct ion.  They create and estabhsh an accepted pattern of 

organisational authority. They alIow the fïms withh the network to create joint strategic 

planning efforts that wodc to mutual advantage. They provide a reservoir offinanciai &d 

technologicaI assets that can be drawn upon in tirnes of economic recession, Fin- such 

organisations assure a foundation of assured suppliers and customers that can be utiliseci 

as a base for forays into international cornpetition. Much of the post-war economic 

success of the Far East is attriiuted to the mutual strengths present in the networked 

family of firms. -- 

The concept ~f~~clusters"  has also been used to describe relations among nrmS 

that are based purely on a competitive - rather than a cultural - foundation. Instead bf 

detailhg the activities of discrete independent nmis producing a standard array of 

products, anaiysts are now employing the metaphors of 'hetwork" and c'cluster" to 

demonstrate the pure dynarnics of industriai innovation. Michael Porter's work on 



clusters appears in his "diarnond" fkmework, nrst pubfished in 19902 He nota  how 

specifïc industries often cluster a r o d  geographic areas that possess the appropriate 

contnbuting and supporthg industries and facilities. Perhaps the most famous of these is 

Silicon Valley in California; others include the pharmaceutical industxy in New Jersey 

and the automotive industry in the Detroit-Windsor area Such economic cbcI~ers7 '  

feature a group of world class nmis that both compete and collaborate in the provision of 

certain categones of goods. The cluster also enjoys related industries, higher education 

facilities, and transport capacities that suppiy the indus?ry wi-th an educated worMorce, 

transport khstmcture, and associated services. 

The following diagram indicates the composition of the cornpetitive diamond. 

Included are the following. Fust, factory, or inpuî, conditions m u t  be present. These 

include natural and physical resources, hhstmcture, idonnation and scientific input, 

and huma. and capital resources. The second is a group of related or supporting 

industries whose q d i t y  and availabdity help detennine the overall cluster performance. 

The third component is demand conditions, which requires a sophisticated and discerning 

customer base that demands and appreciates continueci product innavation. ïhese three 

factors set the context for h strategy and rivalry7 the fourth element of the diamond- 

This is composed of a group of cornpethg firms whose geographic proximity ensures 

constant cornpetition for i n d d a l  leadership. Mapping specific industries accordhg to 

the diamond hmework provides an explanation for the clustering phenornenon that 

characterises many of today ' s industries. 



Diagram #1- The Diamond Framework 
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The concept of '~clusters" also has implications for international business, since 

such clusters are not necessarily confined to the landmass of a single country. 7Nhile 

Porter confïned and based his analysis on competitive industries that operate in individual 

corntries, others have noted that clusters can also span multinational networks. In fact, in 

the case of smaii, open, developed economies, partïcipating in a multinational cluster may 

be the key to assuring economic cornpetitiveness. Such economies are typically too small 

- and their industrial capability is too limited - to support an indigenous cluster with al1 

of the diamond's elements. 

Alan Rugman and Joseph D'Cruz have extended and modified Porter's cluster 

fhmework for the case of Canada They argue that the increasing phenornenon of 

regionalism and the greater interdependence of medium-shed economies with the Iirger 

triad nations places great demands on local industry to integrate with the larger cluster 

networks. Furthemore, clusters that span national borders place greater demand on 

national governments to create policies designed to enhance the induseid power of the 



network Their andysis of  American FDI into Canada Ieads Rugman and D'Cm to 

conclude that the diamond hnework requires extensive modification for s m d  open 

economies that are heavily interdependent with Iarger national economies. In the case of 

Canada, the strong interdependence with the US industrial economy centres upon the 

concept of "flagship fïrms", usually domiciled in the US, which create transborder 

networks of supporthg and related industries. They argue that Canadian prosperity 

demands the support of, and participation in, these networks. The authors go so far as to 

argue that, in the case of these flagship b s  in clustered industries, "Canadianadian 

govemments and the public at large, must show that they are willing to treat these foreign 

uivestments as if they were "domestÏcY' to C a n W 5  

Rugman argues th& participation in such 'Worth American" clusters gamers as 

much economic benefit to Canada as îhat provided by cornpletely indigenous h. He 

has demonstratexi that the largest 20 US- subsidiaries in Canada export virtually as much 

as they impod He argues thaf in temis of importlexport behaviour, research and 

development, and technological capacity of manufactunng facilities, there is little 

andytic difference in the activities conducted by Canadian subsidiaries of  large US 

multinationals and large domestic Canadian firms. Such subsidiaries are not simple 

branch plants that are meant to serve the Canadian market alone, but are rather integral 

components of a general North American production network. Rugman concludes h- a 

later piece that "fioreign owned h s  act and play as signifïcant a role as do the domestie 

owned Canadian c~rporations."~ The mode1 of purely national economic indusaies and 

firms is not an appropriate one for smaii open economies such as Canada's. 



The preceding arguments indicaie a composite picture of the spatial orgarüsation 

of economic activity that characterises ailiame capitalism. The growth, direction, and 

nature of conternporary FDI flows indicate strategic asset-seeking by the world's largest 

MNCs. Much of the contemporary form of FDI involves mergers, acquisitions, and 

alliance arrangements. The prosperity of the fkns participating in major industries 

depends upon the M n  concepts of 'hetworks" and cbclusters') both of which Ïndicate a 

group of related business activihes working interdependently. The leadership of such 

clusters often centres on 'Vlagsship nIms", which set the overaiI industrÏal direction but 

which rely upon a network of supporthg manufacturers and service suppliers. For 

Canada, such industrial realities are of particular importance to govemment policy- 

makers due to the proxùnity and Canadian interdependence with the Amencan economy. 

The Theory of AUiance Capitalism 

nie table on the following page adumbrates the evolution of the global political 

economy. It notes the specific factors that Werentiate "alliance capitalism" fiom 

previous economic foms, most notably the age of hierarchical capitalism. It also 

ilIustrates the vital effects of the evolution of the international politicai structure, and how 

that relates to the international production hction.  
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Table 1 - Successive Phases of Industriai Capitalism 

Phase 1: Entrepreneurïai Phase Zr Hiecarchicai Phase 3: Alliance o r '  

I 
Markets ( SrnaII and fiagmentary: 

international 

Flexible Capitaiism (1980- Capitalism (1 770-1 875) 

Specialisation 

paradox of and increasing 
global division of labour 
based on location of 

Capitalism (1 875- 1980) 

Naaonai o r  international: 

created assets, together 
with the subnational 
specidised clusters of 

9 
Regional and global: 

local and n&nal: 
cornpetitive 
Simple and modest, based 
mainly on distribution of 

the land and reia&ely 
unskilled I h u r  

increasingly oligopolistic 

Becoming more cornpiex: 
both nazionai and 

Key resources 
knowledge capital 

dynamic and more 
cornpetitive 
Extensive and 
interdependenc the 

infiastructure and 
technologid capacity 
Intangi'b Ie Assets, e-g- 

Naturd assets, e-g- h i t s  of 

l human cornpetence and 
knowledge formation, 

1 economic activity 
Physicd and some [ Tangible =sets+ e-g- 

L 

Mobility of 
Assets 

Organisation 

1 1 kilities, fis& policy and 1 ~ntenuar~ears considerabie 1 1 

Little except for finance 
capital, and some 
emigration 

Production 
S ystem 
Government 
RoIe 

Factory, small firms 

1 structure 1 limited supra-nationaI ( governmental forms, 1 

Graduaily uicreasing via 
MNE opetations 

D form, batch 

Limited involvernent 
active role confined to 
provision of public 

Government 

1 1 1 imtitutio& 1 &pecially at su b-national 1 

organisational and learning 
capability 
Su bstantial mobiIity of 
firm specific created assets. 
But Iess mobility of some 

Large integrated corporate 
location specific assets 
More inter-firm alliances, 

hierarchies 

M form, mass or scak 

Growing intervention: 
p w t h  in welfare 
providing services, In 

social welfare 
LocaVnational legislation 

Activities 

single fim heterarchies, 
corporate networks 
Innovation dnven: flexibIe 

More systernic and market 
enabling less regdation of 
individual markets 

1 
International ( Classical trade, very Little 

foreign production 

protectionism 
National legislation, Greater pluraiity of 

market and naturd 
and supra-national levels 
Substantial efficiency and - 

resource seeking FDL: 
growth of intra-indus- 
trade 

strategïc asset-seeking 
FDI: more cross hauiing of 
FDI and growth of cross- 

Cross-border 

Hegemonic 
Power 

Table sowred /rom John k i n g .  "Gowmments and the Macro-OrgmrSation of Economic Acfivify.- A HOton'caI and Spatial 

Of product and finance 
years with early post- 
Second-World-War pend 
USA UK 

Pempective': John DwYlùig, ed. Govemments. Gfobdirofion. and-lnrernation~f Burina (~xfor& 0.rjbrd Universi@ Press. 
1997). pp. 33-34- 

corporate and regional 
integration 
No singIe country 

FIuctuating: c.f, inter war 
border suategic alliances 
Increasing, through 
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As the table demonstrates, perhaps the central conclusion of the theory of alhance 

capitalism is that domestic govemments st i l I  matter. Only they c m  enact policies 

designed to create the specific economic advantages needed to draw FDI. The general 

absence of international institutions that govern the mode and conduct of investment 

activity ùnplies that state and national govemments still retain a measure of control. 

Moreover, because the motivation behind current FDI patterns has changed - away £?om 

purely market or resource seeking investment and towards the acquisition of created and 

knowledge-based assets - govemments' role in alliance capitalism is more rather than 

less important Govemments can do Iittle to affect their natural factor endowments, the 

primart explanatory variable employed in Ricardian-based theories of FDI. Market- 

seeking t h d e s  of FDI cannot adequately explain FDI in the developed world, whose 

markets have been relatively open for much of the preceding three decades. 

Govemments can enact policies that significantiy impact on both their indigenous 

laiowledge and innovation based assets, and can enact policies designed to create and 

retain the clusters of industrial activity that are the source of much innovation. 

Glo balisation - Implications for National Governments 

It is ironic that, as the fiterature on international business strategy integrates 

political theoria of the state in more sophisticated ways, much of the international 

relations literature raises concems of the continued relevance of the state at al1 in 

international business activity. Susan Strange argues that 

The impersonal forces of world markets are now more powemil than the 
states to whom ultimate political authority over society and economy is 
supposed to belong. Where states were once the rnasters of markets, now 



it is the markets which, on many crucial issues, are the masters over the 
govemments of states? 

Others argue that the globalisation of production has engendered threats to state 

democratic systems. Often the logic of enlarging economic e t s  to encompass regional 

arrangements removes sovereign authority, with dangerous implications for domestic 

democratic legitirnacy. One analyst argues that 

By d i s s o l ~ g  sovereign statehood, globalising capitaIIsm bas made the 
traditional models of democracy impractical. Transborder production, 
markets, monies and business associations readily evade most democratic 
controis that might be attempted through a state? 

Clemiy, globalisation bas led many analysts to be sceptical that the state can stiil exert 

meaningfuf innuence on its own domestic economic deveIopment- 

The phenornenon of globalisation affects national policy autonomy in three 

specific ways. The first is the muitinationalisation of production- htegrated MNC 

production networks have steadily removed the capacity of national govemments to enact 

industrial strategies based on either resource or wage advantages. Worldwide production 

networks imply that MNCs invea in order to gain strategic assets, based p r i m d y  on 

unique knowledge and production capabilities, rather than resource or wage advantages- 

The second implication of globalisation for national govemments is that they will be 

pressureci continuously to upgrade their national trade competitiveness - by raising 

worker productivity levels, inhstmcture capacities, and tax and wage incentives to 

business. The third elemenî that concenis national governments is the global integration 

of financial markets. The flow of capital today is largely Eee fiom the shackles of state 

interference, and operates largely berefi of regulatory apparatus. These three faftors have 



created new challenges to natiooal govemment that cannot be solved by traditional policy 

prescriptions and avenues. 

Traditional policy tools and frameworks require modification in the age of 

globaiisation Govemments are considering an increashgly wide range of policy options 

that affect the domestic attractiveness of their state as a host for FDI- So strong has the 

cornpetition for such investment become that governments are forced to evduate the 

entire range of their economic policies in tenns of their encouragement or 

discouragernent ofFDI. Policies that determine FDI attractiveness have consisted of both 

specific policies designed to Ioosen the regdatory fbnework for FDI as well as more 

general economic policies that ait the national economic environnient as a whole. 

Some examples of these policies include the following. 

Tradiîional FDI Policies (Policy initiatives designed specincally to attract and control 
the type, amount and direction of FDI idow: 

4 policies that introduce market distortions designed to make certain types of 
investment more or less attractive. This includes erecting artificial barriers to 
entry, local content requirements on manufactured goods, and the granting of 
specialised subsidies to national fïrms- 

policies that encourage quitable standards of treatment for both foreign and 
domestic nmis. Such policies include the pnting of most favoured nation 
statu 0, the creation of transparency in national accounting standards, 
affording 'hationd treatmettt" to foreign firms, and erecting proper 
supervisory mechanisms for market transactions. 

4 policies that iiberalise the general investment f-ework by removing sectord 
and amount restrictions on the types of foreign investment that can take place. 

Macroeconomk Policies @olicies that are not directly concemed with FDI per se but 
which have an important effect on the overd national economic attractiveness to foreign 
b s ) .  These include: 



* Moneîary and fiscal policies designed to reduce overail debt Levels while 
maintainhg predictable and Iow inflation Levels- Such policies directly affect 
the cost of capital for investhg couniries, and ennue that tax levels will 
remain stable and hopefiilly decrease. 

4 Exchange rate policies designed to encourage stability of  local currency. Such 
policies affect the prices of host country assets and the value of transferred 
profits fiom national activity- 

Macro-Organisational Poücies (Policies that affect the patterns of resource allocation 
within the state as well as the structure and organisation of economic activities). These 

+ Structural policies ulauencing the spatial concentration of economic activities 
(such as regional development policies), research and deveiopment policies, 
technology -fer policies, and indusaial composition policies which 
attempt to move the national economy away Eom ''sunset" industries and 
towards c c s d e "  industries- 

+ policies detemiining the fùnctions of factor markets, such as labour market 
policies 

factors which affect the supply and quaiity of productive resources in a host 
country, such as educational and health policies that raise the overall quality 
of human capital.'* 

Alliance capitaiism argues that this thùd category of policies - those detennining the 

macro-organisational capacities of the nation - is the most important in detennining 

overail national attractiveness to FDI. Building such capacities depends upon crafting a 

cooperative relationship between govemments that create and manage such policies, and 

the corporations that utilise the improved domestic human and industrial capabilities in 

the production of wealth- 

International relations theory is not at present weil equipped to provide an 

interpretative framework for the political implications o f  alliance capitalism. Perhaps the 

most significant previous attempt emerged fiom the xholarship o f  the associated 



dependency development schools, whose primary members included Fernando H e ~ q u e  

Cardoso, Enzo Falleto, and Peter Evans- Cardoso and Faiietto examined the problems of 

development for various Latin American states, and concluded that some form of alliance 

between the state apparatus and the MNC was necessary in order for development to 

proceed- They argued that it was necessary for the state to take a direct participatory role 

in profitable domestic sectors, lest those sectors be dorninated by the purely economic 

motives of the MNC- They advocated the creation of a sector of "public entrepreneurs" 

who could protect state interests while maintainhg an efficient administration of business 

practices." They cautioned that the political problem was to equip the state with a set of 

entrepreneurid skilis - which wodd aiIows both international and national capital 

accumulation - while maintai'ning overall state allegiance and economic direction" 

They argued that a more explicit and CO-operative worbg relationship between the 

instruments of the MNC and the state apparatus would ensure continued economic 

growth and development progress. 

Peter Evans' work - entitled Dependent DeveIopment - focused on the 

developmental efforts of Brazil. He argued that state needed to deliberateiy foster ties 

wïth the puweyors of international capital, most specifically large MNCs. He argued that 

although the global strategies of investing MNCs and the development objectives of local 

governments were often in conflict, such codlict was resolvable by a concentrated 

bargaining effort. He posited that a state owned industrial apparatus was best positioned 

to extract both economic rent and to encourage overd economic development He 

noted that the "state does have an extemal constituency interested in development and it 

must be responsive the this constituency-"13 He argued that state owned and operated 



industrial concems were consistent with the overd strategy of increasing political and 

economic centralisation- His mode1 of deveIopment that concentrated on the 

relationships among multinationals, Iocal capital, and the state had been substantiated by 

a close examination of the progress of BraPlian development-'' 

These examples of developmentai Iiterature indicate that scholars have advocated 

an alliance strategy between the interests of the MNC and the state for quite some tirne- 

However, their fonnuiation of how such an aIiiance might work - speciflcdy through the 

cultivation of an entrepreneurid public sector, with an extensive system of state-nui 

indusiries - ho& little attractiveness for the developed world. There is considerable 

scepticism that state-run industrial concems c m  ever match pnvate fimis in te- of 

efficiency and productivity. Moreover, such schemes are thought to engender a bloated 

civil administrative structure that raises goveming costs and which is incapable of 

responding rapidly to emerging economïc and market trends. Today's version of alIiance 

capitalism depends upon a fluid investment environment, elaborate networks of 

interrelateci production activity, and productive assets that emphasise knowledge over 

resource-based endowments. Such structures demand a different measure of state-fïm 

relations than that advocated by the associated dependency schooI- 

The evolution of multinational production in the age of alliance capitalkm diffen 

fiom previous eras due to the political composition of the international economy- The 

twin components of economic regdation that characterised most of the post-World War 

II era - the presence of an economic hegemon, combined with an ever more elaborate and 

enîrenched system of regimes and international institutions - are not present Such 

entities provided rnuch of the regdatory public goods apparatus of the international 



economy in the pst-war era. nieir absence itnplies a current lack of authority in the 

management of international investment bebavio~~ This section will illustrate the 

current intemational relations contniution to the phenornenon of giobalisation, and will 

outhe a k e w o r k  h m  which more substantive theoretical efforts may be built. 

The reaIities of globahtion are main contnbuors to the cunent 'Ccri~is in 

embedded Iiberalism" that today occupies the govemments of many developed states.15 

The work of John Ruggie is ofkm associated with the concept of embedded h m m ,  

and he provides a h e w o r k  for interpreting its gramial decay. Ruggie notes how the 

pst-war Bretton Woods economic order emphasised t d e  Ii'betalisation, with clear 

methods of domestic capital control. This system preserved the economic benefits of an 

open intemational trading environment while instilling an element of predictability in 

intemaiional monetary relations. The United States assined overall reguiatory direction 

by pmviding the public goods fiinctioms that were thought necessary in pnsenring a stable 

intemational economy. fi acted as lenderL6 and market of last resort, Moreover, the 

United States created and maintained a series of international institutions and regimes that 

served to ensure the relative permaaence and widespread acceptance of the doctrines of 

economic h'beralism, even afta the hegemonic power of the United States began to' 

decline. l7 

Due to the strength of its initial leadership, The United States was also able to 

infuse the international system with a set of noms and regimes designed to regulate 

international economic behaviour. Znstitutions such as the Intemational Bank for 

Reconstmction and Development @RD) and the htemational Monetary Fund 

were desiped to enhance and to put into practice the economic ideals possessed by the 



hegemonic power. Stephen Krasner argues that regimes moderate the causai variables and 

related outcomes that are endemic to reIations between states in an anarchic international 

system." Post-war regimes in trade, monetary relations, and a hoa of environmental and 

social issues illustrated the utility of regimes and theu ability to moderate international 

economic relations- 

The deciine and eventual abolishing of the Bretton Woods system - signifïed by 

the Americaa abandonment of fixed exchange rates and the nominal gold standard in 

197 1 - signaileci both a deciine in American leadership and a signincant weakenhp of a 

de-based international system- John Ruggie's work dissects the processes and 

preservation of multilateral institutional nomis, and he demonstrates that - in the trade 

regime in partïcuiar - multiiateralism was able to survive the decline of the United 

States. He notes that traditional international relations theory - which attributes 

outcomes to the distriiution of power relationships witbin the international system - 

cannot account for the persistence and power of the multiiateral noms goveming the 

international trading regime.19 Multilaterali-sm offers explanatoxy capability by noting 

the practices of co-operation and mutuai adjusmient that have charactensed many aspects 

of international economic exchange in the post-Bretton Woods sy~tern.'~ 

The success of regimes and multilateral CO-operation, however, was not 

ubiquitous. Scepticism existed that questioned whether states were willing to continue 

ceding sovereign authonty, especially when the retention of that authority created clear 

benefit Susan Strange's @enchant critique of regimes questioned many of the 

fundamental assumptions of regime theorists. She argued that there did not exist any 

accepted definition of regimes, and that the inherent bias and value association with the 



term would likely prevent any emergence of one. She &O questioned whether there 

could be a permanent locus of power and authonty in the international system, a critical 

component to maintahïng the permanence of established regimes. Fiadly, she concludeci 

that contempomy theones of regimes were too staîk and ignored the overwheiming 

state-centeredness that charactensed power and authority reIations in the international 

system-. Her arguments re-emphasised some of the traditional components of 

international relations scholarship-'' 

Strange's Cnticisms are particulady reIevant fir the case of MNC investment In 

contrast to its more successfül trade and monetary institutions, efforts to create an 

effective investment regime that c m  moderate the international activity of the MNC have, 

as Raymond Vemon notes, proceeded at a glacial pace." Earlier efforts to codi* 

intemationai standards of MNC behaviour - most notably by the Organisation of 

Economic and Comunïty Development (OECD) and the United Nations (UN)= - did 

not establish the expected convergence of behaviod noms that is necessmy. Vernon 

argues that such attempts have been hobbled by the state's desire to maintain regdatory 

control over MNC activity within its borders. The unique structural characteristics and 

economic benefits denved fiom the MNC result in a persistent desire of both home and 

host nations to tetain as much political control over its operations as possible. Vemon 

notes that national governments have pursued contradictory policies toward MNCs in the 

past - atternpting to control the subsidiaries of foreign multinationals operating on their 

soii, while also expecting to gamer the majority of tax and lmowledge based advantages 

reaped h m  the foreign operations of their indigenous MNCs. He points out that such 

dualism cannot foan the basis of an effective international re=@rne, and that any 



international arrangement would depend on national govemments relinquishing some of 

the powers they currentiy enjoy- 

Re-requisites for an effective regime on investment would include - in addition 

to a generous dose of  political will - a recognition of the mering rights and obligations 

between the operations of subsidiaries and the operations of the MNC network as a 

whole. Vernon is pessimistic that an effective regime can ever emerge, and any regime 

that does emerge wiLl be the product of a "long period of experimentation and tmvail."" 

The desire to retain politicai control over the operations of MNCs has resulted in the lack 

of effective international institutions that can reguiate their behaviour. Attempts by the 

OECD to introduce a .  agreement on rndtilateral investment in 1998 rnarked the f b t  

senous attempt to create an institutional structure for the regdation of investment. The 

MAI was designed to ïncrease the regulatory and dispute resolution framework that 

surrounds investment issues. It wouid conceivably "improve the enabling environment 

for FDI, to the extent that it would contribute to greater sec- for investors and greater 

stability, predictability, and transparency in investment polices and ~ u l e s - " ~  Its initial 

rejection indicates the fear of a sceptical and suspiciouç electorate that such lnstitutional 

measures may erode a govemment's ability to control investment behaviour within its 

own temtory. Fuaher efforts to introduce such a multilateral agreement wiil have to 

allay public concem over the perceived loss of economic sovereignty. 

Consequently, regulatory responses to the increased globalisation of MNC 

activity will remain state-bas& National responses to capital de-regulation and 

globalisation have varied accordhg to domestic state structures and societai demands. 

The United States is perhaps one of the poorest equipped states to do so. The logic of 



investment liberalism accepts the short-term euinomic costs caused by the fiee flow of 

economic capital in order to reap long-term gaie Yet, the economic structure created by 

the Arne- political process 'jmsh poiiticians to seek short tenn solutions that 

effectively ignore long te= ~osts.'"'~ European states - by and large characteriseci by a 

corporatist invesmient c h a t e  -are thought better able to manage the process of adapting 

to footioose capital." The conclusion of such analysis indicates that states are not 

powerless to direct and control foreign investment, even afier the removal of most capital 

controls. Doing so, however, depends upon crafting a broad consensus among the state's 

major economic constituents on the scope and direction such invernent should take. 

These two central transformations of the international political economy - the 

weakening of a leadership-based hegemonic system, and the lowerùig and elimination of 

capital controls by much of the developed and developing world - have resulted in the 

unpredictable pattern and immense volume of capitai movements o c c h g  today. The 

triumph of liberalism in the arena of global monetary relations has corne at the expense of 

domestic monetary autonomy- Moreover, in the absence of a weI1-developed institutional 

fonun for investment, multi1ateral regimes cannot n1l the regulatoiy void Scholars have 

long noteci that tbat the economic advantages of fiee markets need to be balanced with the 

regulatory capacity of political institutions to soften the short- term economic  dislocation^ 

engendered by the î ke  movement of goods, services, and capital. Yet the increasing 

enthusiasm with which fkee markets have been adopted has steadily eroded the state's 

ability to provide such regdation in the r e a h  of investment, and present intematiod 

institutions do not have the capability to replace the regulatory capacity of the state. As 

Geofiey Garrett notes, 



The distuictive feature of this scholarshïp was the recognition that the 
short-nm political dynamics of exposure to trade . . . are very different 
Opemess increased social dislocations and inequality and hence heightens 
political pressures for dampenïng these effects. If protectionism . . . is to be 
avoided, govemment must redistn'bute market docations of wealth and 
risk? 

Many andysts have concluded that national governments in the age of 

globalisation are simply no longer able to adequately protect such concerns over 

distribution and equity. Robert Reich haç argued that the phenornenon of globdsation 

works to separate citizens in individuai corntries according to categories of economic 

power. Overt macroeconomic interference in the workuigs of the domestic economy - 

çuch as the imposition of wage, health, and safety standards, too heavy a tax burden, or 

other industrial policy regdations - cannot be countenanced, as they simply engender 

capital and production flight to more hospitable investment climates. He concludes that 

the very idea of a national economic system is meaningiess in today's global economy." 

Other critics of globalisation fear that it engenders a "race to the bottom", forcing 

governments to jettison concems over wealth distribution and labour and environmentai 

standards in order to create a more attractive domestic investment environment- The 

cornpetitive drive to acquUe investment in capital and production overwhehs the 

national concems over equity, distriiution, and social justice. 30 

Other anaiysts argue that the loss of sovereign state economic power will -be 

replaced by the growing autonomy of regional-based economic institutions. Each of- the 

major regions of North Amenca, Europe, and the Far East has establiçhed supranational 

political and economic arrangements designeci to faciiitate trade and investment activifi. 

As regional arrangements grow and mature -a process entailing the admission of new 
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members, and the assumption of ever-greater amormts of economic authority - they wiii 

inrreasingly usurp state authority. They point to the widening institutional legitimacy of 

the North Amencan Free Trade Agreement and the continued economic integration 

withui Europe as uidicators of the conthued removal of economic authonty away h m  

state-based institutiions and towards wlder political arrangements, Advocating an 

investment mode1 that places ai its core the policy-making capacity of the state seems 

antiquateci in the global trend towards integrated regional economic arrangements? 

In the face of such evidence - the continuai erosion of state authorÏty, the 

increasing integration of regions - some have argued that the boundaries of political and 

economic analysis do not necessady coïncide. The attempt to interpret the economic 

perfomance of the nation-state is misguidecl because the state is a political rather than an 

economic unit. Stephen Kobrin notes that it is not necessary for political and economic 

analysis to concentrate on similar geographic nits, and that the contemporary tendency 

to focus both on the nation state is nothing more than a historical accident? The diaision 

of sovereign economic authority away fiom the nation state and towards non-state entities 

implies that state-based thcories of economic development are wrong. 

The challenge for nationai autonomy in the age of globalisation is relatively 

simple to articulate, ifdifficuit to practice. Can an avowed liberal state craft indïgenous 

policy responses thaî both encourage progressive MNC investment and ais0 protect 

traditional govemmental concems over wealth distribution, equity, and social justice? 

The theory of alliance capitalism argues that this is possible, but requÏres more 

collaborative efforts among the major weaith creating constituents of domestic society. 

The form of alliance capitalism wilt differ in the case of individual states, depending 



upon their industrÏal structure, proximity and de- of interdependence with otha major 

economies, and statdsocietal patterns. In the particular case of Canada, the conditions for 

that collaboration WU be outiined in the following chapters. Now it is necessary to 

outline some of the major trends in FDI and corporate behaviour that are occurring, and 

the necessity of adopting alliance capitalism in the face o f  such trends. 

Globalisation and the Theory of Multinational Production 

The study of the intemationaikation of £km activity - of why firms choose to 

expand their value-adding activities across borders - is a reiatively recent phenornenon. 

Initial efforts by Stephen Hyme?? and Raymond VernonM oEered primarily economic 

rationales for the expansion of such activity, and focused on maximising rents and on the 

technological evolution of the product cycle. Subsequently, a variety of explmations 

were offered that anempted to explain international business activity By the mid 1970s, 

many theorïes of mdtinationai production had been oEered, and could be grouped uito 

one of four categories - market seeking, efficiency seeking, resource seeking, and 

strategic asset acquisition? Economic analysis tended to focus on one of the four areas 

to the exclusion of the other three, and the Ïnsight gained fiom such specialisation was 

often outweighed by a specific theory's inabifity to explain other aspects of multinational 

h behaviour. m a t  appeared necessary was a r o b ~  interpretation of international 

production that could incorporate a wide range of £hm motivations and which could 

account for the technological and market evohtion of specific industries. 

John Dunning attempted to provide such a theory with the publication of the 

eclectic paradigm of  international production, which fht appeared in 1980.3~ Dunning 

was carefirl to note that he offered a paradigm, or a set of assumptions and observations 



fiom which more specinc theories of internationat production couid be drawn. The 

eclectic pafadigrn combineci the foundations of previous econornic analysis wirhui a 

robust hmework that had generdised explanatory capability. The eclectic paradigm 

integrated elements of classical trade theory, the market dynaLnics of international 

industries, and the specifïc production dynamics of the individuai tirm. The result, 

Dunning hoped, would provide scholars with a broad h e w o r k  in which to aoalyse the 

activities of the MNC. 

There are three constituent elernents in the eclectic paradigm. The first element 

incorporates the specific advantages that an individual fim garners through its own 

internai activities. Dunning temed these ownership (0) advantages. They included 

proprietary patents on products, production and marketing knowledge, estabiished brand 

production and distribution channels, and overail managerial knowledge and experience. 

Econornists had long argued that &ms could gamer larger economic rents tiom such 

advantages through an international network of controlled subsidiaries. Such a netwolk 

was preferabie to licensing accumuIated knowledge to foreign Licensing 

engendered transaction costs due to international market failure - arms-length 

tramactions sdFered nom inefficiencies due to incomplete transfer and absorption of 

knowledge. Any theory of international production had to incorporate the h ' s  desire 

to maintain control over its accumulated ownership advantages- 

The second element P the eclectic paradigm incorporated advantages accrued by 

operating in specinc locations. Not surprisingly, such advantages were coined location- 

specific (L) advantages- The rwts of such advantages were lodged in classical aade 

theory, and centred upon the concept of national comparative. Such. advantages were 



particulariy important for MNCs operating in the prirnary extractive indushies that 

depended upon secure sources of naturd caw materials for their operation. Yet, L- 

advantages encompasseci much more than just naturd resource endowments-they also 

included created advantages, such as infrastncture networks, the predictability and 

stability of government policy and practice, and the generd educationd and Iiteracy 

levels of the local workforce. The actions of nations and govemments to upgrade their 

attractiveness to MNC investment could be incorporated into the eclectic paradigm. 

The final cornponent of the eclectic p d @ n  included elements of intemalisation 

O of the production fiinction. This element attexnpted to explain the phenornenon of 

vertical integration that had become characteristic of the MNC. Just as there were 

transaction costs that accompanied the licensing of ownership advantages to foreign 

h s ,  there were dso transaction costs associated with relying on other firms for 

intermediate products. Raîher than engage in arms-length transactions to acquire 

necessary production inputs, MNCs prefmed to expand thei. operations to ïnclude ail 

necessary hcbons  dong the value chah  Intemalising such productive processes could 

eliminate the market failure associated with arms-length transactions- This element of the 

eclectic paradigm proved especidy usehl in explaining the high and growing rates of 

intra-finn trade that composed a signincant portion of international trade in gened. 

Fïms attempted to verticaiiy integrate in order to intemalise the productive fiinction as 

much as possible, thereby extracting maximum economic rent. 

The combination of the three factors - ownership, location, and internalisation 

(OLI) - foxmed a robust paradigm into which vaxious theories could be fit. The eclectic 

paradigm offered the most signifïcant integrative effort theory of multinational 



production Its integratïve capacity served as a b a i s  for interpreting MNC behaviour for 

over two decades. Yet, in the wake of the economic changes brought by the phenornenon 

of globalisabon, even Dunning has had to conclude that modifications of the eclectic 

paradigm are indeed necessary. n e  modem corporation's main source of competitive 

advantage has changed in the era of globalisation, and therefore the emphasis placed on 

the three constituent elements of the eclectïc paradigm must be re-evduated in the wake 

of thuse changes. 

Globalisation and Corporate Strategy 

The nature of competitive strategic advantage enjoyed by the successful MNC has 

changed as a result of globalisation- Factors such as economies of scale and scope, access 

to secure sources of raw materials and the utilisation of accumulated proprietary 

knowledge still play a role. Yet the source of  tme advantage of today's global fïxm lies 

primarily in its abiIity to create unique knowledge capabiiities and to di&e those 

capabilities. In part, this is a matter of organisational skÏiI and involves integrating teams 

that can gamer the specialised knowledge gained in local markets and d=se it 

throughout a global network Yet it is aiso a matter of recognising the value of tapping 

into the unique knowledge and productivity capabilities o f  individual foreign markets, 

and investbg in those markets to access those capabilities. Simple branch plant models of 

foreign production - in which high value-added research and primary manufachring are 

carried out in a h ' s  home state, and foreign subsidiaries c q  out prefabricated 

assembly - do not in fact accurately depict the opera.*ons of the most successful global 

companies. Foreign plants are today as great a source of innovation and knowledge as are 



home-bed facilities, and leveragirtg local advantages and knowledge acn>ss a global 

manufhcturing network h a @me component of successful global strategy. 

Today's' MNCs rely upon their ability to inwvate and create knowledge-based 

assets in order to compete in today's international marketplace. This has had important 

effects on MNC strategy. One clear example of such stratesic change is in how nnnS 

chose to integrate th& cumulative operations, either verticdly or horïzontallyY 

Historically, the clearest examples of MNCs that vertically integrated theV operations 

were those that concenhrated on raw materials processing - sach as mining, petrofemn, 

and forestry companies. Such fimis vertically integrated thek operations in order to 

encompass ali steps in the value chaie By contrast, companies that prociuced standardised 

products with a low or medium tecbnology component often adopted horizontal 

integration. This involved the creation of branch plants and the accompanying 

administrative structure in major madcets, plants that would thm operate with a high 

degree of independence from the home nation Headqu;uters monopolised research and 

development fiuictions; heads of country operations enjoyed a great deal of managerial 

autonomy. Such a strategy mandated that the fjnn has a core of relatively staudardised 

products that can appeal to customers across diverse culhaal and politicai backpunds. 

An innovation-based strategy, however, depends on accessing new customers and 

market while continuously improving products and services offered to existing custorners. 

Consequently, neither the ovvatly cenûalised headquartm-based structure, nor the 

diversifiecl neîwork of essentially independent country operations, wiU maintain firm 

competiti~eness~ Today's most successfiil global f h s  have adopteci a '̂ transnational" 

organisational mode1 that integrates its giobal operations into a whesive d e .  Under this 



role. Under tbis dei, headquarters sets direction but still provides considerable 

Feedom to Company subsidiaries, This fieedom allows the finn to gain local market, 

product, and innovation knowledge that k rapidly difiksed throughout the network. 

Successfil global MNCs are both locally responsive and globally integrated? 

Such companies, moreover, are becomïng much more selective in the activihes 

that they perform and those for which they rely on outside partners. MNCs depend upon 

continued improvement in product technologies and capabilities in order to maintain 

competitiveness. Assuring continued improvement often mandates that fkms i d e n a  

their "core" ski& and competencks, those activities that differentiate them fiom their 

cornpetitors- An increasingly competitive environment mandates that fïrms concentrate 

completely on those specific skill sets, and partuer with other fhns to provide additional 

necessary manufactucing capacities. There has been a marked increase in the 

collaborative behaviour between Ieading global MNCs and srnder firms that provide 

such specific niche expertise- Often termed strategic dliances, such coUaborative efforts 

recognise the inherent value of combining specialised skills and attributes, and the virtual 

impossibility that one finn can possess ai1 of the necessary skills and technologies in 

produchg competitive products. 

When analysing FDI data, it is important to note that the nature of such 

invesment often is not direcîiy in the creation of new enterprises and greenfield 

investment. It is ofien in the f o m  of purchashg akeady existing companies that have 

significant advantags to offer in the provision of specific products. The modern 

competitive MNC is enmeshed in a network of collaborative arrangements that provide it 

with the necessary specialised expertise- Firms participate in strategic aiiiance to acquire 



added strategic advantage- Doz and Hamel argue that there are three primary purposes to 

engaging in an alliance - co-option of potentid cornpetitors into allies, CO-specialisation 

of complementary assets, and as an avenue for leaming and intemdising new ~kills?~ 

Alliances are crucial to MNC success- It is apparent thai no one firm can provide ail the 

necessary skills in the value-added process; even the largest MNCs engage in alliance 

behaviour- The example of IBM - whose Company culture initidly proved reluctant to 

engage in alliance activity - found that the competitive environment was too severe to 

maintain that outiook. By 1992 IBM was engaged in over 20000 alliance-style 

engagements, including 400 equity investments?' Such figures indicate that even the 

moa technologically advanced MNCs require additional capabilities acquired fiom 

outside sources. 

The adoption of phcular organisational patterns to facilitate industrial 

competitiveness, it has been argued, is nevertheless highfy cultural-specific. Mitchell 

Bernard's work on post-Fordist capitalist structures is a case in point- Barnard argues 

that the particular industrial form of Fordism - with massed production lines and legions 

of unionised workers perfonning repetitive manufacturùg tasks - arose due to the 

particular social and economic conditions present in the United States at the turn of the 

cenimy. He argues that the rise of Japanese economic power in the past few decades has 

been the resuit of an intentional rejection of Fordism in favour of uniquely Japanese 

production processes. Such practices included the adoption of just-in-time 

manufacturing, a CO-operative union-management workuig relationship, and a production 

process that could rapidly adapt to innovation. These practices, moreover, also 

contributed to a .  increasingly integrated regional production scheme that called into 



questions the practice of evaluating economic activity fkom a pureIy national perspective. 

Bernard's work emphasised that production and innovation practices were highly 

culturaf-specin~.~ 

The cultural component of industrhl practices may cause some to question 

whether any one type of MNC production structure or practice could be deemed 

ubiquitous. Yet cultural practices are complementary - not opposed - to the global 

strategic practices of the modem MNC. Such fïrms have Iong recognised that production 

and labour processes needed to be adapted to local conditions. Such adaptation has been 

perceived as a source of, rather than detracting from, fimi competitiveness, as inoovations 

created in one national market can be integrated into the practices of another. Global 

MNCs attempt to reap advanîages that, while products of a particular social context, can 

also be applied elsewhere. 

The most attractive assets to the modem MNC that a country can possess are 

those that are created, rather than those that rely on natural factor endowrnent- The 

location-specific advantages - particularly of knowledge or innovation assets - 'of 

countries are absolutely vital to the maintenance of this network. MNCs understand the 

importance of cultivakg the appropriate location-specinc advantages of theu foreign 

markets. The retention of exclusive rights to knowiedge-based and knowledge-creating 

assets remains a key to continued competitiveness. 

The attraction and retention of foreign direct ïnvestment are vital because it 

ensures the continual upgraduig of the industrial capabilities of the nation's workers. 

Sustainable economic developrnent results fiom continualIy increasing levels of 

productivity within the national worlâorce. Such productivity maintaïus and increases 



FDI within the country. Today's developed economies depend upon a continual process 

of innovation in their industrial processes and upgrading of their manufacturuig 

capacities. Alliance capitalism argues that the only tme elements of economic 

cornpetitive advantage for the state lie in the organisational skills, knowledge, and 

technologicd capacity of indigenous production facilities, and that the primary agent 

through which such skills are transferred and created is the MNC. 

Corporate Stntegy and the State -The Perspective of the Fim 

Scholars have long noted the potential for both home and host govemments to 

affect - if not dictate - certain aspects of international business activity. Early 

explorative efforts of govemment business relations emphasised the necessity for global 

managers to understand local government objectives and to cr& appropriate business 

strategies. Under certain cirC:umstances hon govemments codd become hostile to 

foreign business activity, depending on the local perception and effects of such activity. 

The Literature focushg on the phenornenon of political risk consistently emphasised the 

dangers posed by host govemment intervention? Often host govemments were assumed 

to have divergent interests fiom investing MNCs; it was the fïrm's responsibility to 

understand and account for such objectives. The earty political risk literature emphasised 

the potential dangers of host govemments acting in confrontation, d e r  than CO- 

operation, with invesîing fïrms. 

Managers and academics alike soon realised that understanding the motivations - 

and therefore the po1icy decisions - of host governments was an important part of global 

business strategy. Greater incorporation of such knowledge into strategic planning efforts 

became part of the planning process of increasingly global f%m. Yet, much of this 



literature continueci to emphasise the potential CO&-ct iaherent in global business- 

government relations. Jean Boddewyn and Etienne Cracco, for example, offered an 

analytic b e w o r k  that centred host government imperatives on issues of national 

interest, national sovereignty, and national identity- They noted that developing 

bargaining skills with local govemments and understanding political developments were 

necessary elements of global business planning?Z They also argued that managers who 

viewed global business activity purely in ternis of market activity wodd not understand - 

and still les  be able to cope - with host govemment domestic intervention designed to 

M e r  domestic economic deve topment objectives- 

One of the & seminal works that integrated host government policy ïnto global 

çtrategy was Yves Doz and C. K. PrahaIad, The Multinational Mission. This work 

provided a strategic fiamework for global companies that balanced the bene* of global 

integration with the need for local responsiveness. They argued that, although 

govemments by necessity limited the scope for auly global integration, they also offered 

avenues for MNC exploitation by modifj6ng competitive condition in their favour? 

They noted that the potentiai for collaboration between host govemments and investing 

firms did indeed exist, particularly where location-specific advantages matched the core 

competitive advantages of the fïrm? They concluded 'from relatively minor investments 

to major strategic direction choices, a fkst guiding pDnciple for action has to be mutualïty 

of interest" " That such mutuality could exist - indeed, that it could become the basis 

for the strategic planning of the MNC - is a constituent element of alliance capitalism. 

Furîher developments in the literature of global strategy featured a more exacting 

integrative effort to bridge the theory of the state and international business strategy. 



The work of Murtha and Lenway incorporated extensive discussion of the political 

economy objectives of the state, They argued that the state was an independent element, 

and that individual structures of political authonty, codict resolution, and bargaining 

avenues would dicîate appropnate Local business strategies. They noted that "states 

embody country-specific governance capabilities thaf together with national factor 

endowments, influence the international economic strategies that nnnS can implemen~'*~ 

In a separate article, the authors provided a fhnework derno~l~trating how govemments' 

organisational capabilities and counb5es7 political instmitional structures afTected lMNC 

strategies and organisation structures- Theil framework emphasised the combination of 

property rights, transactional govemance, and poiicy credibiiïty as  contniuting to the 

efficacy of state indumial strategy capabilities. A more explicit view of states' interests, 

and the willingness to accommodate them in production and investrnent decisions, was a 

necessary part of successfbl MNC strategy. 

Thomas Brewer continued to question the view of the state that emphasised the 

inherent tendency for codict  wïth the MNC- He and Jean Boddewyn argueci that 

scholars needed to challenge the £ündamentai assumption that "govenunents and other 

political actors constinite collstraints or avens rather than a factor of production or a set 

of agents that international fimis may want to control or create for strategic purposes.'" 

In another article Brewer argued that the relationship between the MNC and govemment 

was cornplex, differing dong Ievels of analysis, issue areas, and degree of MNC power? 

He argued that a greater understanding of govemment behaviour - garnered primarily 

through the study of public and foreign policy fiterature - heId important insights for the 

study of international business. Paaicular issue-areas demanded the adoption of specific 



models of MNC-T-m interaction. 

improve a muftinationai's ability 
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A greater understanding of the political process would 

to operate in foreign environments, p r i m d y  through 

utihsing the potential for collaborative rather than competitÏve behaviour. 

The integration of government policy and international business strategy has 

become an important reaIity for govermnents and fimis aWce. As FDI increasuigly 

becomes dependent on strate@ asset seekuig - rather than the market or resource models 

that have driven MNC expansion for most of this c e n w  - govemment's ability to foster 

the conditions for creating those assets becomes critical Such uivestment is intended to 

acquire specifïc skills developed by indigenous fkms. Couritries that fail to produce such 

specific advantages wiH inevitably receive a smaller portion of worldwide FDI flows. 

The global strategy literature has made increasing efforts to integrate the concept 

of "govemment as partne?' into the strategic planning process, taking particuiar account 

of govemment economic and politicai interests. What remains necessary is an 

examination of govemment polices that reflect a greater understanding of MNC strategy 

and which de rnomte  the mode1 of c'govemment as coiiaborator" that is key to the 

concept of alliance capitalism. As Thomas Brewer and Stephen Young note: 

... the need to replace bureaucratie and authontarian regimes of 
hierarchicai governance applies as much to govemments as it does to 
enterprises. And relationships between the public and private sectors 
require changing eom confrontation to cooperation and partnerships . . .. 
Since the locational options of h s  are widened, action by govermnents 
to ensure that the econornic environment is conducive to promothg 
competitiveness becomes critical. 

Of the elements outiined in the eclectic patadigm, host govemments c m  work to 

directly influence their locational (L) advantages. It is not sufficient for governments to 



enact broadly permissive investment policies. The trend towards investment 

liberalisation implies that many potential investment sites are cornpethg for a limited 

supply of foreign investment hds .  Of the 151 FDI policy changes enacted world wide 

between 1991-1997, 94 per cent contn'buted to creating more favourable conditions for 

FDI? This has led to the following realisation: 

Competing fiercely with one another for FDI and finding that liberal 
policies are no longer enough, host counaies have increasingly corne to 
redise the importance of adoptïng proactive masures to facilitate business 
transactions by foreign investors and of irnproving the economic 
detemiinants of FDI? 

Such policies need to be accompanied by complementary trade, tax, and regdatory 

frameworks that work in unison to create an attractive invernent environment- Alliance 

capitalism demands the creation of a bundle of monetary, fiscal, industrial, and 

employment policies designed to attract and retain knowledge-based FDI- 

The theory of alliance capitalism aclmowledges that the MNCs search for 

cornpetitiveness is increasingiy responsible for current patterns of FDI. Yet it argues that 

states must and do play an increasingly CO-operative roie in facilitatïng such investment. 

The advantages fkns require in order to rernain internationally competitive are exactly 

those that nationd governments would wish to foster. Developed economies must 

compete on their indigenous knowledge base, as does the modem MNC. Consequently, 

goveniments also note that not ail FDI is equal; some investment contributee more to the 

counîry's knowledge base and chosen competitive clusters than does investment 

motivated purely by resource or market-seeking desires. Govemment has considerable 

policy fieedorn both to enact policies designed to cultivate specific local assets and 



industries and to atbract particuiarised FDI that utilises and mews those assets and 

industries- 

There are several areas of contention within the model of diance capitalism. 

Critics argue that such efforts at fïrm-state CO-operation exact a price- They note that, 

because h s  possess considerable investment fieedorn, they can choose to wiidraw 

much of their value-addîng activity fkom any individual country quickiy. Should this 

happen, governments wodd have few tegal or regdatory avenues of recourse- Any 

model of industrial activity based on such CO-operation - and not on legai or 

confi-ontational approaches designed to reduce the f b d s  fieedom to divest its assets and 

discontinue investment - would lack the relative permanence and stability featured by 

endowment or resource-based investment, Critics also argue thaf under alliance 

capitalism, states nui considerably more economic nsk than do fkms. Without 

* .  constrammg the MNCs' ability to relocate investment activity, the state does not have a 

sufficient "stick" to offset the considerable carrots offered in the collaborative model. 

Finally, the model of alliance capitalism seems applicable only in the developed worlci, 

which possesses the infÏastmcture, knowledge and research resources that are required to 

collaborate effectively with the modem MNC. Corntries that do not possess these 

advantages nui even greater risks in the coiiaborative model, because theu ability to 

generate innovation in industriai practices is consttained. Developing countnes o h  

must base their investrnent policies on the belief that most FDI in their region is market 

or resource based. A model based on strate* asset acquisition, therefore, would have 

little devance for their industrial policies. 



These scenarios can, however, be mitigated by adroit policy decisions. ï h e  

appearance of large numbers of mergers, acquisitions, and strategic alliances gives an 

appearance o f  fluidity to the international economy that is not entirely accurate. The 

underlying purpose of such economic behaviour is to acquûe economic and production 

assets that are necessq to rema. cornpetitive, Such assets can be created by the 

appropriate collaboration between firms and govemments. Moreover, firms and nations 

that have made strategic investments in clusters of industries wouid b e  reluctant to divest 

them, because the particular advantages of the cluster are not easily replicated elsewhere. 

Specific investments in knowledge creation and s p e ~ i ~ s e d  production capability are 

often unique. The management of an estabfished cluster or network exacts less 

managerial effort and retains more economic rent than does the creation of a new one. 

While MNCs possess the appearance of mobility, that freedom is conshained 

considerably in the case of  knowledge and innovation based investment. 

Conclusion 

International business scholars now recognize the importance of bringing a 

sophisticated view of fimi-governemnt relations into their analysis of global business 

strategy. Just as host govanments are attempting to craft a new relationship with the 

MNC as a method of upgrading their indigenous economic resources, MNCs are looking 

at more creative means of integrating host govemment concems into their overall 

strategy. Such realisations have created the conditions under which alliance capitalism - 

the CO-operative venture between firm and state - can flourïsh. 



The combined effects of technobgy, rapid capital movement, and the diffiision of 

knowledge have altered traditional modeIs of economic developmentt Classicd 

interpretations bas& largely on themies of national competitive advantage need extensive 

modification - if not complete replacement - in order to account for the contemporary 

reality of economic development Today, sustainable competitive advantage is not drawn 

fiom possessing clear natural endowments in primary materials or low-wage labour costs. 

Industrial polices based on an assumed permanence of such advantages will not succeed 

in building a sustainable competitive economy, because such advantages are transitosr, 

Today, there are nurnerous national sources for raw materials - many countries compete 

with each other to market their endowed resources, and it is unlilcely that a mdacturing 

firm can be deprived of access to needed raw materîals. Nor can a comtry rely on its 

supply of low-wage labour as a long-range strategy to attract investment. First, other 

c o d e s  will continually attempt to undercut such wage levels. Second, ùicreasing 

investment and production within a single country has had a tendency to drive wage 

levels up. This destroys the initial cost advmtage, which then m u t  be compensated by 

gains in productivity . Neither natural endowments nor iowwage labour are sustainabIe 

sources of competîtive advantage. Only the specific assets created in the mode1 of 

diance capitalism are sustainable and wiil provide increasing sources of economic 

advancement. The following chapters wfil demonstrate how these realisations have 

become part of the Canadian goveming agenda. 
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Chapter 5 - Foreign Direct Investment in Canada 1971-1993 

The fundamental tenet of alliance capitallsrn is that the power of the modem 

MNC - and its importance to the maintenance of national economic strength -- 

necessitate a new public policy h e w o r k  that emphasises co-operation between the fïxm 

and the state. Nations c m  adapt to a global economic environment ody by providing 

knowledge assets that will attract foreign direct investment For Canada, which has 

historicdy depended upon the MNC for the exploitarion of its natural resources, such a 

public policy fbmework is even more vital for the transition towards a knowledge-based 

economy. In order to demonstrate that the alliance capitalisrn paradigm is indeed new, it 

is necessary to account for Canada's investment policy k e w o r k  before the Liberid 

victory of 1993. The provision of a broad overview of the uivestment patterns that have 

occurred in Canada will provide a template agaiast which the unique characteristics of the 

alliance capitalisrn paradigm can be compared. 

The purposes of this chapter are straightfomard. The fkst objective is to outline 

the amount, direction, and overall effect of investment flows into Canada that have 

occurred over the,  and to adumbrate the govemment policies that have been design& to 



regulate those flows. A second puipose is to demonsûate the change globalisation bas 

brought for trade and investment flows for both Canada and the world Consequendy, the 

chapta contains a section with numemus charts and statistics to illustrate the historical 

patterns of FDI in Canada, and general global invesûnent and trade flows. The period 

under examination is that of the tenure of the Liberal government of Pierre Eliiott 

Trudeau and later the Conservative govemment headed by Brian Mulroney. Both 

govemxnents viewed the issue of foreign direct investment primarily in tenns of its effects 

on domestic policy, and both crafted investment regdations designed to protect domestic 

policy interests. Both also d e d  investment policies that were kgely in keeping with 

the economic teaor of the times. However, for both goveniments other, more pressing 

economic issues made the issues of FDI less central, In neither case did the government 

make the attraction of FDI a specïfic priority of their economic policy and, in the case of 

Trudeau, masures were actually taken ta restrkt and control such FDL Yet the process 

of global economic Ii'beralisation had by the early 1990s brought important changes to the 

Cansdian econodc landscape. By the t h e  of the Conservative defeat in 1993, many of 

the basic elements of alliance capitalkm were in place, and the Consematives had taken 

some p r e h h r y  steps in reforming th& economic and investment policies. 1' wouid 

fd to the Li'beral government of Jean Chrétien to complete that task 

The Inherited Lsacv of FDr Polida in Canada 

Much of Canada's investment policy outlook during the 1970s was coloured by 

the massive rest~cturing of the &mational economy that occmred in 1971. The effèct 

of Nixonomics - Resident Richard Nixon's economic program that eliminated the Linlç 

between gold and the US dollar - signaUed the beginniag of the end of U.S. pst-war 



between gold and the US dollar - signalled the beginning of the end of U.S. post-war 

economic hegemony. The voIuntary rehquishment of American leadership over the 

international monetary system signalled an end to the predictable and stable financial 

architecture that fonned the foundation of the post-war international economic system- 

The turbulence created by Nixon's policies was exacerbated by the 1973 and 1979 oïl 

shocks, created by the ùicrease in crude oil price by the Organisation of PeuoIeum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC). The rapid rise in oil prices threatened the developed world 

with economic "stagflation", and heightened the reIiance on the Middle East for secure 

supplies of oïl. This became an issue debated in national security terms. Adjusting to 

these twin economic shocks wodd occupy the efforts of most Western govemments for 

the bulk of the ensuing decade. 

The Canadian economy was not exempt fkom the need to adjust its economic 

doctrine. The burden of doing so largely fell to the Liberal government of Pierre Eiliott 

Trudeau, which held power for nearly al l  of the fifteen-year periud between 1970- 1984- 

Trudeau's economic policy fo& a key part of his overdl governing vision, which 

stressed independence both in Canada's domestic and foreign &airs. Domestically, 

Trudeau believed that a strong and activist federal govemment was necessary to combat 

the increasingly regional and parochial political movements emanating fkom Quebec and 

sectors of the Western Provinces. Internationaiiy, he foiiowed an dependent Canadian 

foreign policy. While Tmdeau valued Canada's important international relationships, he 

also beiieved it necessary that Canada maintain the abiliîy and willingness to take policy 

decisions that might be opposed the wishes of major allies, the United States and Great 

Britain. It was a belief that he quickly demonstrated.' 



Trudeau was #y concemed with Canada's relaticmship with the United 

States. The gtowing iaterdependence2 of the -an and American economies, M e  

creating sigpii6.cant benefit, also heid considerable risk for CaoaQ, iatgely because the 

size of the American economy threatened to ovawhelm Canada's economic 

independence and policy-making autonomy. The effects of the oil shocks and 

Nixonomics made this possiibilty paaiCUISVly womsome. The United States had shown 

willingness to take incfea~ingiy unilateral measures aimed at enhancing domestic 

economic interest, despite the potential intemational disruption. Trudeau perceived that 

an increasingly isolationist United States pursuing its unilateral economic interest would 

inevitably endeavom to cultivate diverse - and prefefably nearby - sources of naturd 

resources. Govaning a resource-rich economy, Tnideau knew, would prove increasingly 

difficult in the face of American expansionia pressure. 

This concan - cornbined with the des& for a strong and activist federd 

goverment - c d d  be seen in Trudeau's policies towards foreign direct investment and 

the role it played in the Canadian economy. U p  assuming office, Trudeau assurned 

stewardship of a resource-dependent economy whose endowments were of increasing 

interest to its southem neighbour. As later tabIes will show, FDI in Canada during the 

1970s was concentrated in the natural-resoufces sector. Foreign companies were 

particularly active in the pulp and mer, mining, agriculture, and oiI and gas expioration 

industries in Canada, and their size and economic infiuence continuai to grow. In an era 

in which continueci economic pro@ty appeared almost completely dependent on secure 

access to basic raw materiab, the strategic base of Canada's resouzce endowments played 

an increasingly large role in govemment deliiberations. Maintainhg ultimate national 



control over Canada's strategk resource base became a poky pnorw in the early 1970~~ 

as the strate& importance of oil supplies became imprinted on the econornic policy of 

the developed nations. 

Concem over the level of foreign involvement in the extraction of Canadian 

resounies ceaainly did not begin with Trudeau. Such concems had been expressed in the 

preceding decades. Two particular govemment inquines into the nature of foreign 

involvement in the Canadian economy stand out The fint was the Report of the Task 

Force on the Structure of Canadian Industry, entitled ''Foreign Ownership and the 

Strucuture of Canadian Industryustry" Informally known as the watkins3 report, it was 

commissioned by the Govemment of Canada in to review of the nature and scope of FDI 

in Canada, and released its report in 1968. The report noted the rapid increase in the Ievel 

of foreign ownership and control of corporations operating in Canada, particularly in the 

manufacturhg, petroleum, mining, and srneking industries4 It aiso demonstrated that the 

leveI of foreign indebtedness and foreign control of Canadian manufacturing assets had 

also risen considerably since the end of the Second World War. The report aiso noted 

with some alarm that 

the tendency inherent in direct investment to shift decision-making power 
in the pnvate sector outside Cmada has posed senous problems of those 
responsible for fodatuig Canadiadian policy, and has created widespread 
unease among Canadians as to the continukg viability of Canada as an 
independent nation state? 

The report included several policy recommendations that balanced Canadian 

competitiveness with the preservation of national autonomy. Moreovcr, it recognised 

that, in order for Canada to remain cornpetitive, it needed to take continuous measures to 

improve its factors of production, such as improved management education and higher 



levels of R&DP It argued that a special agency needed to be created that could co- 

ordinate existing government policies towacds the MNC. It calIed for the strengthening 

of ad-monopoly measures and for Mer public disdosure of accounting information It 

encouraged the government to 'Yake positive steps to encourage Canadian ownership of 

economic activitf, in ways that would 'Yiacilitate greater national independence and 

continuing economk growth.'" 

This document was followed four years Iater by another document that provided a 

crincd examination of foreign direct investment in Canada MormaiIy labelled the Gray 

~qort', it took particular note of the "miniature branch plant" characteristics of Canadian 

manufacturing subsidiaries. In this model, companies produce in their Canadian plants 

'hiost or all of the product range and the vari& models as their parent, and which carry 

out these production activities using the same production techniques as the parent'" It 

provided a comprehensive anaiysis of the effects of FDI on Canadian industrial output, 

culture, and overail levels of economic activity." It also offered a similar range of policy 

prescriptions. It noted that any policy initiatives providing for Canadian ownership 

across al1 or large parts of the economy would not ''advance the broad objectives of the 

country-" It argued that a "more e f f i v e  means" of dealing with remainbg problems 

'îwould be through flexible administrative intervention on a case-by-case basis", which 

would "'be restncted to foreign controkd nmis", and would be carried out 'kiwithin the 

hmework of well-defined indusirial strategy.'"' 

The conclusion of these reports served as waming agalnst an overt reiïance on 

foreign multinationds in the Canadian resource industry. The theoretical basis of such 

warnings was simple: the reports argued that MNCs controiled signincant economic 



power in Canada, and that it was possible for host govemment policies to s u c c e s s ~ y  

extract associated economic rent andlor induce changes in MNC behaviour that would 

benefit the hoa counhy. The reports aiso concluded that much of the economic rent h m  

such company operations was retumed to head office coffers, and that Canada garnerad 

comparatively little in rehim. Companies devoted almost no resources to research and 

development in Canadian plants, and their operations were geared almost solely to 

servicing the relatively limited demands of the Canadian market Finally, the reports 

warned that the compiiILies enjoyed a too-permissive poIicy fîamework that dowed them 

to operate with vÏrtual impmity, reducing Cansdian economk autonomy- 

Trudeau's govenunent twk such economic advice to heart, and began to d 

strategies that reduced overail company autonomy and iacreased the interventionkt role 

of the federal government Perhaps the two most significant policies were the 

establishment of the Foreign Invatment Review Agency m) in April of 1974, and 

the inauguration of the National Energy Program (NEP) in 1980. FIRA instillecl a 

cntical review process on proposed investments, and placed strict lunits on the ternis of 

foreign take-overs of Canadian businesses and govemance practices- It also placed 

maximum allowable ownership ratios on non-resident investors- FIRA established an 

agency that reviewed all acquisitions of Canadian assets by foreign companies and for 

every establishment of a new business in Canada by foreign-controlled entities. h the 

process of such review, agents of FIRA judged applicants according to the simple ma- 

of whether their proposed investment plan offered "signincant benefit to Canada." 

F R A  installed a codtation process with proposed investozs in order to suggest 

ways in which potential investments could meet with regdatory requkements whiie still 



achieving profitability and retum requirements. Broad criten-a were established in order 

to guide FIRA regdators. These inciuded an evaluation of the effect of the acquisition or 

investment on the level and nature of economic activity in Canada, the effect on 

competition among indigenous firms, and the acquisition's compatrâility with the overall 

national ind-al and economic polices of the federal govemment As one report noted, 

'the negotiations surrounding the review process were ostensibly used by the government 

to try to Ieverage fkom foreign investors undertakuigs that would constitute benefits to 

Canada without necessarily making the investment unprofitable."" FIRA established a 

pattern of Canadian govemment interference in the foreign investment pro ces^.'^ 

The National Energy Program madced the federal attempt to M l  controi over the 

strategic industries of oil and naturai gas production. Three overaii goals were 

established for the NEP. The first was to achieve at least a 50 percent Canadian 

ownership level of oil and gas producCion in Canada by 1990. The second was to increase 

Canadian control of a signifïcant number of Iarger oil and gas nmis. The third goal was 

to iorrease in the share of the oii and gas sector owned by the Government of Canada. 

Specific measures taken to achieve these goals included the changing of land rules on 

fkontier regions that made Petro-Canada or another Crown Agency a 25 percent partner in 

oil and gas deveiopments on such lands. A minimum of 50 percent Canadian 

participation was mandated fiom any production on Canada Lands. A new petroleurn and 

gas revenue tax was introduced, and Petro-Canada was instnicted to begin discussions 

with indusîry to negotiate the takeover of several foreign-controlled firms.14 

The creation of program had a variety of motivations. It represented a strategic 

response of a major oil-producing nation to estabiish control over its energy reserves, 



which had assumed vital importance after the establishment of the OPEC cartel and the 

successive energy crises of the 1970s. Establishing increased Canadian control over 

energy in a turbulent international environment cornmanded broad public suppofi that 

ensured the passage of the measure- It also signined the centralishg tendencies of the 

Trudeau administration that desired greater overall federal control over national economic 

policy making- The provisions of the NEP were designed to increase Caaadian control 

over the productive resources in the energy sector over the long tem. Canada's major oïl 

expoa market and most important stmtegic partnef, the United States, did not w d y  

greet the NEP, and criticism of the NEP flowed from both business and political circles." 

W e  there is no doubt that establishg the NEP was meant to enhance the domestic 

politid goals of the Trudeau administratiod6, its macr~econo~c poky implications on 

the nahiral-resource based Canadian economy were certauily noted by potential foreign 

hvestors. 

The establishment and continuation of such measures - FIRA in particular - led to 

several systematic attempts to clarïfl the net eEect that the measures had on the Level of 

FDI that occurred in Canada Such investigations sought to determine how stringently 

were the investment critena applied and whether nationalist investment policies deterred 

investment that otherwise would have occurred. Globerman and Shapiro's analysis - 

drawing on data provided in a series of FIRA annual reports - illustrated that between 

1976 and 1982, an average of 80 percent of the investments reviewed were eventudy 

d o w d l '  Globeman also notes that the imposition of FIRA induced some potential 

investors to withdraw their application for review in the anticipated W o o d  of it being 

rejected. While providing accurate figures on such withdrawais is difficult, Globemian 



and Shapiro estimate that 40 percent of the Withdrawals Ui FIRA's early years were made 

in expectation of a disalI~wance.~~ 

Economic analysis on whether FIRA substantiaily dtered the pattern of FDI flow 

hto Canada is decidedly mixe6 An analysis by Globeman and Shapiro 'Lfound no 

evidence that FIRA affecteci capital flows in the aggregate."lg They concluded that 

although F R A  may have discouraged some FDI projects, the overdl impact was 

relatively modes Moreover, it is not clear that the FIRA was able to extract signincant 

economic rent fkom the investments that dïd occur. Theu overall conclusion is that 

public policy attempts to extract favourable economic rent £iom FDI should be treated 

with a healthy scepticism, since "the deterniinants of inward FDI, as weil as the net 

benefits at the margïn, Vary too much to allow policy makers to act efficiently as rent 

maximizers in either direction"20 A second aaalysis by Kudrle that examùied FDI 

inflows into Canada fiom the United States also fomd that the investment requirements 

of FIRA did not substantidy alter investment patterns. H e  concluded that 

Those fearful that screening would deter substantial amounts of FDI 
would find some grounds for optimism. Performance requirements for 
foreign investors might be met without a substantial impact on the overail 
volume of FDI." 

Economic analysis that surounded FIRA showed that its impact on the actual amount of 

FDI flow into Canada was relatively modest, but that Canada rarely accrued the economic 

benefits the FIRA was supposed to generate- 

F E U  and the NEP, however, did generate considerable costs, primarily in the 

overall ''chiliing" of the investment atmosphere in Canada The very existence of the 

NEP and FIRA increased transaction costs for investing finns and raised fears that even 



more stringent investment requirements would be set by an increasingiy ioterventionist 

federd government One spokesman for the American govemment stated the issue veiy 

clearly when he said, "the very existence of FIRA undoubtdy discourages many would- 

be inve~tors".~ The raising of uncertainty and political nsk ernanating fiom the policy 

decisions of the Canadian govemment could only be compensated by some other 

economic benefit, such as the potential for higher stock return or access to low-cost 

capital." The effect of the uncertain investment chmate is difncult to meanire; it 

involves attempting to determine the extent and pattern of FDI flow had the restn*ctive 

policy measures not been in place- Nevertheless, it is clear that the perception of an 

increasingly restrictive investment policy have had a much greater impact on 

Canada's popular image as a host to FDI than on either the volume or profitability of 

inve~tment."'~ 

Foreign investment in Canada during the 1970s was characterised by severai 

factors that induced suspicion of the MNC in the federal government. Most of the 

investment in Canada was either of the branch plant variety or was directely involved in 

extracthg naturai resources. Comparatively lïttie R&D was done in these facilities, and 

mcuh of the economic rent gamered fkom such ùivestment left Canada Successive 

governent studies had argued that MNC investment would garner additional benefit for 

Canada with the judicious use of govemment review. Moreover, the economic 

importance of oil and petroleum reserves had been demonstrated by the successive oii 

crises; consequently, maintaining sovereign control over these resources became a 

strategic priority that outweighed the particul economic benfïts gamered fkom increased 

FDI. These chsuacteristics convinced the Liberal govemment that investuig MNCs 



desewed more suspicion than trust, and îhey enacted poIicies reflecting that belief. It 

was a perception that the Conservative govemment was detennined to change upon 

taking power in 1984. 

The Mulroney Administration - Investment Canada and Free Trade 

The chab  of events inauguratecl by Brian Mulroney d e r  his election victory in 

1983 provided the Canadian basis for alliance capitalism. The creation of a North 

Amencm regional trading arrangement through the successive free trade deals 

a u p e n d  the pattern of corporate rationalisation program that were slowly gaining 

momentun? The fieetrade agreements M e r  encouraged fïrms to change their overd 

production strategies. By the end of Mulroney's tenure, the 'branch plant" interpretation 

of the Canadian economy no longer was valid; and Canadian subsidiarïes found 

themselves cornpethg for regional and global product mandates. The difncult 

adjustments required by the ghbd economy augmented the severe economic recession in 

the early 1990s, which conm'buted heavily to Consenrative eiectorai defeat in 1993. The 

economic re-structuring ais0 eroded Canada's historic concem over sovereignty and 

cultural autonomy associateci with high foreign participation level in the Canadian 

economy, to the point where explicit government cultivation of pnvate sector partnership 

becarne both politically palatable and fiscally expedient Such realities laid the 

foundation for the more explicit public and private sector co-operation featured in the 

alliance capitalism model; a foudation utiiised later by the incoming Liberal 

government, 

The Conservative government of Brian Mulroney began the initial process that 

transfomed the Canadian investment climate h m  one of hostility to one of opemess. 



Mulroney inauguraîed policy, proceduraIy and org-onaI changes within the 

machinery of the federal govemment that were conducive to the inflow of foreign 

investment. He would reiterate the importance of reducing îrade barriers and increasing 

Canada's international economic interdependence- FederaI h d i n g  for science and 

technology would increase, and monetary and fiscal poiicies were designed primarily to 

encourage investment and reinforce business activity? Yet his govemment avoided any 

explicit arrangement of partnerships with large multiaationals, largely because such 

partnerships engendered politicai cost and because they were thought unnecessary- 

Mulroney's economic agenda is revealed through a reading of his govemment's 

successive Throae Speeches. Igitialiy, there was Little indication that investment issues 

would play a central role in Mulroney's economic policy. The fint speech, delivered on 

5 November 1984, outlined a three œpronged storage for economic renewal, The f'rst 

was a cornmitment to reduce deficit spending. The second included a strategy designed 

to "improve the efficiency and flexibility o f  our capital markets . . . and to increase 

investment in research and development to improve our prod~ctivity~" The final 

coII1LZ1itment was to introduce c'proposals to enhance risk taking, innovation, and reward 

among entrepreneurs, especially in the smali and medium shed sector." Moreover, 

Mulroney stated that these goals required that Canada "stimuate both domestic and 

foreign investment", and that ''My govemment is determined to regain Canada's 

reputation as a reiïable and profitable place to do business." " 

Economic priorities outlined m the Thmrie Speech of October 1, 1986 centred 

upon lowering trade and tariff barriers and the continued emphasis of Canada's legacy as 

a trading nation- Reiterating the generally positive economic conditions that existed at 



the the, the speech emphasised the need for prudent fiscal management, the need to 

reduce regional economic disparïties within Canada, and a particula. concem to lower 

interest rates and inflation. No direct reference to investment issues was made in the 

speech, Save a bnef reference statlng the need to control '?he increasing concentration of 

foreign enterprises" which utiliseci take-over and merger strategies 'Wthout creating new 

jobs or stimulating economic growth in Canada" One prelude to alliance capitalism was 

the announced intention to 'Yorge a partnership with the provinces, with the scienec and 

educational communities, and with business and Iabour in an effort to stimulate increa~ed 

technological development in Canada" The need to increase Canadian technological 

capability was recognised by the proposed creation of a National Advisory Board for 

Industrial Technology, comprisecl of leading indmtrialists, scientists, and public service 

officers. The Board's responsibility was to assas Canadian technological capacity with a 

view to increasùig industrial competitiveness. Technological development appeared to 

be a crucial economic issue in 1986, one which demanded federal leadership and private 

and public-sector parmership? 

Mulroney's early eEorts concentrated on erasing Canada's poor image as a host 

for FDI in paaicular and business in generd His prime objective was to reassure 

primarily the American business commmity that Canada was not only ready, but dso 

willing, to court increased economic interchange beîween the two countries. Shortly d e r  

his election in 1984 Mulroney travelled to New York City, where in an address to the 

Economic Club of New York he stated 

The maîurîty and selfconfidence of our country make it possible for us 
now to confront issues in a reaiistic mamer, and to examine operations 
that a few years ago produced ernotional reflexes that made rational 



discussion difficult Nowhere is this truer than in the subject of our 
bilaterai reIations witb the United  tat tes? 

A part of this economîc maturïty included the confidence that Canada could court 

increasing economic interdependence with the United States without risking its domestic 

sovereign authority or culturaf autonomy. hcreasing economic links ïnvolved lowering 

barriers to trade and increasing avenues for the promotion of FDL Mulroney moved 

rapidly to do both- 

Mulroney was particularly displeased with the international comdty ' s  

perception of Canada as an unpredi-ctable host for foreign uivestment In 1984 the Worid 

Economic F o m  had ranked Canada last on its annual scorecard of competitiveness, and 

its survey of twenty-two advanced indUSt;Cialised countnes ranked Canada as the least 

hospitable to foreign iuvestment?O Mulroney attributed this unimpressive ranking to the 

imposition of FIRA and the associated perceived uncertainty of the Canadian investment 

environment In response, he proposed to overhaul Canada's investment review process, 

with a view to increasing foreign investment levels and to eliminate the negaûve 

international impressions of Canada. 

The Eirst indication of the Conservatives' intention to increase Ieveis of FDI in 

Canada was the wholesale revamping ofthe Foreign Investment Review Agency. FIRA 

was renamed lnvestment Canada (IC) in June of 1985; and the changes made to -the 

organisation were more than titular. Invesîment Canada's new mandate was to act as a 

conduit - rather than a hurdle - for the passage of FDL m e  still nominally charged 

with reviewing investment proposals, the criteria by which those proposals were judged 

were aitered, as was the established tbreshold that would trigger the review process. 



Wording was changed. Potential investments no longer had to demonstrate a 

"significant" benefit to the economic fortunes of Canada, but merely had to show a "bet" 

benefit. The act establishing IC raiseci threshold bits for mernbers of thïs and other 

trade-liberalking organisations in which Canada was also a party. Previously, 

investments thai involvecl the acquisition of a Canadian Company with over $5 million 

dollars in assets was subject to review; now that Limit was raised to $160 million. 

Investments falIing below this Lunit mereiy had to file a notice of acquisition form. As 

one legai înterpretation commenteci, "'one of the staîed purposes of the IC is to encourage 

investment in Canada by non-Canadians that contri'butes to economic growth and 

employment opportunitie~."~' Such a statement indicates a strong re-orientation of the 

priority pfaced on investment that had been previously attached to FRA. 

Investment Canada remedied other FfRA shortcomings* Administrative cos& and 

waiting periods for cornpanies cons ide~g  investment were shortened considerably. 

Under FIRA, there was no pre-set tùne limitation for the review of investment, and every 

case reviewed by FlRA was brought for cabinet approvai. The process could iïterally take 

months, and generated an enonnous Rnministrative cost- Under Investment Canada, 

review of an investment proposai had to occur within 45 days of its submission. Ruies of 

what constituted a "Yoreign investor" were simplified, and took greater account of the 

extent of Canadian ownership. The overall organisation of Investment Canada was 

revamped in order to pursue the objectives of increasing and promoting FDI in Canada, 

assessing the perfiomance and conformance of investing cornpanies, and reducing 

administration costs. Improving the perception and the reaiity of the Canadian 

attractiveness for FDI were integral parts of Mulroney's economic strategy. 



The replacement of FIRA with Investment Canada marked a '%vatershed" in 

Canada's relations with foreign investors? It indicated a realisation that continuai 

foreign investment in Canada codd no longer be asçumed, and that it was necessary to 

compete for such b d s .  Much of Canada's investment history had been relatively stable; 

investment flowed primarily fiorn Amencan companies and was dïrected at the resource- 

intensive industries in which Canada held cornpetitive advantage- The very 

predictability in the source and target of foreign invesmient had aideci the creation of 

F m .  The strategîc nature of these indusûies - particularly oil - made it palatable tu 

exert a measure of govemment control over their production- Moreover, the Amencan 

dominance of the investment total meant that measures aimed primarily at limiting 

American power Ki the Canadian market held Iiîtle risk of offending other potentid 

investon in Canada- Yet, by 1985, those conditions had begun to erode. The cessation of 

the oil crises had weakened security arguments, and an increasingly international 

investment market - in which the American share stiI! dominated, but was eroding - 

made the apparent economic costs of maintaining a review agency too great too bear." 

The passing of the Investment Canada Act '%vent beyond minor adjustments and fine 

tUning- 1t marked a philosophicd transformation about the relationship of foreign 

investment to the economy-''% 

Reaction fiom Amencan investors to the passage and operaton of Investment 

Canada was generally positive, but many American investors s t d l  held reservations about 

the investment climate in Canada The scrapping of FIRA was greeted with applause, but 

many hindrances and uncertainties appeared to remain. Many Arne- investors 

expresseci continueci resewations about the rernaining provisions for investment 



screening? including the possible imposition of perfonmmce requirements that would 

hinder a fîrrn's decision malring independence in temis of employment, suppliers, 

exports, and research and development expenditures. Furthex concems were expressed 

that the 'ïnvestment policies of Ottawa and the provinces distort trade flows between the 

two natio~1s.''~~ For example, Canadian investment fûnds to foreign automakers were 

charged with distorting auto-investment flows? Provincial irade banïers were cited as a 

remaining impediment to investment flow. Washington contended that m e r  progess 

on trade Iiberaiïsaîïon would depend on progress in these areas, but that the establishment 

of Investment Canada was a positive step? 

The Throne Speech delivered on April3, 1989 indicated both the continuation of 

previous policies and further indications of the shift towards alliance capitalism. 

Continued emphasis was placed on efforts to reduce tariff and trade barriers. The need to 

emphasise Canadian exports - pdcularly to Europe and the AsWPacific region - was 

reiterated, as was the cornmitment to regional development through regional econornic 

agencies. The Advisory Board on Science and Technology had made several poiicy 

recomnendations, and a cornmitment was made to tuni those recommendations into 

practice. One such cornmitment was the creation of a "centres of excellence" program, 

'Tor the development of strategic technologies such as biotechnology, advanced industial 

matenais, and information technologyl' The emphasis on such technologies indicated a 

desire to shift Canada' industrial base towards industries requiring a high skill and 

lmowiedge base." Once agah, no direct reference was made to issues of investment; 

however, it was noted that an increasingly hiberal trade environment had ailowed 



companies to create "world-scaie plants" to take advantage of larger regional and global 

markets- 

By 1991 the necessaiy policy responses to the realities of a global economy were 

beboinnUig to emerge. Tentative steps had been taken to Increase the Ievel o f  coiiaborative 

federal partnerships with primary weafth-producing constituents. The reality of the need 

to compete globaiiy on knowledge - rather than on a resource-intensive - basis had been 

aclmowledged, and measures had been proposed to make the necessary adjustments. 

Mulroney's govemment implemented some of the actions recommended by alliance 

capitalisrn. Yet there was stilI a considerable amount of evoiution to occul. Government 

co-operation in the field of science and technology had been assured, but there was no 

direct emphasis on partnership with the pnvate sector. Economic policies remained tied 

to the need to d u c e  interest rates and control inflation; couting investment meant 

chanOoing aspects of the regulatory regime and littie else- However, the primary economic 

achievement of the Mulroney govemment - the inauguration of the fiee-trade negotiation 

process, which eventually led to the Canada-U.S. fke-trade agreement (CUFTA), the 

precursor to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) - would engender 

great change in the Canadiau industrial landscape. Adapting to those changes would be 

the primas. e c o n d c  task of the Liberal goveniment, a task for which alliance capitalisrn 

was weU suited, 

The Free Trade Agreements 

The drive to increase Canadian economic interdependence with foreign investors - 
in particula. the United States - continuecl with Mulroney's efforts to negotiate a fiee- 

trade agreement between Canada and the US? hitiating and concluding a fiee trade- 



agreement with the United States rapidly become the centrepiece of  the Conservative 

econornic and foreign policies- Despite bilaterai h i e  figures that dwarfêd those of any 

other two-country relationship in the world, the Canada-US. d e  regulatory 

environment still &ied f?om considerable tariff and regulatory barriers. Reducing such 

barriers - preferably in a comprehensive, M e  agreement - would contriiute to the 

hterests of both countrie~.~ In Canada, such an agreement would be in keeping with the 

''graduai movement by successive Canadian govemmeats towards free aade?'" For the 

United States, nich an agreement migbt serve to reaffh  its long-terni cornmitment to the 

principles of free trade, a comxnïtment that wouid prove usefid in the emerging US.- 

Japan trade disputes occiaring at the thme- 

For the Mulroney administration, the decision to press for a fkee trade agreement 

with the United States emanated from the conclusions of the Macdonald Commission, 

which had undertaken a massive study of the present state and future prospects of 

Canadian economic development The Commission had concludeci that pursuing an 

increasingly open trading relatiomhip with the US. would garner considerable economic 

benefits for Canada and was in fact necessary if Canada was going to maintain its 

economic strength. The Commission also recommended that Canada continue to press 

for multilateral tariff reductions through the successive negotiating rounds of the General 

Agreement on Tari= and Trade. It rejected the use of import substitution policies or the 

imposition of excessive tariffs to protect Canadian industry. Finaliy, it dso 

recommended that "the Govemment of Canada .... Open negotiations with the 

Goverment of the United States to reach an agreement on a substantiai reduction of 



barriers, t a s  and non--, behiveen Canada and the United  tat tes.'^ The commission 

encourageci the continueci iiberalisation of the Canadian economy. 

The Cornervative govenunent believed îhaî the creaîïon of a fkee-trade agreement 

would serve Canada's interests in s e v d  ways, The Mtutionalisation of bilateral fiee- 

trade d e s  wodd reinforce Canada's Iong-standing cornmitment to a iiberai trading 

environment The dispute seîtiement mechankm that the document wodd inevitabie 

contain wodd mitigate some of the effects of the overwhelmrng U S  economic power, It 

wodd help in eiirninating the c%o&oom prejudices" of many U.S. corporations, which 

resulted in tendencies to automaticaily utilise American partners for their shipping, 

marketing, and semice needs. Findy, it would force the upgrading of many secton of 

Canadian indudry that had up untd that point competed in a Canadian environment that 

was sheltered by high While it was aclaiowledged that some sectors of the 

Canadian economy might not withstand American competitive pressure, it was thought 

that exponue to such pressure would force CanadÏan industry to upgrade." 

The nominal thnist of the fkee-trade effort was to lower the remaining trade 

barriers that still existed between the two corntries, thereby facilitating greater economic 

flows. WMe the agreement did not focus on investment, it was widely acknowiedged 

that lowering trade b e e r s  would have signifiant implications for Canada's net 

investment position. Investment theory had argued that fïnns often use direct invernent 

in a foreign market to chunvent trade bmiers." However, this action engendërs 

transaction costs that must be compensated in ternis of a higher profit and retum potentid 

emanating fiom the foreign market- Theoretically, lowering trade barriers may reduce 

investment, as indigenous US companies would prefer to export domesticdy produced 



products rather than matlufacture them in Canada However, it was also expected that a 

fiee-trade agreement would engender more robust economic growth over the long term; 

as GDP increased, so would the available capital for foreign investment- Consequently, 

fiee trade was expected to raise overall Amerïcan investment leveis in Canada 

The investment provisions that were part of the CüFTA and NAFTA agreements 

focused primarily on e d g  national treatment for foreign investors. Chapter 16 of the 

CUFTA agreement, for example, stated that "except as otherwise provided -.- each Party 

shall accord to investors of the other Party treatment no less favourable than that accorded 

in idce circumstances to its investors -2' This provision applied primarily to the 

establishment of new enterprises, as well as the acquisition, conduct, and sale of  curent 

enterprises? The ability to impose minimum equity participation by nationafs or to 

demand national participation at senior management Ievels or on governance boards was 

also prohibited. Eliminated also was the mandate to impose performance requirements 

on investing firms. In esect, investors could no longer be required to source a certain 

percentage of their components fiom domestic nmis, nor codd governmcnts mandate 

that any percentage of production be eamiarked for exporf6, ami, in the case of disputes, 

a binational arbiîration panel was established- 

Canada did retain some of its regulaîory capacities for reviewing foreign 

hvestment. The mandate of Investment Canada, for exampie, remained uncbanged, 

although reviewable limits of investment and acquisitions were raised. Article 1608 of 

the CUFTA stated that "a decision by Canada foilowing a review under the Investment 

Canada Act . . .. shail not be subject to the dispute senlement provisions.'" The review 

thresholds for hvestment Canada were raised: review for a direct acquisition of a Canada 



busuiess for the nrst year d e r  the commencing ofthe agreement was triggered at the $25 

million (Cdn,) threshold, the second year threshold was $50 million, the third $100 

million, and the fourth $150 million? Review tbrrsholds for indirect acquisitions of 

Canadian businesses were eliminated over a four-year tune h e -  The agreement also 

expiicitly stated that 'hothing in this Chapter s h d  dEct the nghts and obligations of 

either Party under the G e n d  Agreement on T a r i  and t rade'^^, indicating thaî the 

signatories wished the agreement to be seen as a regional complement to a global fiee 

irade and investment regime- The signing of the agreement was thought to be part of the 

wider objective of M e r  Liberalising international trade and investment flows. 

The NAFTA agreement foilowed suit in many respects. Chapter 11 of the 

NAFTA continued to extend no less favourable treatment to non-national investors; the 

prohibition of performance requirements, national equity ratios, and governance 

requirements were extended to the NAFTA agreement. In e f f i  under the NAFTA 

invesmient regime the participating c o d e s  could not as a rule legaiiy distinguish 

beo~een foreign and national business operatiom. Canada's capacities to review 

investment remaind present in the NAFTA accord with the same scheduies and 

provisiondo Some restrictions remained in the agreement, restrictions designed to 

recognise the particular industrial concems for each country. For Canada, restrictions 

remained on investment in the transport, culturai, and social service industries, while the 

national-security concems of the United States, and Mexico's desires to retain sovereign 

control over petroleum, were also rec~gnised.~~ 

U.S. legislators scrutinised the investment provisions of the NAFTA agreement 

with greater attention then they had those of CUFTA. They feared that the expansion of 



the agreement to IncIude Mexico would induce a number ofproductive enterpises to flee 

the US. in search of comparatvely low-cost Mexican labour. They also insisteci that the 

agreement contain Stern des-of-origin provisions, in order to prevent non-signatones 

fiom evading US. tariff schedules by establishg plants in Mexico that merely 

assembled parts prefabricated outside the North American region-" The regdatory 

requirements, however, remained largefy s i d a r  to those established in the earlier 

CUFTA agreement- 

Bot. the CUFTA and NAFTA trade agreements would hoId-long term and 

irreversible implications for the North A . c a n  economic environment They created a 

region-wide £kee trade area that facilitated the relatively fiee flow of goods and services 

across the participants' borders. Many tariff and duty mesures were reduced if not 

eliminated While important restrictions on trade and investment remained even d e r  the 

ratification of the agreements, the overall effect was nevertheless extraordinary, 

paaicularly in the fields of multinational strategic management and govemment policy 

towards industrial developrnent. The CUFTA agreement in particular wouid have very 

dBerent implications for Canadian-based multinationds in cornparison with their 

Amerïcan counterparts, especially cornbined with the effects of an increasingly global 

economy. 

For Canadian multinationals, the creation of the Eee-trade agreements 

necessitated strategic changes in which the cuitivation of the Amerïcan market received 

top priority." The strategy of relying on a protected Canadian base - which had been 

bemme increashgly untenable since the conclusion of the Tokyo round of tarB 

negotiations - now had been rendered bankrupt No longer could such nmis depend 



upon an established Canadian base that was largely protected fkom Amencan 

cornpetition, fiPm which to finance their own mtemational efforts. Cornpetition in 

Canada would becorne more intense, as larger Arnerhn companies could bring their 

scale advantages to bear on the sexvïcïng of the Canadian market Converdy, only an 

aggressive entry into the Amencan market woufd speii the key to Canadian MNCs 

continueci prosperity. Competing successfiilly in the Amerïcan market would necessitate 

the development of a cbatïonal responsiveness'" capability, requiring the adaptation of 

products designed specif?cally for the needs of the Arne* market and cultivaàng 

appropriate distribution and marketing channels. For Amencan multinationals - who had 

accurnulated experience about operating in Canada through the earlier management of 

'%ranch" plants designed solely to service the Canadian market - the fkee-trade 

agreements aiiowed them to integrate their respective production sites into a cohesive 

regional production network. This placed additiond competitive demands on theu 

Canadian facilities, which were charged with improving their competitive and productive 

level to that cornmensurate with the most advanced Amencan production plants- The 

need for such firms to develop a national-responsiveness strategy for the Canadian market 

was less pervasive, due to the Inherent size discrepancies of the two national markets. 

The CUFTA and NAFTA agreements mandated strategic changes in Canadian 

multinationds and mised the overd competitiveness of the North Amencan region. 

Commentators on the CUFTA agreements and its NAFTA foliow-on speculated 

on the effet they would have on MNC strategy, partîcuiarly in the areas of plant location 

and production mandate. Raymond Vernon focused his commentary on the locational 

decisions of US. based multinationals, and noted that 'klth the introduction of the 



NAFTA . - - many US. based multinationals can be expected to consider whethr to alter 

the existhg hct ions  of a Canadian or a Mexican subsidiary". Such alternations would 

likeIy involve "abandonhg the production of some product lines in the nibsidiary or by 

expanding its output at the expense of other production units in the network"" The 

inau-pration of the fkee-trade agreements aliowed finns to adopt production strategks to 

take increasing advantage of economies of s cak  Investrnents made in either Canada or 

Mexico that were designed p h d y  to evade tarB w d s  and service the local market 

would be in danger of closure once tariff bamers were removed. Plant locations would 

be evaluated aimost entirely in terms of business cost; the evduation of the risk of 

goverriment intervention would &op in the MNCs decision calculus. 

Other economic evaiuations of the free trade agreements indicated that specific 

agglomerations of business activity - the c'clustering" phenornenon - would be more 

likely to occur, and that participation in such clusters would depend upon specific 

cornpetitive advantages. The development of knowledge-based technologies was noted 

to have particu1a.r effects on the investment patterns of medium sized developed 

economies such as Canada. Companies within these countries could enact prosperous 

niche strategies that utilised specific human capital capabilities? Moreover, trade 

liberalising agreements contributed to the decentralisation of research and development, 

and the specialised demands of local markets, the geographic availability of human 

capital, and the need for product development capacity near customers aii contributed to 

the decentralisation of product development" Eaton, Lipsey, and Safiarian q u e  that 

govemment policy in such an environment shouid focus on getting "background 

conditions right", including poiicies that emphasised human capital, cornpetitive factor 



prices, and favourable tax reginies. Mer creating this background, govemment shodd 

then let industry determine specific trade and invesiment flows? 

Further recommendations for Canadian economic adaptation emanated fkom the 

academic community. In 1991 the Canadian governent commissioned Mîchael Porter 

to analyse the Canadian competitive environment, and his conclusions wodd have 

significant impact on the economic thinking of the Mulroney govemment? Porter's 

recornrnendations were largely similar to the ones that he had put forth in his semina1 

work The Cornpetitive Advantage of Nations and some of his earkr works- He mgued 

that Canadian 6mis needed to concentlate on the development of cost, diEerentation, or 

product niche strategies bas& on the Canadian competitive ccdiamond" outlined in 

chapter four. He noted that Canada possessed many inhinsic economic advantages - 

including cheap access to plentiful natural resources, a well-educated populace, and a 

strong industrial base - but that these advantages would be eroded unless specific policy 

steps were taken to nurhire them. His report had many recommendations and waxnings, 

including the foiiowing: 

Freer trade and greater globdisation of cornpetition will cause 
mdtinationals to re-examine their Canadian operatiom. Bmch plants 
wbose sole raiison d'être has been to serve the Canadian market d 
relocate if their productivity does not match or exceed operations 
elsewhere. Multinationals will also face choices about where to make 
investments in new s u s ,  new technologies, and new product lines that 
will be governed by whether or not the Canadian environment is 
conducive to innovation and productivity growth." 

The Throne Speech deiivered on May 13, 1991 indicated that Porter's 

recommendations had made an impact Investment was praised as  a creator of jobs, and 

the cultivation of it was amiounced as a pamal remedy to the lingering recession. The 



speech linked Canadian economic prosperity directiy to the successfid participation in a 

global economy. Such participation demandeci capabilities that could "compete with the 

best, by giving ourselves the economic conditions we need to be competitive and by 

making world markets accessible to our products." For Canada, successful competition in 

the global economy was becoming 'bore and more a factor of knowledge, skills, and 

hovation", and primary competitive risk was 'bot to be undercut by developing 

countnes with low-wage economies but to be outperfiormed by technologically advanced 

countries with highiy paid, skïIled workers." Successful competition dernanded increased 

productivity, and that in turn required "the collaborative efforts of governrnents, business, 

labour, and individual Canadians in aU regions." The Throne Speech outlined the 

intention to create a national strategy for leamllig, to enhance ski11 and knowledge levels 

at al l  levels, arguing that "the tirne fias corne to reach a national consensus on 

performance, goals, partnerships, and pnorities for learning."' Emphasis on investment, 

competitiveness, and partnerships could be found in the public statements emerging Çom 

the latter stages of the Mulroney govenunent. 

A second indication of Mulroney's încreasing wilhgness to work in co-operation 

with the private sector was the institutionalisation of private sector consultations through 

the establishment of the Sectoral Advisory Groups on International Trade (SAGIT). Such 

groups were composed of industrial representatives fiom various sectors who worked in 

an advisory capacity with the federai government by providing industriai trend and 

market analysis, technology recommendations, and general industrial expertise. While 

such sectoral consultations had in fkct existed in ad hoc form for many years, their 

increasiag relevace to Canadian economic policy led the Mulroney government to 



uistitutionaiïse the consultative arrangements? A second example was the establishment 

of the International Trade Advisory Commimmitîee in the spring of 1992. ITAC was 

designed to provide the formal trade policy bureaucracy with outside analysis and 

briehg documents which outlined some of the broder challenges Canadian trade policy 

wodd face after the conclusion of the Umguay negotiating round of the General 

Agreement on T&s and Trade. Contributors to the ITAC were b w n  fkom academia, 

the govemment, and ind~stry!~ The wide range of expertise consuited ùidicated the 

degree to which nade policy could potentially & i t  0th- areas of Canadian economic 

and social poiïcy_ 

Alan Rugman provided additional analysis. Rupan disagreed witb some key 

characteristics of Porter's model- He argued that the Canadian marketplace was too smdl 

for an indigenous diamonci; consequently Canadian Gnns needed to iategrate their efforts 

with iarger Amencan networks in a bi-national ccdouble-diamond" approach. However, 

Rugman agreed with Porter in emphasising that Canadian fkms could no bnger reiy on 

strategies based on maintaining a sheltered Canadian base. Not only did the specific 

provisions of CWTA and NAFTA prohibit such national sheltering, but such a strategy 

was dso debiIitating over the long term because it prevented h fiom t a h g  the 

organisational and innovative measures necessary to stay competitive gl0bal1y.~ Rugrnan 

went on to argue that competitive success for Canadian firms depends upon developing 

fbm-specific advantages that are not limited to the Canadian market but can be readily 

adapted to the Arnericatl market. He noted thaî, despite the comprehensive fkee-trade 

agreement, important restrictions stül applied to Canadian f3ms operating in specific 

sectors in the American market, particularly those in defence and security-related 



industries. Overcoming these restrictions required direct investment &O the United 

States. Rugman bluntly concluded that 

to remain internationaüy competitive Canadian fïrms need to have access 
to the US. market, and if their access by exports is threatened they must 
achieve access by foreign direct investment and maintain the viabfity of 
such US. operations by an on-going strategy of national responsivene~s6~ 

Meeting those competitive challenges would not prove an easy task The 

industrial restrucninng that took place in the Canadian economy in the Iate 1980s and 

eariy 1990s shaîtered traditional operating paradigms in Canada A much more 

competitive domestic and global operatïng envimunent forced fkms to re-evaluate their 

overail production processes with the goals of reducing inefficient practices, focusing on 

core competitive strengths, and contracthg out non-core and nipporting activities. The 

techniques utilisai to make these competitive changes - such as ccdownsizing", "re- 

engineering", and "total quality management" - resulted in reduced overd bureaucracy 

and midde-management levels while raising demand for workers engaged in 

idormation-technology. In Canada, such re-structuring efforts were particularly prevalent 

in the service-related industries such as finance, insurance, and real estate66, while 

manufactucuig re-structuring efforts were comparably less prevalent?' These efforts 

engendered considerable demands on the Canadi-an worHorce to upgrade its primary 

skills capabilities in an effort to raise overd fïm productivity. 

Lorraine Eden concmed that, in the wake of the NAFTA agreement, country- 

specific advantages (CSAs) would become more important in the attraction and retention 

of MNC activity. She believed that the wholesale flight of manufacturing operations to 

low-wage Mexico was unlikely because the wage component of manufacuring costs was 



decreasing. Fhms were increasingly attracted to pacticular CSAs that emphasised 

knowledge and techeological sophr'stication. She also argued that large US 

multinationals were best positioned to take advantage of the hberalised trade and 

investment regime created by the CUFTA and the NAFTA? She noted that a 

combination of ïnd-al and h n  specifïc advantages - cornbined with the strategc 

decisions of large MNCs to develop a network strategy within the three regional 

econornic blocs - meant that such firms had the most fieedom to relocate and re- 

configure their operatiom. She noted further that NAFTA would "induce substantial 

rationalisation and possibly some downsizing of U.S. majority owned foreign affiliates 

both inside and outside North ~ m e n c a ' * ~  

Such conclusions would have important implications for Canadian federal 

industrial policy, The scope for the Canadian govemment to place restrictions of foreign 

fkms operating in the Canadian market had been considerably reduced by the 

CUFTANAFTA agreements. Moreover, academic evidence argued that such restrictions 

ultimately hurt Canadian prospenty because they encouraged archaic business practices 

in indigenous nmis, and the restructuring of industrial practices, however painfiil, was 

necessary to induce competitive upgrading of indigenous skills and capabilities- 

Moreover, government had a new and different role to play in the Noah American - and 

increasingly global - econornic environment. Instead of  sheltering industries, 

govemment's role was to craft policies designed to aid h s  in making necessary 

competitive adaptations and to help create a technologically skilled workforce. Such 

competitive recommendations wodd play an important role in the waning years of 

Mulroney's government. 



Those policies, however, had not engendered the economic prospenty that 

Consenratives h d  hoped. The economic situation in Canada in between 1990-1993 was 

at best recessionary, and it hit the manufacturing sector particularly hard Growth In 

gross domestic product was slow: in 1989 it measured 650.75 billion dollars ( C h ) ,  in 

1990 670.95, 1991 67593, and 1992 688 .~42~  Production in cmde steel, commercial 

vehicles, and passenger cars all dropped between 1989-1992; production of crude oil and 

natural gas - mainstays of the country's resource sector - were up only rnargïnally?' 

Federal deficit spending continued and federal debt Ievels rose; the latter topped $500 

billion dollars by the time of the 1993 election. Mon importa~tly~ the unemployment rate 

had risen steadiIy during the entire previous 4-year perïod: meaniring 7.5 percent in 

1989, 8.1 percent in 1990, 10.3 percent in 199 1, and 11.3 percent in 1992." Whde these 

mediocre economic statïstics could be partidy ascnbed to the Long-term adjustrnents 

costs of the fkee-txade agreements - and were even predicted as  inevitable by some of the 

agreement's biggest enthusiasts - that aione could not prevent a scathing judgement 6om 

the Canadian electorate over the Consmative management of  the national economy. 

The Liberal Election Victory of 1993 

"Jobs, Jobs, lobs." It was by this relatively simple mantra that the federai Liberal 

Party of Canada, Ied by Jean Chrétien, defeated the incumbent Consenrative govemment 

of Kim Campbell in 1993. Simple or not, the objective of improving Canada's economic 

conditions became the primary test by which all ensuing federal govemment action would 

be judged. Moreover, it was hardly a secret; the Liberals had made the improvement of 

economic conditions their primary policy tool for recruiting undecided voters in the 

election. The fimous 'Xed Book', the policy document issued by the Liberal party that 



purported to outhe what the p a .  would do with the reins of power, had stated quite 

plainly ttiat "a strong economy is the essence of a strong society. A LÏberd govemment 

wiIL put jobs and economic growth at the forefiont of its objectives."* Part of the 

strategy was to establish a govemmental roIe in economic policy that mirrored the 

recommendations of alliance capitalism: 

The role of government poIicy is twofold: to establish the overall 
k e w o r k ,  which included monetary and fiscal policy, federai-provincial 
fiscal relations, and trade policy; and to work in partnershîp with 
provincial govemments, business, labour, and non-govemmental 
institutions to achieve national economic objectived4 

Partnership and economic renewal were the platfom of Liberal electord success in 

1993; they resulted in an eventuai ovemhelming Liberal vietory and reduced the previous 

governing party's share of seats in the House of Commons fkom 153 to 2. 

The Liberal challengers, however, had theu own image issues to deal with. While 

sensing that the weak Canadian economic performance would lessen the Consemative's 

chances for re-election, the Liberals realised that they were perceived as a party that 

wouid increase tax and expenditure Ievek far beyond even the curent u~lsustainable rates- 

Combating this perception became a key element in pre-campa@ and election strategy. 

Consequenly, they rapidly adopted a public stance calling for "an activist govemment in 

an era of limited resources", one which could "strike a balance between fiscal 

responsibiliîy and social acti~ismt"~ One of the k t  public commitments was to 

htroduce a three year deficit reduction target of 3 per cent of Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), and one observer noted how much of Chrétien's pre-election strategy consisted of 

"slamrning on the spending brakes" on new expenciitures? Deficit reddon  strategies - 



publicly palatable as the size of the fèderal debt continued to expand - becarne an 

important carnpaign issue. 

Despite the obvious cornmitment to deficit and spending reductions, eariy 

campaign releases îndicated îhat the Liberals intended to play a larger role in the national 

economy than had the Conservatives. Proposed policies dong th& line included the 

creation of a special fùnd for Ïufktructure developmenf as weU as easing credit 

restrictions for SIMU businesses, particularly those workùig in emerghg and high 

technology industries- Most importantly, an elected Liberal governmmt would create 

an investment fuad that would work in partnership with banks and other lending 

institutions to increase the access to capital for high technology Finally, as 

early as August 17, 1993 Paul Martin stated bluntly that "the driving purpose of the 

national govemment is, first to create jobs an4 second, to change the economic culture of 

Canada. We need to make the transition to an innovation-driven economy.'" The 

Liberals clearly envisioned an activkt stance in encouraging specific types of industries 

and technologies within Canada. 

hcumbent Prime Minister Kim CampbelI responded with a pauifùl economic 

prognosis that did not contain electoral appeal. She publicly reiterated her commitments 

to a zero deficit, no new taxes, and low inflationa: and argued that the maintenance of 

such polices wodd eventuaily engender the much-needed jobs. However, she 

accompanied this policy platform with wamings that Canadians could not expect too 

much too fast, and that she predicted that the jobless rate would not drop signScantly 

before the end of the century? Her criticism that Chrétien's program represented nothing 

more than the traditional - and expensive - Liberal proclivity for govemment 



interventïonism - did not resonate. She did not offet ar.y immediate solutions or 

prognims designed to Iower the unemployment rate, whik the Liberals promised the 

inauguration of a nationaI infrastncture program that, however expensive, wodd 

neveaheless create thousands ofjobs. Campbell vowed she would continue to encourage 

the Bank of Canada to maintain an anti-ïnfIationary monetmy poky; this compared 

poorly with Chrétien's promise to change that policy to one more directed at creahg 

jobs? The promise of jobs aided the Liberal victory. Such cornparisons did not bode 

well for the Conservative Ieader. 

The Conservative govemment had made fündamental changes to the Canadian 

policy b e w o r k s  that were designed to encourage business development and 

investment Such measures - combined with the larger global economic hieralisation 

discussed in eariier chapters - brought painful change to the Canadian economy. The 

degree of these changes c a .  only be evduated by examinùig the broad patterns of 

investment, trade, and corporate activiîy occurring during the previous 15 years. The 

following section is designed to provide the reader just such an overview. 

Trade and Investment Patterns, Canada and the World, 1980-1998 

The thesis contends that the process of economic globalisation has altered the 

relationship between the firm and the state. Globalisation feaîures structural changes in 

the international economy that accord more needom to the MNC and which demand 

different actions fkom host governments. These realïties have caused shifts in the pattern 

and type of industriai production which, when combhed with the ensuing strategic 

choices of large multinational corporations, have rneant that government must adopt a 



more coilaborative relationship with their domestic economic constituents. Th-s 

relationship is one that emphasïzes partnership and collaboration ùi the pursuit of o v e d  

industriai objectives. In order to substantiate this argument, it is necessary to document 

some of the major trends in global trade, hvestment, and production that are statistical 

indicators of the globalisation process. This section will draw upon trade and investment 

date to demonstrate both the particdaritles of the Canadian case as well as the 

generalities of the global condition. Statistical sources are noted either at the bottom of 

the rable or in accompanying endnotes. 

Global Investment Patterns 

The single most striking characteristic of global FDI flows is the increase in 

absolute dollar figures o c c ~  over the past decade. Between 1986-1990, the annual 

increase in total global FDI flow averaged 23.6 percent; between 1991 -1 996, average 

annuai inflow of global FDI grew at a rate of 20.1 percent. FDI outfîows for the same 

penods also showed Unpressive growth. FDI outflow between 1986-1990 averaged 27.1 

percent; and between 1991-1995, it averaged 15.1 percent Absolute levels of FDI i d o w  

totaled $338 billion (US.) in 1996 and $400 billion in 1997, while absolute levels of FDI 

outflow measured $333 billion in 1996 and $424 billion in 1997? The following table 

indicates the level and degree of increase of total FDI flow: 



Table #2 - Total GIobal FDl Mows, Outûows, Seiected Years ($Billion US.) 

Source: W T C ,  World Imestnient Report (&w York- UCired Natrons, Van'ous Annual kmes)- 
*- pr03ected 

The growing levels of FDI are accompanied by a greater MNC dependence on the 

activities of its foreign m a t e s .  The differences between FDI inflow and outnow totals 
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During the early 1980s the ratio of sales of foreign afïïiiates to world exports was 1.1; in 
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1990 it was 1.2, and by 1997 the ratio was 1 S." Finns are increasingly servicing foreign 

77.1 

76.8 

markets through foreign affiliates rather than by country to country trade. 

The mode1 of a '%ranch plant" subsidiazy, moreover, is no longer accurate- 

Today's foreign affiliates do much more than simpIy replicate established rnmufacturùig 

practices and product Iines fiom the home base. They are, rather' integral components of 

a W s  global technology network: they are as likely to export research and product 

development to the head office as they are to receive i t  Central head offices, moreover, 



expect each node of the5 international production network to contribute to product 

development, particularly in design and production mo~ca t i011~  needed for the local 

market Receipts and payments for royalties and technology Licensing fees are an 

admittedly imperféct measure of the Ievel of technology import by foreign anilies - yet 

their value is nevertheless increasing at double-digit rates, and intra-fkn technology 

transfers dominate such ttansfers. Such technology t d e r  has become a primary 

method of upgrading the technological capacity of a nation's economy, because 

Transnationai Luikages between Einns have become more important in 
acquinng and upgrading technology over the years because foreign 
afnliates have, at leasî in principle, access to theu parent companies' R&D 
facilities and indeed to those of their entire corporate networks? 

Moreover, technology -ers have not been limited to intra-fim transfers alone. 

Technology transfers between independent fïrms are aiso growing- Agreements to share 

technological developments or production knowledge have increased from an average 

figure of around 300 in the early 1980s to over 600 in the mid 1990s. Roughly 650 such 

agreements were recorded in 1996.8~ Fimis are more willing to exchange technological 

developments with thei. afnliates and with their strategic partneS. 

The patterns of technologicai transfer and technological partnership are due 

mainly to the cornpetitive challenges accompanying the process of globalisation. More 

demanding custorners and an increasingly liberal environment ensures that even local 

fimis will face global cornpetition. In response, many nmis are choosing to concentrate 

their activities in a few aeas in which they possess unique capabilities. Mer denning 

these "core cornpetencies" such nmis become increasingly reliant on cultivating a 

strategic network of associated firms which cm supply the needed expertise at other 



stages in the value c h a h  m e n  they enta into straîegic alliances with such nmis that 

often include provisions to share technology or product development howledge." 

Other strategic practices have arcompanied the process of globalisation- For 

example, the human resource strategîes of the most advanced global firms also act to 

facilitate knowledge tramfer. Many such b s  sponsor informal seminars and regular 

firm coderences designed to facilitate lmowledge transfer between diverse production 

networks. Such firrns also have invested heavily in management information systems 

that aIIow the rapid transfer of data In a global firm, senior managers often must have 

severai international assignments before they achieve executive level, which heightens 

their awareness of the stnitegic problems of international business. Product development 

teams are cirawn together fiom diverse production sites to share knowledge and 

innovation practices. One of the central competitive advmtages of the modem MNC is 

its ability to rapidly diffuse production, marketing, or innovation capabilities rapidIy 

throughout its network. Firms that cannot tap the advantages of their global network are 

at a competitive disadvantage to fïrms that c d  

Not surprismgly, national govemments have become more eager to cultivate 

additionai FDI, largely to accrue the technological benefits it often brings. The 

intentional iiberalisation of the domestic invesmient regime has been a consistent trend in 

most states, especiaily with the conversion to liberal economic practice in former 

Communist states. The following table demonstrates the current drive to Iiberalise 

domestic national economies. 



Table #3 - Regdatory Changes in National Investment Policy, 199149% 

1 I 1 1 

Number of couniries uitroducing 1 35 1 43 1 57 1 49 

1993 1992 Year 

Source: CIVCTC, Worfd Imesment Repo~r ~ ë w  York United Nations, Vurious hua)- 

Trade Patterns - Canada 

1994 1991 

changes in investment regimes 
Number of changes in direction of 

The overall statlstical economic pattern of Canadian trade over the past decade 

and a half is in general agreement with the processes of globalisaàon and alliance 

capitalisn. In absolute terms the level of Canadian trade, and its relevance to the 

Canadian economy as a whole, have risen substantiaUy. In I985 Canada's total exports 

were vaiued at $136 billion; in 1990 that nmber reached $174 billion, and by 1997 it 

reached $345 billion, almost doubhg its 1990 value. The foiiowing table demonstrates 

the overall pattern of Canadian exports in goods and services since 1990: 

101 

Table 4 - Canadian Exports and Imports of Goods And Services (S Billions) 
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Source: Stabt ia  Cm& 



The share of Canada's GDP thaî is dependent upon trade has also IncLeaSed- In 1990, 

exports of goods and services were meanned at 25.9 percent of Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP); that percentage rose to 40.2 percent by 1997. The importance of imports also 

rose dnunatically; in 1990, o v e d  imports measured 25.8 percent o f  GDP, and by 1997 

that figure had climbed to 38.5 percent The overdl importance of trade to the Canadian 

economy is demonstrated by comparing these figures with those of the United States and 

the cumulative average of aIl the Group of Seven (G-7) industnalized countries. In 1990, 

exports and imports comprised 9.7 percent of the US. GDP and an average of 15.4 

percent for the G-7 nations; in 1997 those figures measured 1 1.9 percent and 17.6 percent 

respectively. Imports told a similar story; in 1990 imports totaIed 10.9 percent of the 

US. GDP and 15.5 percent of the G-7; by 1997 those figures had risen ody marginally to 

13.1 percent and 17.2 percent respectively. The importance of trade to the Canadian 

economy - especially when compared specificdy with the United States and generally 

with the G-7 - is hard to over~tate-~~ 

The composition of Canadian trade has reflected the overd industrial 

restructunng occurring in Canada since the mid-1980s. Overail percentages of specific 

indusiry exports revealed a movement away nom naîurai resource processing. The 

following table reveals some of the percentage changes in particda, export industries: 



Table 5 - Distribution of Canada's Exports By Industry (Percenîage: SeIected 
Yeus) 
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Source: 1ndusb-y Canada. Micro-Economic Ana@& Brmcli, A Report C d  on Canada S Traàe and 
Invesment Record, Volume 5, (Special &sue), 1999. p- 5- 

A recent study by Industry Canada, noted that the combined hi&-value added 
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industries - such as cornputer equipment and pharmaceuticds - are composing a larger 
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percentage of the Canadian economy, while the percentages in the natural resource sector 

7 

16 

are generally decreasing- The study subsequently concludes that "Canada's Ïndustrial 

structure is becoming increasingly howledge-based and technology-intensive, with its 

cornpetitive advantage rooted in innovation and ideas"?' According to Industry Canada, 

Canadian W e  composition has miirored that trend. They argue that ''Canada's exports 

have moved up the value added chah'"' and that, especially over the 1990s, Canada's 

export structure has s h i M  toward high value-added items. They argue that overail trade 

balances in particular industries demonstrate this point. Raw matends and semi-hished 

goods processing, for example, continue to post increashgly positive d e  balances but 

compose a smaiier portion of the overall trade figures. In trade areas in which Canada 



has traditionally ru. a deficit - particularly in the semice sector - deficit levels have 

either stabilized or have been reducd Accordhg to Iadustry Canada this impks "a 

consolidation of îhe industrial structure of merchandise trade baIances: sectors 

traditionally enjoying trade surpluses have nin increasingly large surpluses, while the 

reverse is tnie for sectors generally showing trade deficits.'"' 

The direction of Canada's exports and imports remains overwhelmuigly 

dominated by its relationship with the United States. O v e d  M e  with the United States 

as a percentage of total trade Levek has steadily increased over the preceding meen 

years, and between 1990-1997, the aanuaf amount of Canada's exported goods and 

s e ~ c e s  that were bound for îhe United States increased seven percentage points to reach 

roughly 80 percent The US. share of Canada's total imports rose fkom 69 percent in 

1990 to 74 percent in 1997. Canada's share of G7 exports to the U.S. market rose fkom 

33 percent in 1987 to 41 percent in 1995. Moreover, much of this increased growth has 

focused on high growth sectors that have a signincant component of high-technology 

value a d d d  Such sectors indude the more traditional resource-based products such as 

wood and paper products, but dso include such sectors as road vehicies, aerospace and 

defence products, and agrÏcuiture and a@-food products? 

Indusfry Canada argues that the increasing Canadian reliame on the American 

economy is a product of three events: the surging US. economy, the depreciation of the 

Canadian currency, and the increasing1y Liberal trading architecture wrought by the 

CUFTA and later NAFTA. They note that the increasing two-way &de between the two 

counûies reflects "increased product specialization and rising integration of production 

by multinational enterprises." Cansdian exports remah dominated by a few large 



exporters. In 1995, Canada's top 5 exporthg firms accounted for 21.1 percent of 

Canada's exports: the next 45 exporters accounted for an additionai 26.9 percentw 'Inis 

statistic is in accordance with the overwhelming role of intra-corporate trade in the 

Canadian marketplace- Almost 50 percent of Canada's trade relationship with the United 

States is composed of go& traveling withln the production structure of integrated fïrms. 

The degree of intra-corporate traasfers and the ùicreasing product speciakation 

demanded fiom production sites are prime characteristics of the process of industrial 

gfobalisation noted in earlier chapters- 

Canadian trade patterns reflect an increasing integration at the level of the b. 

The large amount of trade that is cumposed of ïntra-firm exchange indicates a high degree 

of interdependence between Canadian subsidiaries and thek American counterparts- 

Absolute trade Ievels are rising; moreover, the importance of raw materials processing in 

overalI Canadian trade figures continues to decrease. Canadian provision of services and 

relatively high value-added goods continues to increase. Such trends are in keeping with 

a more interdependent globai economy. 

Pa- of foreign direct investment 0 1 )  in Canada reveal some consistent 

trends, and also indicate Canada's response to the phenornenon of globalisation. Canada 

has historically enjoyed a stable level of foreign direct investrnent The foilowing table 

indicates the amount of hvesûnent Canada received during the period 19741990. It 

reveals that Canada has enjoyed relatively stable and predictable increases in FDI levels 

over that 15-year period. 



Table 6 - Investment in Canada, 19744990 (S n(iiiiions CDN) 

Source: Stati5tia Canada, Cana& S International Imestment Position: HrStoncal Stattsti.. 1 PX-EW2 
(Ottawa: Minsrer of  I n d u s ~ ,  Science and Technologv. 1993), p- 54, 
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The overall importance ofthe American market - both as a source of FDI and a target for 

Canadian investment - has continueci to increase- 

Whiie the growth of inbound and outbound investment in Canada has been 

partïcularly impressive over the past 5 years, it has not kept pace with the overail global 

flows of foreign investment. Canada's comparative stature as a host for FDI has in fact 

dwindled in percentage temis fkom comparabie G-7 countries; between 1985 and 1996 

Canada's share of inward G-7 FDI stock shrank by nearly haif" Moreover, in percentage 

terms Canada's share of US investment abroad has also been reduced - in 1985 Canada 

enjoyed 39 percent of outbound Amencan investment; by 1996 that percentage had 

dropped to 26 percent. GlobalIy, Canada's share of foreign investment has also dropped. 

In the mid-1980's Canada received roughly 11 percent of the total global flow of FDI; in 

1998 it received approximately 4 percent? 

Both the growth and the direction of FDI into Canada reveal an increasing 

reliance on the North American market and an increasïng consoiidation of industries. 

The Arne- share of Canadian FDI has uicreased steadily over the last decade, while 

that enjoyed by other traditional investors - such as the United Kingdom and other 

OECD corntries - has shnink. Zndustry Canada estimates that between the period 1982- 

1989 the United States was responsible for 30 percent of the cumulative net FDI inflows 

into Canada; the United Kingdom was responsible for 27 percent, Japan 1 I percent, and 

other OECD countries 11 percent, the remainder cornhg fkom EU and other countries. 

By con- in the period 1990-1997, the United States was responsible for over 70 

percent of the cumulative net inflows of FDI into Canaàa. The UK' s portion in this 



penod dropped to 0.5 percent, Jqan's to 5 3  percenf other OECD countnes 1 9  percent, 

and other EU and additional counaies 22 percent? 

The sectoral distnbution of investment in Canada reveals the traditional avenues 

of national resounie exploitation, but also shows a growing degree o f  investment in the 

senrice, manufactunng, and high-technology industries. Foreign-controlled Grms are 

concentrated mainly in hi& knowledge - and hi& technology - indumies. The 

importance of resource-based investments has diminished by 10 percent since the mid- 

1980's; percentages m the service and manufacturing sector have i n c r e d  In 1998 the 

percentage distribution of various FDI recipient sectors ran as foiiows: energy and metals 

received 18 percent of inbound FDI, finance received 19 percent, rnachinery and 

transportation equipment 14 percent, services and retailing 10 percent, and wood and 

paper 8 percent. The following table translates actual FDI levels in specific sectors into 

douar terms: 

Table 8 - Amount of Tom FDI by Sector, Seleeted Years ($Millions CDN) 

Source: Sta&tics Canada Canada 3 IntemuionaI Invesîment Position (Ottawa: Mnkter of Supply and 
Services. i998), p. 42- 



hvestment Abroad 

Canadian foreign investment abroad, while stiU targeting the United States market 

to a large degree, is rapidly diversrng both in tenns of geography and in types of 

învestment It is also growing; for the past severai years Canada has been a net exporter 

of capital, investlng more abroad than the amount it receives. Earlier tables document the 

amount of that investment; Carrildiau inve-ent abroad totaled almost $240 billion in 

1998 alone, compared to the $217 billion it received. 53 percent of that investment total 

was directed at the United States; the United Kingdom received 9 percent, Japan 5 

percent, other EU corntries 10 percent, and the remalning 23 percene' was distributed to 

ail other countries. The gradually decreasing importance of the American hvestment 

market is a clea. histoncal trend; between 1982-1989, 68 percent of Canadian investment 

abroad went to the United States; between 1990-1997 that ovedi average dropped to 

approximately 40 percent9' 

The pattern of this investment reveals traits consistent with continued economic 

globalisation. For example, Cauada's investors are active in merger and acquisition - in 

1997, acquisitions of foreign companies by Canadian-based corporations totaied $6.4 

billion, a new record- Such companies ofken provide local knowledge and product 

developrnent capabilities necessary for operathg in their indigenous market Canadian 

investment in services continues to rise; the percentage of Canadian investment directed 

at services climbed 18 percentage points between 1 985 and 1997. Canadian companies 

continue to hvest less in percentage terms in the United States; overall investment in the 

United States has amounted to ody two-fifths of Canada's total foreign investment in the 

1990s. Non-OECD countries, partîcuiarly those in the Latin-American and Asia-Pacifie 



Regions, are increasingly popuia. targets for Canadian uivestment They have more than 

doubled theIr share of Canada's outward FDI stock nom 14 to 3 1 percent in the 1990s. 

Canadian investment in becoming increasingly globaI. 

The integration with the United States in tems of investment continues to 

increase. Canadian exporters st i l l  overwhelmingIy target the United States, which is also 

the source of the bulk of the investment Canada receives- Canadian h s ,  moreover, are 

increasingly global investors that are investing substantial amounts. Much of this capital 

is greenfield investment; however, previ'ous investments are beginning to show dividends 

in the fom of reinvested eamings, which indicate an increasing involvement with the 

Local economy. Canadian efforts at acquiring foreign local companies are expanding 

through Canadian expendîhire on mergas and acquisitions. The sectoral distribution of 

investment into Canada is becoming concentrated in high-technology rtnd hi& value 

added industries; and Canadian subsidiaries of foreign fims are receiving regional and 

worldwide product mandates. 

Implications and Conclusions 

The Mulroney administration inaugurated policies during the 1980s that were in 

keeping with the general consenrative movements occUmng in Margaret Thatcher's Great 

Britain and Ronald Reagan's United States. Those policies conhued into the early 

1990s and were defended by MSoney's successor, Kim Campbell. Such policies 

emphasised the steady withdrawal of govemment activity within the pnvate wodangs of 

the economy, the sale and privatisation of many public corporations, and an obsession 

with controllîng the spectre of inflation h u g h  the manipulation of interest rates. Earlier 

attempts to control public spending and d u c e  deficit spending had met with widespread 



public disapproval, limiting the federal govemment's ability to cintail the growing 

federal debt. The fiee trade agreement with the United States had been approved in 1987 

and was expandeci to include Mexico in 1990, thereby creating the North Amerïcan Free 

Trade Agreement Economic policy under the Conservative tenure remained broadly 

consistent, but was limited by the scope and pressures of public opinion. 

That policy, however, could not adapt quickly enough to the industriai 
9 

restructuring of Canada wrought by the phenornenon of globalisation. F i n  were quickly 

transfomed, and rnoved away fkom the bmch plant mode1 and toward one of a 

participant in an integrated regiooal production system that sought world product 

mandates. Emphasis placed on Canada's indigenous resources was actuaiiy seen to be 

counterproductive by many economists, who recomrnended instead that Canada develop 

its capabilities in know1edge-intensive sectors. The recession plaguing Canada in the 

eady 1990s made traditional Conservative policy prescriptions increasingly unpalatable, 

while the Liberal promise of immediate job creaîion and an emphasis on knowledge 

based-industries aided their election victory. Their 1993 mandate provided an 

opportunity to enact polices that reflected the dictates of an increasingly gIobal economy. 

The preceding sections indicaîe several important conclusions that would affect 

the investment policy of the Chrétien administration. First, it is dinEcuLt to separate and 

measure the various impacts that individual policy decisions make; hvestment pattern 

are a product of several factors, and staîed public policy is only one. A norniaally 

stringent review policy established under FIRA did not deter detemineci investon; the 

high approval rate established under FIRA's tenure indicates a generally permissive 

environment. The hvestment Canada Acc by contrast, did not radically increase 



investment IeveIs- WhLle it aided investment IeveIs - and also aîîempted to change 

Canada's reputation for hostility towards investment that had been established under the 

NEP - it was not sufncient to raise investment levels to a significmt degree. 

This chapter offers a longitudrnal examination of the pattern of investment flows 

in and out of Canada for the perïod 1974-1990. The data were drawn primarily fkom 

Statistics Canada's annual publication Canada's International Investment Position- It 

reveals severai intereshg facts. First, the flow of investment within Canada during this 

period remained relatively stable, despite vast public policy changes in between the NEP, 

FIRA, and ICA a .  CUFTA, Sectord investment also remained stable, as did the 

percentage of investment emanating nom various corntries. Investment in Canada 

remained concentrateci in the bands of a few relatively large dtinationals; rnost 

investment occurred in extractive resource industries, enginee~g, and coaununications 

services. ûverd,  investment patterns within Canada remained roughiy stable tbroughout 

the Trudeau and Mulroney years. 

Such conclusions raise at least some doubt on the efficacy of individual public 

policy measures to affect învestment levels. It raiseci doubts that specific investrnent- 

control or investment-inducing policy regimes were by themselves sufficient to draw the 

type of high-value added investment that Canada desired. The simple provision of a 

liberal investment environment was not sufficient and codd easily be matched by other 

cornpetitors. More was needed, the specincs of which will be detded in the next 

chapter. 

A second conclusion fkom this section is that decisions regarding investment and 

trade in g e n d  have important domestic and foreign policy implications for the Canadian 



govemment Typidy, they are part of an overd  govemment agenda that establisha 

* - 
public policy pnontie~. The NEP during the Trudeau achmmtmtion represented an 

activist and centralist federal govemment that wished to take an inmeasingly independent 

policy stance in foreign economic policy. Such measures incmed the -th of the 

domestic constituency that su6ered from the trausfer of economïc authody to Ottawa, 

and also resulted in considerable critïcism fkom the United States, The Conservative 

attempts to revexse such tendencies - to regiondise economic development and to 

increase Canadian economic and political ties with the intemationd community, in 

paaicuiar the United States - became centrepieces of Canadian domestic and foreign 

policy for the latter half of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s. This is hardly 

surprishg in a country whose GDP depends to such a great extent on the international 

economy in general and the United States in particuiar. The priority placed on such 

matters would continue with the incoming Liberal admrnistra - - 
îïon of 1993, but wiih a new 

approach to the treatment of the multinational corporation- 

A third conclusion is that mal1 and medium sized developed economies must 

work within the overall investment and trading environment that exists in the global 

economy. They possess comparatively srnaif markets and Iimited domestic uivestment 

capital; limitai resources ensure that they cannot take policy decisions that are counter to 

these broader trends. The Trudeau administration could only implement investment 

control meaSuTes under the assumption that Canada's domestic resources endowments 

would induce fkms to submit to an additional regdatory process. If altemate sources of 

such raw materials are available, the policy independence of a resource-based economy is 

jeopardised. The Consemative emphasis on I'beralising the trade regime and increasing 



Canada's economic Interdependence with the United States recognised that Canada 

needed to compete for foreign investment. It also reflected a belief that the route to 

successfùl competitiveness was through the reduction of govemment size, providing 

enhanced regional independence, controuing inflation, the liberalising of the trade and 

Ïnvestrnent regdatory regimes, and a removal of govemment fkom the workhgs of the 

market. 

The Liberal govemment of Jean Cbrétien would acknowledge these realities and 

take steps to accommodate them in its goveming agenda. which they begau to implement 

in January of 1994. They too recognised that Canada could not independently resist the 

pressures of a global market, and must instead prepare its economic resources for 

successfùl cornpetition ùi that market, Such preparation, moreover, would have to be 

conducted under a period of severe fiscal restrauitt. That goveming agenda would both 

recognise the importance of a national economic strategy and would use the paradiaradigm of 

alliance capitalism to build one- Partaerships and the cultivation of country specific 

advantages would be at the forefiont o f  the Liberal's economic agenda, as would the 

emphasis on howledge-based industries and the cultivation of strategic networks. The 

next chapter provides evidence of the inauguration of alliance capitalism withïn the 

Canadian govenunent. 
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Chapter 6 - The Politics of AUiance Capitalism-the Canadian 
Case 

For the sake of clarïty, it is beneficiai to restate the generai components of the 

alliance capitalism paradÎgm that were outlined in chapter one. Alliance capitalism 

argues that national economic policy will reflect sorne or al1 of the foilowing 

c haractens tics: 

1) A doser coilaborative relationship between govenunent and its 
domestic exporing fÏrms than would be predicted under a more 
traditional mode1 tht emphasised state-fim sepration. 

2) A more deliberate govemrnent policy to participate in economic 
institutions that directly affect the operating environment of its 
domestic MNCs. 

3) A more consistent government effort to encourage its own fhms to 
export 

4) A generdy higher policy priority accorded to ma- of international 
trade, production, and finance. 

The theory of alliance capitaiïsm is both general and parsimonious. While it 

proposes a general set of p ~ c i p l e s  for industnal development, it aiso recognises that the 

execution of these principles will be highiy &te-specinc. Individual state expressions of 

the paradigm will be a product of history, previous combinations of OLI advantages, and 

the paaicular policy-making procedures present in a specific state. Consequently, any 

description of govemment behaviour withui the alliance capitalism fhnework must be 



fomded npon a specinc examination of the state's unique chacte&ics. This chapter 

wiU empiridy ilLustrate the actions of the Camdian govenunent diiring the CIdkn 

admuiistration in the realm of broad indmtnal and economic policy. à wili argue that 

such polices reflect the paradigm of alliance capitalismtalism Evidence will be drawn fiom the 

policy pt0gm.m of the Department of Foreign Mi and hteniationd Trade, the 

Department of Industry, and various interdepartmental efforts. 

The paradigrn of alliance capitakm provides direction for national policy making 

efforts. The state wieIds considerable influence in tbe Iocation and direction of continueci 

DI, but only if its efforts are co-ordinated h m  the highest leveis of govemment. 

Therefore, the fht necessary element for the governance of alliance capitalhm is federat 

recognition of the importance of FDI for o v d  national economic health, The prionty 

national govemments place on issues of trade, investrnent, and industriai development - 
and theu overail commitment to innovatiionled growth - demonstrates such recognition. 

Such an n<iministration wodd remgrise that reiiance on location specinc fiictor 

endowments would not safnce in the g!obalisation era, and that the cuitidon of 

knowledge-based assets is needed to supplant an ovat reiiance on factor tesOurces. 

Such direction would also seme to provide a reasonable of policy co-ordination 

between the major deparrments within govemment. In the case of Canada, primary 

responsibilities for issues related to FDI and intemal economic developments are divided 

between the Departmats of Finance, of Foreign Anairs and htemational Trade, and the 

Department of hdustry. Ensuring co-operative policy efforts among these three 

departmena is rarely a simple matter, and o h  the policy initiatives of one may M y  

clash with the efforis of another- The bmad characteristics of aliiance capitdism helps to 



mediate such connict by providmg a broad set of criteria towards which different policies 

can be directeci. Moreover, in the case of Canada under the Liberal government of 1993, 

the importance of FDI to economic development - and the priority placed on economic 

development as an overd govemment objective - emanated fkom the head of the 

govemment, imposing fbrther policy discipline- The provision of such direction alIowed 

M e r  policy focus and consistency across separate departments- 

Under alliance capitalism, govemments recognise the importance of strategic 

clusters of economic activity and create hfkstructure and investment programs designed 

to facüitate them. This involves channe1hg govemment spendiug in the foms of 

diastructure and industrial assistance to industnks deemed to be part of a larger 

industrial network, It implies that govemments wili cultivate investment and industrial 

activity in those sectors in which the nation possesses a specific competitive advantage- 

For Canada., the centre of such networks may often be located in the United States, yet 

Canadian participation in the supporting and related industries witbin those networks 

acquires significant technological and economic benefit, The Canadian creation of a 

sectoral investment and industxy strategy wouid provide M e r  evidence for the adoption 

of alliance capitalism. 

A final indication of alliance capitaiism is the concentrateci emphasis on 

parinerships, both within govemment and between govemment and the private sector. In 

order to demonstrate the d t y  of alliance capitalism, the use of such partnerships must 

be in accordance with overall industrial objectives and therefore must fblEil certain 

criteria First, such partnerships should contriie to the ovedl wnsistency of 

govemment action, so that there is reasonable hannony between departments and 



behveen elements of foreign and domestic policy- The partnerships must also be 

participatoqc members drawn h m  non-fedd or private sector groups must play an 

active role in the policy process. Partnerships should also be selective, and must 

contribute to the sectord and industry-specifïc industrial strategy that are key to the 

clustering hmework Finally, rhey need to be cost effective - they must provide nal 

b d t  to the inmistrial development process and are not used merely as surzogate policy 

instruments by a govemmeat detemiined to nit expemditure- As lata sections of this 

chapter wiU danonstrate, the present use of partnerships by the f e d d  govemment fplnls 

these criteria 

The Economic Priorities of the Liberal Government 

Interdependent changes in both the global and the national economy in the early 

1990s encourageci the Li'beral government adopt new strategis to attract FDL 

Domestically, the ratification and operation of both the CUFTA and NAFTA agreements 

had removed most of the existing trade and tariff barriers h a n  the thme Noah 

American countries. While important exceptions remaineci, it was stili clan that the 

movement of goods and capital across North American borders was practically 

unhinderd Intematiody, the fall of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War 

wrougfit economic changes outlined in previous chaptas. Numerous corntries - some 

holding considerable domestic competitive advantages in tenns of low wage, rektively 

skilled labour - now clamoured for the foreign h d s  dmied them during the Cold War 

decades. Their -id adoption of I i i  economic policies posed both rkks and 

opportunities for Canada's economic prosperity that required carefuI gov-mt 



The incomuig Liberal government professed a belief that govemment could 

indeed play a f ~ i l i ~ o n  - rather than mer* a regdatory - role in facilitatuig its 

domestic economic transition to a knowledge-based econorny. They indicated that the 

Conservative policies - of investment deregulation, of promoting greater domestic 

cornpetition via fkee trade, and of pursuing an enhanced muhilaterd trading r e m e  - 

were necessary, but not sufficient, measures in inducing this transition.' Additional 

measures were necessary to adapt to the process of globalisation, and the Liberal 

government moved quickly to inaugurate programs and poiicy directions designeci to 

raise Canada's investment profile and aionorni-c capabiiity. 

The Liberal govemment's priorities couid not have been clearer. There were two 

prirnary objectives thaî would dictate Canadian economic poiicy for the ensuing years. 

The first and most publicised priority was to d u c e  overall Ievels of federd goverrunent 

spending and to take constructive steps towards a balanced budget. Both the initial 

Speech From the Throne and the inaugural budget ernphasised the need to control 

expenditures and improve Canada's fiscal position. The 1994 address noted that ''the 

Government will pursue the fiscal discipline necessary for sustained economic growth . . . 

(the budget) d l  include measures to bring the federal debt and deficit under  ontr roi.''^ 

The initial budget, delivered almost exactly a month later by Fînance Mïnister Paul 

Martin, reiteraîed a cornmitment to fiscal prudence. Martin's budget forecast a reduction 

in deficit spendîng from $45.7 billion in fiscal year 1993-1994, to $39.7 billion in 1994- 

1995, and to $32.7 billion the year afterward3 Martin committed the government to 

reducing deficit spending to a target of 3 percent of GDP within three years, and he 

reduced the operathg budgets of government departments by $400 million in 1994-1995 



done? No department was spared bdgetary cuts; and the tone of M&s budget echoed 

Chrétien's campaign promises that deptmentd propos& for new spending would mt 

be welcome. 

The govec~llpent's economic priorîties, however, extendeci fa beyond efforts at 

spending reduction, The second o v d  economic objective was to aid in the 

transfodon of the natme of the Candian economy, away b r n  r e k c e  on primary 

resources and towaLdS effective in the global knowledge-based txonomy- 

The priority placed on overhauling Canaàa's cCarchitecture for govemment and for the 

economy" also received emphasis in the Budget of 1994. Martm stated tbat the Libaal 

goveniments' appmach to aiding the transfbnnntion of the economy would leam fiom the 

mistalces of previous efforts; in the budget Martin argued that it was "oot the principle of 

industrial stmtegy that is wmng. It has ban the practice.'' He emphasised that 

"innovation and ideas are essential for jobs today ami in the future. They are our 

country's new nahval reso~fces.~ Despite the emphasis on deficit reduction, Martui 

nevertheless found m m  to initiate new programs designed to increase co-operation 

between the public and private sector in high technoIogy inctustries. He wted that there 

was "a major research and development shortfidl in Canadan, and he proposed maisures 

to remedy that shortcoming. Such merisuns included an $800 million investment in 

Canada's space techuoIogies, the inauguration of a national research and developmat 

strategy, and the creation of a Technology Partnership Program desiped to Iink 

UI1iversities and government laboratories to aid in the creation and dissemination of 

knowledge. Finally he noteci that the Minister of Industry - John Madey - would table 

papers that would "set the stage for an intense national dialogue on the challenge that is 



required to take existing resomes and redirect them toward the creation of a national 

system of innovation-'* 

Manley W e d  Martin's cornmitment by examining the state of Canada's 

ind-al development in his inaugural Ministerial address to the House of Commoas. 

He reemphasised the importance the Red Book had placed on job creation and economic 

growth, the need to control govemment spending and reduce debt Ievels, and to restore a 

meanire of economic hope to the recession-plagued Canadian econorny. He proposed a 

simple remedy: 

It is the kinds of partnerships we can build with the private sector, 
business organisations, labour organisations, and others that are going to 
enable us to overcome obstacles and build on some of our ~trengths.~ 

Other remedies he proposed included speciai partnerships with banks and lendhg 

institutions to make capital avdable for smaü businesses working in howledge 

industries, as well as a restructuring of the tax and regdatory environment to ease 

bureaucratie impediments to business investment. He also noted that Canadian reliance 

on the naturai resources sector and traditional manufacturing faced increasing foreign 

cornpetition and needed revamping to meet the cornpetitive environment, Finaliy, he 

deciared that his "objective as Minister of Industry is to make the Canadian business 

sector synonymous with quaiiîy and innovation.'" Creating jobs through investment and 

the selective support of smaU and medium businesses did Uideed become the "driving 

purpose" of the Chrétien govemment upon assuming power. It would be dficult to fïnd 

a policy initiative that was as strongly supportecl by the senior rnembers of the 

govemment. 



It quickly became clear that the cultivation of foreïign direct investment would 

play an integral role in the economic strategy of  the Liberal govemxnent. That Canada did 

in fact need to compete for such investment was not 10% and the Liberal govenunent 

gave evidence that it uitended to fight vigorously for i t  The investment flow patterns 

outlined in the previous chapter indicated that Canada was receiving a lower percentage 

of the global boom in FDI than it had enjoyed before 1985, and global investment 

indicatoa implied that maintaining the share it did receive could not be assumed. 

Documentary and academ-c evidence on the bene- of foreign direct investment - in 

terms of job creation, the absorption of high technology manufachiring processes, and 

increasing wage levels - had been accumulating since the mid-1980s- Consequently, by 

the time the Lïberals gained power there was Iittle ùitemd govemment debate on the 

need to attract FDIP Maintaining and increasing FDI levels would be a key factor in 

enniring national economic success, and the increasingly cornpetitive international 

economic environment mandated a pro-active government approach to increasing 

Canada's share of global investment. Doing so required creating government policies 

that increased the propensity of £kms to invest in Canada. 

Overall government action in the area of investment centred upon severai core 

objectives. The first was to raise international awareness o f  the benefits that companies 

would enjoy by investing in Canada.l0 It was apparent to Liberal policy rnakers that 

Canada had not shed its Mage as a resouce-based economy, and altering this view 

among Gnns competing in knowledgebased industries was a top priority. The second 

objective was to craft an interdepartmentai poiîcy approach that would work CO- 

operatively to attract FDI to Canada. The third priority was to enlist the aid of h s ,  



industry associations, provincial govenunents, and municipalities in ensuring an 

integrative, colIaborative approach to building the knowledge-intensive skills and 

resources necessary for the lcnowledge-based economy. Such policies mandated that the 

federal govemment possess a cIear conception of the necessary role it needed to pIay in 

industrial development and of the long terni Canadian economic interest in cultivating 

investment Iinks abroad. 

As the previous chapter argued, many of the ensuing economic actions taken by 

the Chretien govemment had been outIined in policy statements and news bulietins 

released before the election Moreover, the hannony among and between the Prime 

Minister and his senior Ministers indicated that the Liberals had possessed a clear and 

cohesive economic strategy before taking office. Implementing that strategy required a 

robust fiamework into which efforts at attmcting FDI wuld be made that f i t  within the 

overall goals of debt reduction and the Mering o f  Canadian economic ïnterests. The 

strategy had to be cheap, effective, and needed to show rapid results. At the forefkont of 

the implementation would be the Department of Industry. 

The Department of ïndustry 

Withia a year of taking office the Liberal govemment had proposed a biu which 

would amalgamate the Ministries of hdusîry, Science and Technology, and 

Communications and Consumer and Corporate Anairs. The House of Gommons' 

debates over the bill cornmencd in the f d  of 1994 and Biii C-46 -which created the new 

amalgarnated Department of Industry - was passed on Mar& 16, 1995. In inwducing 

the bill Mr. Demis I. Mills, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Industry, 

emphasised the need to produce a "streamlined, organiseci, and compcebensive approach" 



to the Department's activities, one which uniteci various policy instruments that had been 

spread over several departments.'' In part, the amalgamation of several departments ùito 

one fulfilled the Liberals' eiection promise of reducing the overall sïze and number of 

govemment departments, promises that had been weU outlined in the Red Book 

However, the specific mandate for the Department empowered the Minister in specinc 

ways. 

Bill C-46 allocated to the Minister a comprehensive mandate to pursue an active 

industrial strategy. Its moa prominent features included measures designeci to strengthen 

the national economy, inaease the competitiveness of Canadian goods and services, 

foster and promote science and technology, and to strengthen the hnework for the ' 

development and efficiency of the Canadian marketpIaceE It enabled the e s t e r  - in 

this case John Manley - to "develop and implement programs and projets of special 

assistance to industries" when it was deemed in the national interest? The introduction 

of the bill received intense cri t icci  by the opposition parties. The Reform Party saw it 

as pure Liberal economic interventionism, and accused the Chrétien government of 

assumhg decision-making powers that were b a t  lefi to the marketplace. Criticism fkom 

the Bloc Quebecois focused on the perceived federai intrusion on provision economic 

development authority. l4 By creating the Department, the Liberal govemment reafkned 

its belief that the federal govenunent had a necessary role to play in directing the 

evolution of the Canadian economy. Tbis M d e y  was determined to do. 

The Department of Industry proclaimed several departmental pnonties to achieve 

this goal over the nrSt governing year. The h t  priority was to d u c e  interprovincial 

trade bamers and increase overall levels of intemal trade. The emphasis on reducing 



business regdation and to Uicrease SME access to capital was continued A third prionty 

was to increase the capabfities of Canadian hfkastmcture - both physical and intellectual 

- fiom which business codd draw- Measures included a national uiffastructure program, 

as well as continued investment in information technology designed to ïncrease 

communicative links between industry, government, and acadernia Finally, the fourth 

strategic priority was to emphasise the role of science and technology in building a strong 

economy, Manley justifleci this emphasis in simple te-: 

Virtually a l i  product innovation is science-based, the result of research and 
development. And nothhg is more important than product innovation for 
businesses to maintain and improve market share, thus conm%uting to 
economic growth and prod~ctivity~'~ 

Manley realised, however, that his policy decisions could not involve the 

spending of vast amounts of rnoney- The Department of Industry received substantial 

budget cuts with Martin's first budget that precluded large public expenditures. 

However, Manley was undeterreâ, and two days after the budget speech of 1994 he 

outlined how he planned to create a national system of innovation- He noted that bis 

govemment had a responsÏbiiity to help transform the Canadian economy ''&O one 

premised on the need for growth based on knowledge, skills, innovation, and the use of 

te~hnolo~y".'~ He also argued that the world economy was moving tiom one based on 

commodity exports and assembly line production to a knowledge-based economy that 

valued innovation above ail else. Such an envuonment required new policy approaches, 

and demanded that govemments be "innovative and strategic" in the use of their 

resources and in ''the direction sought for the econorny of the nation." His vision for 

Canadian policy was to help Canadian individual and h s  aàapt to new economic 



realities. He ernphasised the need for continued education and skills upgradEng, the 

simplification of tax and regdatory structures, the adaptation to technologicd 

advancement, and the enhancement of govemment support to encourage s m d  and 

medium shed enterprises (SMEs) to export-" 

Manley made specific policy recommendations to achieve thïs goal. He 

committed $15 million in 1994 to the creation o f  a Canadian technology network, 

designed to provide srnail businesses with the laîest market information- He announced a 

technoiogy partnerships program designed to "promote the growth of technology 

partnerships" by tumuig basic research into new products, a program which will be  

discussed in greater detail later. He b d t  upon Martin's announcement of a IO-year, $800 

million dollar effort to irnprove Canada's indigenous capacity in space technologies by 

announcing a space plan that would build on estabbshed Canadian strengths in earth 

observation, remote sensing, and sateIlite communicati~ns.'~ He concluded that 'with the 

CO-operation of industry and of govenimeent we can build toward a better Canada and a 

b etter world." 

Madey &O emphasised the need for the federal govemment to work in 

partnership with Canadian smd and medium-shed enteqrisa in order to increase their 

cornpetitive strengths. Subsequent studies done by the Department of Industry had 

demonstnited that such companies were far more iikely to take advantage of govemment 

prograrns and assistance than were large integrated muliinational ~or~orat iom.~~ Manley 

would continuaiiy quote the development of SMEs as a solution to the job crises, often 

stating that such firms were responsible for the bulk of the new job growth in Canada. He 

announced his intention to inîroduce legislation designed to improve high tech SMEs 



access to capita.l2O, and to break d o m  interprovincial trade barriers? Finally, he 

emphasised the govemment's strategic priority in building an innovative economy 

through science and technology, and made the cultivaàon of such one of the cornerstones 

of sustainable economic development- 

Manley's approach aîtempted to avoid the dîfficulties that industrial policy efforts 

in the past had experienced. Fded pst industrial policy efforts had featured individual 

policy initiatives that &en worked in opposition - rather than in concert- with each other. 

For example, Manley's emphasis on the developrnent of Canada's SMEs, particuIarly 

those competing in the high-technoiogy sector, was not new. His efforts had policy 

forbearers that reached back decades, and Isaiah Litvak's cbronicling of such efforts held 

decidedly mixed conclusions about their effectvene~s.~ Litvak surveyed 29 SMEs 

cornpethg in the high technology sector, following their progress fkom 1970 mîil 1990. 

He concluded that goverment aid acted as ofien as a hindrance than as an aid to the 

success of these companies. Of the onginal companies surveyed, by 1991 only 10 had 

sunrived as independent entities, the rest having gone bankrupt or being absorbed by 

large US or European multinationals. 

Litvak listed several factors that contributed to the high attrition rate, ranging 

from poor Company management to govemment bureaucrats that insisted that companies 

develop technologies that resulted in little marketplace attractiveness. Most importantly, 

Litvak noted, was that selective industriai support required in turn a comprehensive and 

consistent fderal approach to industrial poiÏcy, which was rarely forthcoming- R made 

little sense, for example, to aid SMEs while maintaining high tariff wds in high tech 

industries, which would result in a sheltered domestic operathg environment that 



discouraged the contînuai innoviition necessary for global cornpetition- Litvak 

concluded, "for small and medium-sized technology-basd fimis the importance of well- 

denned government research and development and procurement policies c-ot be 

overstated-'' He noted that '30 succeed, government assistance must be market-driven, 

fkee of excessive red-tape, and not dependent on political whims." The Canadian 

government needed to develop a cc~~flSfNctive relationship" with SMEs "as an al1y in the 

battle for global ~om~etitiveness."~~ Industrial policy had to be created as a 

comprehensive whole, rather than through individuai efforts tbat often r d t e d  in 

contradictory policy outcornes- 

Manley's Department of Indu* was aware of nich previous errors and was 

detemiined to avoid them- The relative scarcity of Departmental funds enforced a 

measure of fiscal discipline on collaborative projects; such projects had to pass severe 

criteria in tams of market profitabzty and potentid? Yet the regulatory measures 

htroduced were in keeging with an overail strategy of facilitating indussial upgradùig- 

Later sections wili outline in greater detail the more speciflc policies and programs that 

composed the overall strategy- At this point it is necessary to demonstrate that Manley's 

Department of hdusfry had allies in its P e s t  for greater Canadian competitiveness in 

knowledge-based industries. Partners in this strategy included the Miaisters responsble 

for Canada's foreign economic and trade policy- 

Canada's Economic Relations Abroad 

The need to spur job creation through investment also became a central tenet for 

Canadian foreign &airs. The incoming Minister for International Trade, Roy MacLaren, 

reiterated the govemment's cornmitment to improving the Canadian economic 



environment h m  his earliesî public statements. At the annuai meeting of the World 

Economic Fonun in Davos, Switzerland, MacLaren made the following statement to the 

Canadian Iuncheon: 

Canada's ability to continue to attract the hi& skïIi, high value-added 
industries and jobs of the future will depend directly on how we position 
ourselves in this emerging global economy. Or, stated alternatively, any 
domestic growth strategy mut, almosî by definition, be an export- 
orientateci strategy. L6 

The economic pnorities of the Liberal goveming agenda found expression in 

foreign poficy pronouncernents. The LiberaIs initial Speech From the Throne - 

derivered in Jarïuary of 1994 - had included a governent cornmitment to undertake a 

comprehensive Pariiamentary review of Canada's foreign and defence policy-" This 

Chrétien's goverrunent subsequently ciid, commissionuig a mde range of experts to 

report on Canada's foreign policy priorïties for the foreseeable füture. In his testimony 

before the Parliamentary Review Cornmittee, MacLaren noted that, for a country as 

dependent on trade as Canada, "any meaningfiil domestic growth strategy must, a h o s t  

by dehition, be export-led-"2s The Report issued as the end of this review process 

reflected MacLaren's emphasis on exports. It iisted the creation of a prosperous and 

open trading environment as Canada's number one foreign policy priority, one that even 

outranked commitments to international peace and secUnty or the promotion of Canadian 

values abroad The economic agenda topped Canada's list of foreign policy priorities. 

MacLaren continu4 to reiterate similar themes in his public statements 

throughout the bulk of 1994 and into 1995. He noted with particdar vigour the diffEculty 

of enacting independent policy decisions for domestic and foreign poiicy, arguing that 

'Turisdictions and policy areas thaî have long been considered to be quintessentiaily 



domestic are now increasingly subject to international negotiation and d e  making? He, 

too, noted that the government intended to pursue "a much closer and more active 

pactnership with the provincial govemments and the private sector"?O He continued to 

reiterate the need for a des-based international ûxdbg system, and hinted that 

international investment issues would also benefit fkom a more pronounced multilateral 

regulatory ~ e w o r k ?  Emphasising interdepartmental unity, he noted that 

Canada's international trade policy and market development programs are 
M y  integrated Înto the federal government's comprehensive initiatives 
aimed at regengineering the domestic business chnate- The process is 
ongoing and accelerating? 

The public link between -de, industrial, and foreign policies appeared to be weil 

established early in the Lberais tenure. MacLaren worked extensively with Manley on 

Trade and Investment issues, and in Mar& of 1994 they made a joint announcement of 

the creation of Canada's "Intemational Trade Business Plan", which emphasised the need 

for "pater partnership between public and private se~tors)'~~ Creating and maintainhg 

an established international business plan for each of the world's prirnary regions becarne 

an interdepartmental project that has been maintained and expanded since 1994." 

MaclAren also continued the cornmitment to reducing hade barriers on both the 

multilateral and bilateral fkonts, re-emphasising Canada's support of the principles of the 

WTO and NAFTA while simuitaneously increasing bilateral CO-operation w i i  the 

emerging economies of the Far East? He noted that Canada's industrial and economic 

development depended upon a stable des-based international trade regime. Not o d y  

would such a regime help protect Canadian hterests in trade disputes with larger 

economic powers, but it would also enhance Canadian invesmient and trading 



opportunities in developing and r e g i d  markets. Traditional a poky mechaniam 

were certahly not ignored in the eariy years of the Lr'beral government 

Such mechanisms, howeva, were not the only tools of Carradian trade poIIcycy 

Co-opation with other departments in joint initiatives also played a central de. 

MacLaren wntinued to emphasise similar themes thughout his tenure as Minister for 

International Trade, which ended I Januacy of 1996. The interrelationsbip between 

foreign and domestic policy, the need for continuecl co-operation betweén various levels 

of g o v m a ~ t  and between govemment and business, and the refetence to the 

transfonned global economy found constant repetition in his public statements. Particulaf 

emphasis was placed on co-aperation in the creation of the 'Team Canada" m g  efforts 

(which wil l  be elaborated upon later) as well as the crafting of an international business 

strategy for Canada In a spech to the Canadian Exporters' Association he noted how 

the f e d d  govexnment, "togetha with the provinces and the private sector" were 

attempting to craft "a more coherent, integrated approach to intemationai business 

development" k the same speech he extoiied the creation of Canada's export strategy, 

entitled Cmrrrdo 's Iirter~tio1~1l Trde Business Plan, which was a product of coopération 

Among 19 feded clepartments, the provinces, the International Trade 
Advisory Cornmitee, (ITAC), and the Sectoral Advisory Groups on 
International Trade (SAGïïs), numemus vertical and horizontal ïndustry 
associations, such as the Canadian Exporters Association, as weU as 
individual cornpanied6 

Such consistency in the public statemmts and actions of senior officiais of an 

incoming rrliministration gave strong evidmce that industrial strategy mjoyed a bïgh 



pnority. Moreover, in their public statements, senior government ministers continued to 

profess that manimity throughout the nrst year ofthe Liberal administraton. Statements 

emanating f?om the Departments of Foreign Affairs, Industry, and Finance continued to 

reiterate centrai themes. The emphasis on deficit and eventualfy debt reduction remained 

paramount. Yet there was ais0 clear emphasis in supporthg SMEs to grow and to export 

On the foreign nont there appeared succeeding poiicy statements and speeches 

rededicatihg Canada to the mandate of Ïncreasing trade and investment and to reducïng 

barriers to intemational economic fiow, Guiding dl of these priorities was an additional 

acknowledgement that the process must be supported by both business and labour groups. 

As John Manley stated succincâly, 'lwhat is required is decisive action by government, 

wise investtnent by business and labour, and a new mode1 of CO-operation and 

parînership .''37 

The Team Canadan Trade Initiative 

One of the Liberal govemment's earliest - and most notable - efforts to spur 

increased Canadian participation in the global econorny was the Team Canada'' trade 

missions pmject The concept was simple - the federai government of Canada, combineci 

with representatives fkom each of the provinces, wouid lead trade missions to various 

gIobal locations with which Canada wished to increase trade. Quite e d y  on in the 

process it was decided that the Prime Minister would head each delegation, and that the 

provincial representatives would be the individual provincial Premiers. The delegation 

would be cornprised of business people fkom both smail and Iarge corporations, 

representatives fkom educational institutions, members of Canadian based non- 

governmentai organisations, and associated media personnel. The delegation would meet 



a complementary group of local business and government personnel m targeted 

geographic areas. The overall economic objectives would be to raise awareness of 

possible economic partnerships between Canadian-bas& industry and their complements 

in regions of the globe in which Canadian international economk activity required 

improvement." 

The missions are politicdy directe& but allow the participants considerable 

fiedom and input into the actual mission's progress. Planning for the mission involves 

first an o v e d  economic and industrial analysis of the targeted region, in order to 

determine what sectors of the Canadian economy would Wcely benefit most nom 

exposure to the trip, A preliminary list of Canadian economic agents is drawn up, which 

includes representatives fkom businesses, major educational institutions, industry 

associations, and other economic stakeholddQ, and invitaîions are forwarded. Canadian 

SMEs are particuiarly targeted, and over 80 percent of the participants in the missions 

have thus fa. f d e n  ïnto the SME category? Participation on the mission is relegated to 

a strict &-corne ht-serve basis, and the program is also nni on a cos-recovery basis. 

Consequently, a wide spectnim of business views and objectives are typically 

represented* 

The cment director of the Team Canada missions, Peter McGovem, notes that the 

idea for this trade initiative emanated directly from the Prime Minister's office? There is 

no doubt that the impetus for the missions derives fiom a varïety of motives, and they 

were to serve a variety of econornic and political interests, both old and new. The fkst 

goal was increased sade diversification. Increasing Canadian business exposure abroad 

was part of the Liberal's electoral agenda, especially is some of the more dynamic 



developing regions of the global economy. The incIusion of the provinces in an 

international trade mission also helped bolster the image of a unified Canada and aided 

federal efforts to combat the drive for sovereignty in Quebec? The missions senre a 

varïety of interests, both political and economic. 

They do, however, also represent the charactenstics of alliance capitahsm. The 

central characteristics of the missions - poIiticaily led but economicaiiy motivated, 

designed to represent a variety of Canadian stakeholders - are constituent components of 

alliance captialism. The federal goversment's role in the program is prÏmady one of 

facditation- It works with industry to iden- the opporîunities for partnering that exist 

in the designated area, and extends invitations to those local entities via Canadian 

embassies and trade missions abroad, The actuai missions provide venues where 

business representatives can exchange information and eficit potential contracts while 

expressing industrial views to Canada's senior poiitical Ieadership. Business 

representatives receive no direcion fkom political representatives, and are fke to conduct 

business as they wish, Moreover, the federal governmeent does not track the success or 

failure of individual arrangements, nor has it made an overt atternpt to catalogue the 

overail success rate of previous mi~sions'~, and is content to let market developments 

unfold. 

Current planning efforts for the next Team Canada mission are underway, whïich 

wiU target Austi;ilia and Japan? This mission differs h m  previous missions in two 

primary ways. To begin, it will be the f k t  mission to target directly a country that is 

already a major trading and invatment partner for Canada - Japan. Secondly, the 

mission wu indude specific attempts to cultivate venture capitai investors to provide 



fiinds for Canadian high-tech SMEs. These points are c~mplernentary~ The emphasis on 

ïnvestment over d e  indicates a p r h a q  Liberal objective to encourage browdield 

(investment in already-estabIlished plants and industries) investment in Canadian SMES, 

paaicularly in the high-tech knowledge intensive industries that are central to the overd1 

industrial strategy- These objectives indicate a generai drive to continue to cultivate 

investment as well as trade. Indeed, the Team Canada approach appears to make liale 

distinction between the two; and agreements that result in Canadian direct investment 

abroad are as lauded as agreements that draw investment i n w d  Greater overall 

Canadian parîicipation in the international economy remalIlS the centrai prion@- 

The Team Canada missions were one of the earliest trade and public policy 

initiatives inaugurated by the Chrétien govemment? Its evolution - to difîerent areas of 

the global economy, and towards the inclusion of investment as well as trade agreements 

- indicates a degree of adaptability and a continueci contribution to a co-ordinated 

economic strategy. Elements of that evolution include an emphasis on attracting new 

investment in key sectors, and the creation of an industrial assistance program. It is to 

these that we now tuni- 

The Strategy of 1996 

In 1996 the Liberal government began to reformulate current policies designed to 

attract FDI. As the previous chapter demonstrated, overall percentages of global FDI 

flows directed at Canada had been dropping consistently. In 1980 Canada enjoyed 11 

percent of global FDI h d s ;  by 1996 that percentage had dropped to 4 percent. 

Moreover, two-thirds of Canada's total was comprised of browfield investment - the 

reinvesteci earnings of MNCs already possessing significant subsidiary operations in 



Canada Greenfieid investment - essentiaily new mvestment by companies not 

possessing a significant operatuig presence in Canada - made up the remaining one 

tbird? These figures enticed the Liberal govemment to enact a two-pronged strategy- 

First, it was necessary to raise the overaii Canadian economic profile to encourage 

already existing MNCs to entrust their Canadian subsidiaries wïth a world product 

mandate. Second, signincant effort was necessary to encourage other MNCs to make 

greenfield invesmients in Canada Doing so wouid require an integrated public and 

pnvate sector effort- 

In 1996 the Liberal Cabinet approved an aide-memoir that outlined an integrated 

govemment-wide strategy to the cultivation of foreign direct in~estment~~ The document 

adumbrated five key pnorities: 

a) The need to advertise Canada's capabilities in knowledge- 
based industries to foreign investon who st i l i  perceived 
Caaada as pharily a resource based economy; 

b) To target MNCs operating in specific sectors, and to make 
paaicular govemment efforts to encourage them to invest in 
Canada; 

c> To address at the company level the specific corporate 
concenis that hinder investment - such as tax, regulatory, and 
training issues; 

d) To help Canada SMEs achieve greater expansion opportunities 
through partnering; 

e) To develop a Team Canada approach that integrates the 
investrnent efforts at ai l  levels of govenunent and with the 
private sector. 

An elaboration of each of these key elements will mer illustrate the adoption of a co- 

operative mode1 of business-government relations. 



Shifting the intemaîïonai perception of Canada away fiom its traditional resotuce 

strengths and towards its capabïlities in Imowledge-intensive indumi*es became the key 

initial step. Govenunental efforts to achieve this goal involvexi senior Ministers and even 

the Prime Minister himself. The Prime Minister's participation in the World Economic 

Forum in the winter of 1998/1999 was repeatedly cited in interviews as an attempt to 

promote Canada's image as a howledge-based economy to global hvestors? The 

ministers of Trade and Industry have placed a priority on meeting with senior executives 

at major coqmrations to outline the virtues of the Canadian hvestment climate- 

Buttressing these efforts nom senior Ministers was an elaborate marketing and education 

campa@ created and delivered by the civil service. Broch-, pamphlets, and booklets 

were produced and distributed internationaily, detailing Canada's irivestment advantages. 

Investment staffhave been added to many of  Canada's missions abmaci, who are directed 

to make contact with potential local investors and to advemSe Canada's potential for their 

investment. Foreign executives recently posted to Canada are encouraged to give 

speeches in their home corntries about the positive expenences they have gamered in 

Camda.49 Ail such efforts are directed at enhancing Canada's image as an investment 

location, 

The efforts at raising awareness reflected the realities of the global political 

economy. The promotional campaign efforts do not advocate investment on the basis of 

serving the Canadian market alone. They are based instead on the creation of a 

Canadian-based North American investment platform that c m  serve the American and 

emerging Me- markets as weii. It is clear that the Canadian govemment regards the 

inherent attraction and strength of the American market as the primary inhiiitor to 



investment in Canada. C d - a n  oEciaIs' conversations with pnvate executives have 

indicated that the abiiity to serve the AmerÏcan market h m  a Canadian base is not weu 

understood, and that this reflects the attraction of the strong Amencan market, and not the 

weakness of the Canadian one. Adveaisement and continuous contact with poteritid 

foreign investors is the perceived remedy to counteract the perceptions inbiibiting foreign 

investment in Canada 

The second prÏonty was to make particular efforts to attract investment 6rom 

targeted companies operathg in specific sectors. The sectord and ccclustel' strategy form 

the foundation of several cment government programs, about which more will be said 

later. Tt was clear fiom the 1996 aide-memoire that not aiI foreign investment was equal; 

that investment that built upon Canada's emerging strengths in knowledge-based 

industries was to receive particular govemment attention, The aide-memoire outlined the 

following knowledge based industries as key to Canada's economic fiinire: idonnation 

and co~llfnunïcation technology, life sciences, agri-food, aerospace, automotive, speciality 

chernical, mining, and forestry products? Involved in this strategy is the targeting of 

particular MNCs operathg in those sectors. Analysis is perfomed of a company's 

current operation, and then a business case is developed and presented to executives fiom 

the targeted Company, detailing arguments about the business benefits of investùig in 

Canada. This strategy demands a constant m o n i t o ~ g  of major MNCs strategic decisions 

and an aggressive cultivation of their investment dollars by the Canadian govemment? 

The third element of the invesûnent strategy uivolves addressing the spspecific 

concems that multinationals express when they consider Canada as an învestment site. 

Government efforts are made to contact specinc fimis to h d  out the source of their 



trepidation, which usually centres upon tax, reguiatory, or training issues that increase the 

perceived costs of doing business in d ana da? Often such concems were found to be 

based on misperceptions - companies ofien professed concem with Canada's high tax 

rates, but are dso often found to be ignorant of the degree of public s e ~ c e  and 

infkstructure provided by the various levels of  government Other misperceptions result 

ftom ignorance of the specific programs available to companies operathg in Canada, 

such as compensatory programs and tax incentives for hainùig and research and 

development expendîtures incurred in Canada Curing such misperceptions became a 

govenunent wide priority- 

It was necessary to achieve a govemment consensus on that pnonty, because 

correcting such misperceptions requires a collaborative government effort It is apparent 

that global businesses require detailed information on a wide spectnim of investment 

issues before making their investment decisions; and they demand rapid and easy access 

to that information. Much of the Canadian investment strategy, therefore, has been 

information based It includes the creation of integrated publications, internet sites, and 

the publication of online ind-al and statistical infionnation that allows exporters and 

investors to rapidly accumulate the necessary information." No single govemment 

department possesses all the relevant expertise. Providing that information requires a 

collaborative governent wide response. 

The 1996 aide memoir placed a fourth priorïty on developing Canada's SMEs 

through the strategic use of partnerships with potentid investhg £ïnns. The govemment 

recognises that such firms often have unique needs that couid be well served by selective 

govemment support. To bef i  such firms often need to expand intemationally to grow, 



having satiated the Canadian market potentiaL Yet they lack the specifk in-house 

e x . e  and experience in pexietrating and operatmg in a foreie d e t  Moreover, 

nmis operating in the high-techn010gy industries - which are typically small, and possess 

excihg but UIiPfOven technolo@dy advanced products - wouid benefit by having their 

capabilities revded to foreiign investhg and partnering fïrms- Enpansion abmad for 

such fimis often depends on establishing refïable domestic partners who can provide the 

associated local disn.iiution and madEeting expertise. Larger m u i ~ o n a l s  may also 

integrate the newer technology products into theV production networks. Culavating 

international awareness of the tecba010gicai CapabiIities of Canndian SMEs remaius a 

govenunent priontyfy 

The Govenunent of Canada recognises that it can aid the facilitation of such 

partnerships in several ways. 1t can estabüsh a readily accessible and comprehensive 

market infionnation system designed to provide exporters with the information they nexd 

to expand abroad, This the Liberal govemment has done, enacting a widespread public- 

informafion campa@ composed of integrative websites, marketing brochures, and the 

compilation of sector and regional specific data. The govemment ais0 sees its role as one 

of facilitator. For example it regularIy sponsors venture fkmcing partnership seminars in 

s e l m  markets, particularly for wmpanies opaating in the inforxnation technoiogy 0 

sector. Such s e m i n a n  are desigaed to introduce representatives of Canadian high-tech 

nrmS to fore@ venture capital wmpanies." The federal govemment also works in 

partnership with the provincial and municipiil levels to sponsor similar events in Canada 

Such efforts indicate a govemment cornmittecl to the facütation of SME success a b r d  



Such activities aimed at cdtivating partnerships with nmis and with different 

levels of govemment were a key component of the nfth and nnal priority outlined in the 

1996 aide-memoir. The cultivation of a "Team Canada" approach to cuitivating foreign 

investment - in which ai l  levels of Canadian govemment played a role alongside private 

sector elements - has become a centrai priority. It also demanded that govemment experts 

hm different department collaborate, that provincial and municipal governments are 

actively involveci, and that coIlSUItation with the private sector in program and policy 

planning is encouraged. FinalIy, the idea of partnerships needed to become the guiding 

mandate for new economic programs and govenunent organisations. One key exarnple is 

the aptly named Invesmient Partnerships Canada 

Investment Partnerships Canada 

In 1996 the Government of Canada publicised an investment strategy intended to 

reverse the àecreasing percentage of FDI into Canada. The strategy held several key 

aspects that were outlioed in the following govemment statement: 

The strategy includes more focussed marketing campaigns in the world's 
top five investment source countrïes, strategic campaigns targeting 
specific multinational enterprises, helping srnall businesses establish 
investment partnerships, and improvhg the investment climate within 
CanadaSS 

An integral part of this strategy was the creation of Investment f artnerships Canada 

(WC), created in December of 1996. IPC's very titIe indicated coilaboration. IPC was tu 

be an organisation comprised of individuals fkom both DFNT and the Department of 

Ind~~fry, whose mandate was to "secure high profile, strategic investments in key growth 

sectors, and to retain strategic invesûnents where they are at risk." 56 IPC has four centrai 

objectives: first, to identify potential opportunities to retain, expanci, and attract new 



intemational investment from multinationai enterprises (MNES)). 11t second objective is 

to select the best of those opportunities and to pmote the Canadian case via the 

presentation of an estabIlshed business case to potential investors. Third, IPC establishes 

invernent strate* for each of  the selected opportunities, concentrating on the central 

sectors outlined earlier. Finallx IPC "&am on the resources of Indwûy Canada, Foreign 

Mairs and International Trade Caaada, other federal departments, embassies, and 

business networks abroad to implement the strategks.'*' IPC is an interdepartmental 

investment program, 

Trans1ating these overail goals into operatio~l temis requireS the efforts of some 

40 people unda the overaii leadaship of a senior dileçtor? These personnel are charged 

with targeting specific corporations that operate Ïn strategic sectors, and to provide those 

corporations with analysis and recommendations on why they should invest in Canada- 

Many of the corporations have akeady d i k h e d  operations in Canada, in which case 

IPC attempts to convince them to maintain those opefations and develop them into a 

region-spanning production centre. Other efforts are directed at companjes that are not 

involveci in Canada but which may be inducecl to make such investments. IPC targds 

corporations acting in specific industries and h m  specinc home countries. The 

traditional sources of foreign investment are ernphasised - companies domiciled in the 

United S*rtw, Great Britain, Fnmce, Gemiany, and Japan. Cornpanies domiciled in lessa 

but emerging investing corntries are dso targeted, though with less inten~ity?~ The 

ovemil effort is designed to emphasise Canada's specific strengths and match them to the 

perceived investment needs of MNEs. 



IPC operates under a clear perception of the realities of the international business 

environment and the challenges that Canada must meet in order to compete successfirlly- 

The communication fiinction is one of PC's central tasks- IPC commissions studies and 

issues reports designed to ilIustrate the attractiveness of Canadian municipalities for 

investmens especially in cornparison with possible Amerlcan investment alternatives- It 

creates actual business case costings of ïnvestment in Canada and presents them to the 

executives of large multinationaIs contempIating investment Often such multinationals 

have no expenence operating in Canada; consequently, much of the business analysis 

includes a description of available public programs that encourage investment, research 

and development, and worker training. Cultivating the simple awareness of Canada as a 

potential investment site for senring the American market remains the top pnority for the 

organisation. Canada's invesmient aîtractiveness depends upon its ability to provide a 

cornpetitive manufacturing platform for s e ~ c i n g  the North American market. 

IPC's operations involve teams of govemment officiais, spanning severai 

departmena and holding differing Lines of responsibilities. Members of the team are 

selected to provide the specinc industriai and policy expertise needed to provide 

ulformation to potential investors. Often such teams include representatives fiom 

Foreign =airs, Industry Canada, Revenue Canada and the Department of Justice. These 

representatives possess the specinc tax, legai, and regulatory knowledge required to 

address company concerns. The teams ais0 include various industrial specialists who 

have a thorough knowledge ofboth the company and the industry. Such specialists are 

charged with monitoring companies operating in the strategic sectors in which Canada 

wishes to obtain investment Indications that a company is considering foreign 



investment are met wah an immediate response nom the hvestment teams, who rapidy 

develop a business case that illustzafes why Canada should receive that investment The 

aggressive marketing of Canada as an investment site requires a coiiaborative, 

integrative, and immediate goverrunent response. 

IPC dso fosters communication and partnership with municipal and provincial 

govemments. This is critical. IPC's director, David Adam, notes that ultunately foreign 

invesiment decisions are based on the attractiveness of the individual municipality as an 

invesûnent site, rather than on the overd national economk environment? 

Consequently, IPC works with local municipalities in tnimpeting investment advantages. 

Moreover, IPC recognises that the main hindrance to increased investment in Canada is 

the economic pull generated by the United States. Mt. Adam bluntly stated that 'hobody 

would wme to Canada to ùivest for the purpose of the Canadian market. They corne to 

invest in Canada for access to the United  tat tes.'^ Competing successfully requires that 

P C  continually reiterate Canada's strength as an investment site for high-technology 

Icnowledge-intensive industries. 

IPC's goals are sectoral specific. Not alI investment is viewed equally; 

investment nom companies operating in key strategic sectors are partïcularly prized. The 

strategic sectors outheci earlier - particuiariy aerospace, communications and 

infornation technology - are targeted directly. IPC maintains a strategic List of 

approximately 100 companies £kom which Canada hopes to attract in~estment~~, and most 

if not al1 of these companies operate in these sectors. Much of the organisation's 

analfical work is devoted to monitoring the strategic direction of the industry in general 

and the more specific decisions of the leading companies operating in the sector. Contact 



with industry executives and sdmulistraîors fkom industry associations is a daily 

occurrence for IPC personnel, and theû input provides information vital to IPC's efforts 

to attract invesîment. Curent knowledge of industrial evolution and constant contact with 

the private sector allows IPCTs personnel to stay current. 

Adam was quick to note that support for the overd investment strategy and the 

particular efforts at IPC was nearly manimous throughout the governrnent, and that 

support also extended fiom the pnvate business community and even labour groups. He 

noted that labour groups recognise the importance of FDI in job creation and support the 

overall govemment objective of  attracting more foreign investment. IPC serves the 

objectives of job creation, sectord development, and the facilitation of greater invesmient 

into Canada It trumpets C d a n  abilities in the high technology sectors. This task is 

made easier by a second Liberal govemment program, also inauguratecl in 1996, the 

object of which is to increase Canadian competitiveness is specinc knowledge-based 

industries. That program is entitled Technology Partnerships Canada 

Technology Partnerships Canada 

In the f d  of 1997, the Liberal govemment delivered a Speech From the Throne 

that emphasised its cornmitment to building a knowledge-based economy possessing 

advantage in hi&-technology innovation. The prhary features of alliance capitalism 

could be found withui the text - an emphasis on partnerships, a recognition of the reality 

of business networks, and a realisation that lmowledge had replaced resources as the key 

sustainable base for Canadian economic development. It noted that "the revolution in the 

knowledge and infornation economy is transforxning all  sectors of the economy." While 

proclaiming that ''Canada is weU positioned to be a world-leader in the global 



knowledge-based economy", the Speech also asserted thaî leadership depended upon 

active government suppor~ The government was detennined to provide that leadership 

through building "creative partnerships between the private and public sectors to 

accelerate the adoption of innovative technologies." The government reiterated its 

'kgeted growth strategy" in sectors in which Canada held a perceived advantage, such 

as "aerospace, biopharmaceuticals, biotechnolow, -. . and the environmental, 

information, and telecomm~cation tech~o~ogies~~* A sectord-based innovation 

strategy that emphasised partnership with the private sector became a stated govenunent 

pnonty- 

The Technoiogy Partnerships Canada (TPC) program, chartered on December 2, 

1996 became the instrument through which the government pursued that policy. TPC is 

an industnal assistance program provided by the Federal govemment which loans federal 

fun& to companies operating in the latter stages of product development in specific 

industries. Its Charter allows it to assume up to a 33 percent (extendrile to 50 percent in 

a few specialised cases) of the projected costs of individual projects. Loans are repayable 

subject to the commercial success of individuai projects; repaid fûnàs remain under 

WC's control and are not retumed &O general government revenue. TPC's investments 

are focussed on the "near market end of the R&D spectnrm and on qualify companies 

with hi&-nsk, hi& potential projects in identified  market^.'^' Companies applying for 

TPC aid require extra funding to develop high-tech products to market, after uivesting the 

bulk of the resources needed for basic product research. 

TPC is designed to n1l specific industriai needs. One primary purpose is to 

replace the Defense Industry Productivity Program, which had been designated 



specincdy as a govemment program to aid the aerospace industryP6 TPC's mandate is 

somewhat broder, it operates in three specific areas - environmental technologies, 

enabhg technologies, and aerospace and defence. A second and more strategic goal is to 

provide h c i a l  assistance to SMEs in the latter product development stages, in order to 

faciltate their bringîng products to market Such fïrms often enact niche shategies within 

overd high-technology business networks; they also typicalIy offer only a few products 

designed to fill very specinc customer needs. Often such fimis are unable to secure 

development fimds f?om traditional hancing sources? The development of such 

products entails high development costs; fïnancing these costs through traditional lending 

agents often proved difficult as many SMEs held Little in the way of physical coliateral. 

TPC is designed to solve the fïmmcing problem. 

TPC's mandate is clearr 

TPC is mandated to make hi& ri& repayable invesîments ùi near market 
product and process technology deveiopment to stiniulate economic 
growth and create jobs in Canada. It is to provide investments to build the 
industries of the fiiture in the environmental and enabling technologies by 
supporting the devdoprnent and diaision of these technologies to the rest 
of Canadian industry . . -6% 

TPC is a professionai organisation "dedicated to working in close partnership with other 

parts of the federd govenunent and the private sector, capable of making strategic high- 

risk investments.. .'* Overall objectives are several. TPC is to advance and support other 

govemment initiatives, such as the Jobs and Growth Agenda, ''withh the context of fiscal 

resiraïnt and globalised cornpetition in an incresingly knowiedge-based economy." It is 

to aid in economic growth and to support sustainable development by encouraging 

Canada's industd ski11 base and by aiding cornpetitive SMEs in aU the regions of 



Canada Some of its guiduig principles mclude an explicit emphasis on SMEs and on 

cultivating partnerships with other govemment departments and with members of the 

private sector? The tenets of alliance capitalism are found in the origins and mandate of 

TPC* 

The Charter of TPC outlines methods for achieving these objectives- In the area 

of environmentai technologies, innovative technologies are to be introduced through the 

"encouragement of strategic alliances of  producers and users." The '2nabling 

Technologies'' component is aimed to "enhance the International competitiveness of 

industry through the development, application, and infusion of technologies-" It supports 

"Canadian fïms as weil as auances which may include foreign fimis, universities, or 

research institutes that pool resources on high risk projects-" Finally, the Aerospace and 

Defence component emphasises the key role this industry plays in the technology 

development of Canada TPC is to help specific fimis to adapt to the defence conversion 

process through the selective support of "dual use" technologies. The Charter committed 

TPC to direct projects that built on existing technological capabilities and that 

encouraged the employment and expod base of the aerospace sector. 

Partnerships within the governrnent and between TPC and the private sector are 

not only encouraged, but are vital to the program's operation." At the operational level, 

each proposed case is evaluated through a team approach that includes government 

members h m  diverse departments who possess needed industrial expertise. Industry 

Canada partners included Sector Branches (SBs) personnel who provide specific 

expertise in evaiuating proposed business cases. At the administrative and executive 

levels, TPC in controiied by an Interdepartmental Advisory Cornmittee that includes 



among others representatives fkom Environment Canada, the Department of National 

Defence, the National Research Council, and the Canadian Space Agency- Flnally, 

employees at TPC are in daily contact with representatives of the relevant industries, 

which ailows them to maintain an up-todate awareness of industry development. 

Partnership is a vital component to TPC's operation. 

In a speech desmibing TPC, Industry Minüter John Manley noted the apparent 

success of the parinership between government and the aerospace sector, which he argues 

"contn%uted to buiiding an industry that is world cornpetitive-y'n En the same speech he 

noted that %e Government of Canada does recognise the need to partner with the private 

sector to make the criticai iovestments needed to keep the aerospace industry 

cornpetitive.'" Industry commentary was dso generally positive. The Financial Post 

noted that the introduction of TPC "should sharpen priority at the cab% Ievel. With its 

stress on private-sector commerciaiisation and partnership opportunities, it also b ~ g s  a 

needed market-focused approa~h."'~ The success in tems of applications is apparent By 

the winter of 1998 TPC had already cornmi-tted its yearly budget, yet Manley noted that 

"we had 40 or so uivestment quality projects sitting in the queue that we couldn't fiuid," a 

reality that led him to press Paul Martin for an additionai $100 million in funding? 

Martin responded by increasing TPC annuai allotment by $50 million annually, to a 

current total of $300 million a year. In te- of program expansion, TPC became 

successful quic~y.'~ 

The rnembers of TPC do not view the pro- as a strategy o f  'Picking indusaial 

winnersy', a fimetion that they ackuowledge is b a t  Ieft to the private business ventures 

and the workings of the market. They are quick to note that the products they support 



have been developed almosî entuely beforehand by the privaîe sector. Members of each 

case anaiysis team have extensive indhal experience in the particularly technologies, 

expertise developed through experiences in various goveniment departments. They have 

tied government participation in the program to expected retums; preliminary rehuns 

indicate that most projects WU have a positive cash flow with a relatively low risk of  

default The primary program advantages for industry is a preferentid loan schedule and 

a solid base of  hding for knowledge idustries. These conditions, they argue, ïndicate 

an appropriate Ievel of government support, carefiiuy targeted, and which M s  the 

overall government concem for fiscal prudence. 

Other Current Goveniment Efforts 

k e n t  poIicy efforts fium the Department of Industry reflect a continued priority 

for partnerships, sectord strategies, and contuiued investment in knowledge-based 

industries. Industry Canada's 1998-1999 Report on Plans and Pnorities outlines five key 

challenges that Canadian industrial policy currently faces. The h t  is to encourage 

productivity growth. Canadian productivity levels lag behind those of its main 

cornpetitors, particularly the United States. The second pnority is to close the 

"innovation gap" in research and development and technobgy adoption. The third is to 

continudiy impmve Canadian human-resource capabilities. The final two priorities 

invoive irade and investment. Canadian efforts to encourage more h n s  to conduct more 

trade in more sectors in diverse markets wili continue. The fEnd Industry Canada prïority 

is "to attract and retain more global Iaiowledge-based multinationai enterpri~es."~ This 

demonstrates a large shift in Liberal attitudes towards the MNC that has occuned since 

the era of Pierre Trudeau and the Foreign hvestment Review Agency. 



The current Department of Industry views industrÏaI strategy as a recïpe of three 

complementary ingredients. The nrst is deMeci micro-economic policy that combines 

leading-edge research on Canadian economic issues, which can be incorporated 

meaningfuiry into the associated trade and uivestment policies. The second component 

invo lves industriai sec tor developmenf which includes increasing the number of 

participating h, attracting and retaining new sectorai Investment, and encoina- 

technological innovation. The final component is the creation and maintenance of an 

effective system of marketplace rules and services. This involves the creation and 

sustainment of an effective system of standards and regulatiom, effective administration 

and enforcement of those regulatiom, and the encouragement of international acceptance 

of Canadian marketplace standards." 

Included in the overall indutrial m e g y  is the contuiued support of a sectoral 

strategis for various industries. On 3 December 1998, Industry Canada outlined the 

current plans and fiiture prospects of the Canadian biotechnology sector, which involved 

extensive consultations with industrial and d e m i e  researchers and which identified key 

cornpetitive advantages of the Canadian biotechnology strategyn Sunilar sectoral and 

promotional efforts have been undertaken in the automotive and aerospace industries, 

among others.8' The simïlar themes throughout such strategies are a govemment 

cornmitment to identiwg and prornoting Canadian strengths, as weli as promothg those 

strengths to the international marketplace. In each of these sectors government's role as a 

facilitator is emphasised The biotechnology strategy notes that "a strog message was 

received h m  the overaii consultation process that the feded govemment cannot and 

should not act unilaierally on biotechnology issues." It concluded that "%y acting as a 



cataiyst rather than a sole agent, the federal govemment can play a positive rok in 

facilitahg advances in biotechnolow The sectoral, partnering strategy remains a 

powerful one in the Federal govemment's industrial policy. 

The Proposed Multilateral Agreement on hvestment 

In the summer of 1997, international delegates f?om various developed and 

developing nations met to discuss the possibility of the creations of a Mdtilaterd 

Agreement on Investment (MAI). The MAI was supposed to mode1 the process that had 

been so successful in iïberalisùig the world trade regime. It recognised that the global 

boom in foreign duect investment now had great implications for the global econorny that 

wouid benefit nom greata institutionalisation of regdation. Preliminary discÿssion 

focused on the need to codify and regulate a set of g e n d  d e s  that govemed MNC 

investxnent into the participatïng countries. Measures discussed included the provision of 

a dispute setuernent mechanism and codified investment provisions. Other measures 

intentionally limited the type of investment-limiting or investment-controihg legislation 

that domestic govemrnents w d d  enact. 

Canada agreed to t a k  part in the preliminq discussions, but it was apparent 

quite early on that the Liberal govemment would have difficulty ratifying it Canada's 

preoccupation with cultural protection in investment rnatters - which had found 

expression in various provisions of both the CUFTA and NAFTA agreements - has been 

well established. Yet it had become clear in preliminary discussions that Mbedding 

similar protective measures in the MAI would be dEcuit, ifnot impossible, to achieve? 

Moreover, the possibility of the agreement raiseci intense public opposition in C d a .  

Spearheaded by Maude Barlow, head of the Council of Canadians, such opposition 



argued that an increasùigly Iiberal investment agreement would destroy Canada's ability 

to defend its own culture and interests fiom those of large multinational corporations- 

Opponents of the MAI inaugurated a vigorous and coordinated opposition plan that 

many credit with forcing Canada to abandon support of the MAI in its current f o d  

hplications -The Politics of P v t n e ~ h i ~  

Kenneth Kemaghan offers a comprehensive outline of both the types of 

partnerships public service personnel cm pursue and the conditions necessary to ensure 

their success. He notes that the degree of co-operation between elements of the public 

and private sectors can Vary across a wide spectrum, nom acts of mere consultation to the 

explicit endorsement of private sector entities to fiilnl public fiinctions." He notes that 

successfil partnerships provide several benefits, including reduced bureaucracy, more 

harmonious labour-management relations, and an enhanced governmental understanding 

of client needs, FinaUy, Kemaghan outlines the conditions that facifitate successflll 

partnerships. Such conditions include an inclusion of a l l  stakeholders "whose 

contribution is necessary for achieving the partnership's goals", a high degree of mutual 

dependence and poolhg of resources between the partnership's constituent elements, and 

the statement of limited, formaliseci objectives that the partneship is meant to 

accomplish. Kernaghan aIso notes that the onset of globalisation has made private and 

public CO-operation central to economic success, arguing that "global competition, 

economic recession, and public unhappiness with conflïct between business and 

government provide powemil arguments for more harmonious business-government 

relations." He concludes with the following; 'the synergistic effect of successfül 



business-government partnerships enables the two sectors to achieve objectives that 

otherwise would be ~nattaihable.'*~ 

It is precisely this "synergistic effit" which is the distinguishing characteristic of 

alliance capitalism, and it is an apt description of the Liberals' use of such partnerships in 

econoxnic policy. This chapter has argued that the use o f  such partnerships bas been both 

central and strategic in the Liberals' overd economic agenda It has been central both 

because of the overali commïtment to fiscal prudence and because the govemment 

realises that there are clear b i t s  to its ability to direct and innuence the marketplace, It 

has been strategic in the sense that the selective use of partnerships is thought to be  the 

best method of encouraging the development of the knowledge- based economy, and in 

particular the specific industrial sector strategies. 

The characteristics of the federal economic strategy have been Iargely consistent- 

Much of the govenment's effort has concentrated soIely on promotion - simply raising 

the international awareness of Canadia. capacities in knowledge-based industries has 

consumed a large portion of the government's attention. Shedding Canada's international 

image as purely a resource-based economy remaias an ongoing priority, as shown by the 

contiming Trade Canada missions. Secondarily, the govemment has concentrated on 

enhancing industrial capacities by selectively supportïng certain types of industrial 

development and by encouraging particular finns to invest in certain sectors. Support has 

been liniited to the product developrnent stage and is expected to become M y  cost- 

recoverable, while IPC has concentrated on a select group of f h s  whose investment 

would encourage Canadian economic development. 
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of alliance capitalism emphasises consistency across govemment 

utilisation of existlng resources in a CO-operative fashlo~ The 

teamwork exhibited by the Department of Foreign Affairs, the Department of Industry, 

other govemment groups, and other general stakeholders in the Canadian economy is 

testimony to that consistency. Several interviewees noted that the degree of co-operation 

in forwarding the Team Canada trade and overall Liberal investment strate= has been 

consistent, even when such CO-operation ofien Intrudes into several departments' areas of 

responsÏbility? Enforcing policy discipline on the various departments has been for the 

most part a manageable task. 

Alliance capitalism in Canada marks an increasing interrelationship between 

foreign and domestic policy. The Chrétien govement continues to pursue an open, 

mies-based bilateral and multilateral trading system that had been the centrepiece of the 

Conservatives' foreign economic policy. Yet in its judgement the federai govemment 

needs to do more. It can serve Canadian economic interests by acting as a facilitator for 

greater Canadian participation in the world economy. It can shape the domestic economy 

by enacting polices designed to give impetus to the transition to the knowIedge-based 

economy. It can build upon established Canadian sectord strengîhs. Finally, it can 

utilise partnerships with other Canadia. economic stakeholders in the pursuit of d l  these 

goals. This the Chrétien govemment has done and, by al l  indications, will continue to do 

for the remahder of its g o v d g  tenure. 
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The DIIP program was deemed a CoId-War relic, largely because of its pure focus on the defense-related 
industries. nie Liberais wished a bmader program whose emphasis was on the developrnent of 
commercial and marketable - rather than purely defense-onentated - technoIogy- 
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unwillinp to Ioan money for cutthg alge technologid producs whose fùnction they do not hlly 
understand and for a market that may not yet exkt 
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion and Implications 

It is important to note that the characteristics of alliance capitalism are found in 

other corntries as well as Canada Sunilar measures are being taken in other developed 

nations. The emphasis on balanceci budgets and debt reducîion are found in most Western 

European states and the United States as well. Moreover, the selective cultivation of  

knowiedge based created assets Is a policy that Great Britah, among others, has also 

adopted.' The trends of the global economy have forced national govemments to adopt 

broadly sirnilar policies - including an emphasis on innovation and knowledge, the 

cultivation of FDI, and the selective support of counûy-specific assets- However, the 

particulars of alliance capitalism will vary according to the characteristics of specifïc 

states, and the success governments have in coping with the conflict between the tides of 

globahation and the rocks of domestic govemance tradition. 

Contrary to some depictions of globalisatïon', alliance capitalism argues that 

national governments are today every bit as important - if not more - than they were in 

an era of greater restriction on global commerce. Today, the necessity for the effective 

provision of public goods - measures which ensure eq- fair cornpetition, and effective 

dispute settlement mechanisms - is an even more vital fûnction of domestic governments. 

Moreover, it seems accepted that the market mechanism will not alone facilitate the 



creation of knowledge bas& assets; selective govemment support can be a vital 

component of a successful economic policy? 

This thesis has argued that there is a direct link between the international 

economic environment and the present state of govemment-business relations in Canada 

An increasingly open trading and investment environment - a product of the stnicnual 

changes in the internationai system o c c d g  at the end of the Cold War - ailowed 

multinational corporations to make signincant strategic changes in their production 

networks. Access to raw materials has become relatively cas. investment decisions now 

depend more upon on acquiruig specific country-specifi c knowledge assets. National 

governments, rnoreover, view such investment as a key cornponent of their economic 

development strategies because it adds to a state's technological capabilities, upgcades its 

workforce, and aids in the transformation of its industrial base, AttractÏng the 

investment, consequently, is a major govemment p~ority. 

TraditionaI strategies of business govemment relations were ofien based on the 

premise of confiicting interests, with host goveniments seekïng to regulate firm 

behaviour in order to Increase their share of economic rent, while corporations sought to 

evade such instruments of regdation. Today such strategies are increasuigly more 

difficult, and gamer fewer benefits. F h s  can easily circumvent such strategies by 

choosing alternate Ïnvestment sites. Moreover, such policies also engender considerable 

costs; in ternis of international perception of the nsk associated with the host government, 

and an overall "chilling" of the investment chnate. Anecdotal and documentary 

evidence indicate that the perceived ri& and the associated cbilling that occmd with the 

imposition of the Foreign Investment Review Agency in Canada was substantial. In an 



era when natural resources could form the basis of economic prosperity, nich costs couid 

be borne. That is increasingly less tenable t d y .  

The Mulroney govemment attempted to remedy the problems associated with 

F M  by enhancing Caoada's support for a des-based multiiaterai trading system and by 

easing the domestic regdations that had hindered invesmient Mirrors of his policies 

could be fouid in other, often larger, industrial democracies of his day- They generdly 

focused on a monetary policy designed to control inflation, the privatisation of public 

sector corporations, and a generai loosening of the regdatory envimunent in order to 

ease the establishment and maintenance of private businesses. Govemment's role in the 

economy was thought to be a structural one. Govemments were thought best suited to 

particular tasks f a b g  in their purview; negotiating international treaties with other 

governments and international organisations; and ensurhg a proper domestic regulatory 

system that safeguarded fair cornpetitive conditions. Their role was not thought to extend 

beyond this. Market forces would then direct investment towards the specinc advantages 

a nation held. 

The Liberai govemment of Jean Chrétien seerns to believe that govemment has a 

greater role to play. It built on the Conservative agenda but took additional constructive 

steps to enhance Canada's economic attractiveness for investment It initiated the Team 

Canada trade missions, a partnership-based public policy initiative that included a broad 

spectrum of Canadian economic stakeholden. It made the cultivation of foreign dïrect 

investment a govemment-wide economic priority that enjoyed the unified support of 

Cabinet It extendeci govanment h d s  to aid industry in final product development in 

howledge-baseà, sectorally-specinc industries. Finally, it pronounced a govemment- 



wide strategy designed to tmndionn the Cmadian economy away h m  its overt reliance 

on natural resource production and toward ïndigenous capabilities in knowledge- based 

industries. The Liberals enacted an activist, but focused, approach to IndustrÏal policy. 

Alliance capitaïïsm is an appropriate paradigm with which to interpret that policy. 

AUiance capitalism is a mode1 designed to capture the essence of cment government- 

business relations, an essence composed of partnership wiîh major economi-c 

stakeholders, an emphasis on sectors, and an intepted policy approach to addressing the 

problems that Mt mdtinationaI invesmient Cmadian f e d d  public policy has 

exhibited ail of these trends. This mode1 has been a product of a transformeci 

international economy and a progression of govemment activism that has encouraged the 

transition of the Canadian economy- 

That transition, however, has not been without ciifficulty- There remains a 

signincant component of the Canadian populace that is opposed to the general process of 

globalisation. The vigour of this opposition indicates that there remains a poiitically 

potent sector of the Canadian populace that is strongly suspicious of the effects of 

investment and the general phenornenon of globaiisation. Much of their opposition rests 

on social, rather than purely economic, arguments: they argue that any claims to greater 

economic efficiency have been more than outweighed by the damage done to Canadian 

social fabric. They point to greater wage discrepancies between the highest and lowest 

paid workers; the increasing amounts of job losses in traditionai industries, a persistently 

high unemployment rate, and the erosion of federal govexnment activism in the reah of 

social w e k e  as evidence of the damage globalisation cm do. They argue that greater 



assertions of goveming authonty combined with efforts to rebuîid a more civil and 

equitable Society are necessary to safeguard the nation. 

Opponents of globalisation are unlilely to endorse the paradigm of alliance 

capitalism. They see their objectives as incompab'ble with those of the model's present 

f o m ~  While they are Likdy to support the idea of co-operation between economic 

stakeholdm, they disagree on the ends towards which this cooperatlon shodd be 

directed- They argue that such mqeration shodd be düected at incfea~ing overall 

economic mty, exmuhg adeqyate distriLbution, and promoting social w e w e  tbrough an 

established social agenda. Co-operation under alliance capitaIkn, by contrast, is a means 

of increasing domestic competitiveness and safeguarding fiture economic prosperity by 

building the country knowledge-based specific assets that hvesting fimis need Without 

these, alliance capitalhm argues, economic prosperity for al l  sectors becornes 

questionable. Supporters of alliance capitalism argue that no effective social program can 

be created without an economic engine that can &ord the inevitable costs of such a 

Pro- 

A Critiaue of Canadian Lnvestment Policv and Alliance Ca~itaüsm 

If Canada's economic condition continues to irnprove, it wiU be vital to observe 

the eventual policy modifications of alliance capitalism that may occur. It is clear that 

improving the national economy topped the list of the Li'berals' goveming agenda in 

1993; no other priority seriously challenged that mandate- Howev~, s e v d  issues will 

need contiauous management. F i  it will be important to prevent industrial assistance 

programs such as TPC h m  becoming tools for sheItaing uncornpetitive products for 

political reasons, as otha pmgrams have in the past. The f e d d  govemment must also 



recognise that some of its sectoral strategies may fail the test of the markets, and should 

be prepared to let poorly performing companïes exit the marketplace. Finally, the federaI 

government must dso ensure that it rem& a partner, ratber than a captive, of its 

economic constituents. 

The charge of catering to economic over social interests wiU become increasingly 

harder to deflect if national economic performance continues to improve. There dso 

iingers considerable suspicion of the operations of the large multinational, both in ternis 

of the implied erosion of sovereign authority and in questïoning the achial benefits such 

companies b ~ g  to the Canadian economic landscape. Moreover, within the govemment 

itself there WU always remain competing pnonties that clash with the priority of FDI 

attraction, and the current government has attempted to balance such competing 

priorities. 

The previous chapters have arguecl that the key federal govemment ministries that 

control the execution of diance capitalkm are the Department5 of Finance, of Industxy, 

and of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. Extensive sections were developed 

detailing the actions of the latter; however, litîle mention was made of the third, other 

than the generd policy pronouncements made by Finance Minister Paul Martin. An 

important counter argument to the theory of alliance capitalism is the point that marginal 

corporate and individual tax rates -especially for those wîth above-average incorne - 

have not been altered substantially and remain quite high. In fa& the perception of 

Canada as a hi@-tax environment dampens company enthusiasm for investing in Canada. 

It is noted as the single greatest inhibitor by multinationals considering Canadian 

investment, and it is an image that the Canadian govemment is working hard to rectify? 



The maintenance of the present tax scheme is qfained by the cuirent 

govment 's  initial concem with the legacy of deficit spendlng practices and 

accumuhted debt Quite sïmply, Paul Martin - and Jean Chrétien - were not wiUing to 

substantidy d u c e  incoming tax revenue while the federal govemment remained in a 

deficit situation. Today the budget has been balance& in fact a srnail but growing surpius 

exists.5 Despite the accumulatexi debt lewels thM rrmain, departmental clamours for new 

spending projects are becoming more nifficult to shut out, as is the Canadian pubtic's 

demand for tax reiief- The Liberal govemment has promis& to doCate any surpIus 

revenue according to a simple fomnila One haIf of any accumulated surplus will be 

allocated to new spending (targeting heaith and educaîion transfers to the provinces), and 

the other half will be put towards a wmbinaîicm of debt and tax reductio~, Martin 

himself has made his preference on new spending for post-secondary education weii 

hown6, and restoring funding to provincial health care budgets will also becorne a top 

priority. Tax nits wilI not play a centrai priority for the immediate friture. 

The maintenance of tax leveis as continuecl sources of govemment revenue 

indicates that traditional pressures of Canadian govemance remain alive and weil, and do 

not fâll within the alliance capitalisn fhmework. F e d d  policy making is reached 

primariy by forging a consensus among diverse departmental interest. Such a consensus 

depends at eny one time on core ideas and goveniance philosophy, o v d  government 

prionties, the SU of individual ministers and th& associated deputies, and the personal 

views of the Prime ~ulister? The emphasis placed on the campaign promises of debt 

reduction carried over into the goveming agenda, took top policy priority, and remains a 



central Cornmitment of the ffeeral goverriment, Clearly, not all public sector p&nties 

foiiow the alliance capitaüsm hmewodc 

A critique of alliance capitalism can be found in the vay language used to 

d e s m i  its characteristics. Because it concentrates on the evolution of genezal 

govenvnent policies, the parad- provides Little utility for analysing specific instances 

of govenunent decision and policy malrinp. For studena of Canadian public policy, the 

paradigm's emphasis on general policy trends and o v d  direction does not aid is the 

andysis of &y-to-&y policy formulation. The paradïgm, consequentiy, offers little aîd in 

resolving some of the key questions of Caaadian public policy malong. This thesis has 

argued that there has been a solid consensus within the Chretién government on the need 

to attract greater levels of FDI; evidence was gamered primarily h m  the public 

statements and interviews of reiatively senior officiais. Yet, despite such appearances of 

unanirriityy there can be little doubt that there was bureaucratie struggle between various 

cornpethg departments for the nght to create and admhïster the general programs 

outlined in earlier chapters. Such cornpetition has been a consistent trend in federai 

public policy making, which has a well-estabfished research tradition.* Alliance 

capitalism lm& IIttle analytic utilify to those who sîudy how such conflicts are conducted 

and resolveà It is a tool for analysing b d  poiicy direction, not specific policy 

formulation. 

Bewise its fociis is so broad, it is possible to interpret the curent set of 

investment, trade, and industnal policies as memly outcornes of specific economic 

realities that are subject to change. As previously noted, Canada is not unique in its 

emphasis on a knowIedge-based economyy and could be expected to create policies 



design4 to enhance that capability- Moreover, its desüe to work in partnership with the 

private sector may simply be a matter of govemment retrenchment in an era of  scant 

resoucces; such partnerships may be the only alternative in establishing new programS. In 

s m ,  there are other significant factors that can motivate coincident actions that are 

consistent with the alliance capitdism paradigm, giving an appearance of overail policy 

. 
CO-ordination that is exaggerated, 

Consequently, the durabdity of alliance capitalism also remains unproven- Its 

adoption in Canada has been aided by the perception that Canada's economic 

performance has lagged behuid t h  of its cornpetitors and that greater attraction of 

corporate act ive  will help improve Canada's economic condition. The apparent 

unanimity of senior officiais of the overwhelming need - both poiiticdy and practcaiiy 

- to improve Canada's investment position helped spur the adoption of alliance 

cqitalism through the prograns and steps noted eariier- If and when Canada's economic 

position improves significantly, that relative policy cohesion may corne under increased 

strain. As govemments gradually escape fiom the burdens of debt and deficit spending 

and lagging productivity, they may then re-evaluate the need - and even the wisdom - of 

workùig too closely with fimis and integrated MNCs, and rnay even adopt a more 

aggressive and independent posture in domestic state-fkm relations. 

. - .  Summary and Implications 

The thesis argueci that one of the first realities with which the Liberals had to 

contend was that an increasingly interdependent world economy £imdamentally altered 

MNC stnitegies for operating in Canada- Large rnultinationals dominated the bulk of 

investrnent flowing hto and out of Canada Yet previous interpretations of their 



activities had focused on the '%ranch plant" modei, in which large rnultinati"0nals enacted 

fabrication plants in Canada whose sole purpose was to service the Canadian marka 

The purpose of such invesmient, accordhg to standard investment theory, was to evade 

the tariff and M e  barriers that hampered the supply of the Canadian market through 

exports, and to Iocate plants near natwal resources. 

Such a model no longer held true by the eariy 1990s. The removal of trade 

barriers had made it economically feasible to supply the Canadian market by export In 

addition, the general global removal of trade and investment barriers meant that 

remaining Canadian subsidiaries were expected to participate in an integrated global 

production network, rather than acting as independent entities serving a closed market 

Consequently, large multinationals no longer judged the perfomance of their Cariadian 

plants on the basis of national economic needsy but rather evaluated their contri%ution to 

the global network as a whole? This required that such plants had to re-evduate their 

roles, structure, and function. Instead of providing geaeralised production, such plants 

now had to become increasingly specialised in manufacturïng products that were globaliy 

cornpetitive. Individuai plants within the same MNC network had to compete for world 

product mandates; Canadian plants could no longer rely on a monopoly hold on the 

national market. For Canadian f-s -- too smaii to operate with global economies of 

scale in general production - specialisation in product design and production ailowed 

such fïms to regain scope economies for a smaiier number of more specialised products. 

Independent research and development capacity - particuiarly in the area o f  global 

product development - became vital to a subsidiary's success, 



The switch h m  a domestic to a global perspective in Company strate@- had a 

profond effect on the Canadian political and economic Iandscape. The increasing 

economic regionafisation of North Arnerica meant that Canadian industry had to be 

capable of cornpeting in a market of 380, rather than 30, million potential customers. 

Higher cornpetitive demands forced companies to re-evaluate their production patterns 

and to initiate the painful industrial restructunng that was prevalent in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. Production runs became more focused, products more specialised, and 

uncornpetitive operations jettisond Such domestic adaptation appeared necessary to 

ensure survival in a global economy. Moreover, for potential foreign uivestors, 

investment sites were evaluated on the basis of serving the regional, d e r  than the 

national market, While the CUFTA and NAFTA agreements had served to Iower 

economic barriers within the region, they aIso ensured that the couutries within the region 

would now have to compete to attract investment. 

One indication of the growing influence of the increasûigly regional character of 

the Canadian economy is the growing importance of North-South - versus East-West - 

M e  flows. Simply put, each province in Canada now depends more upon its trade 

relations with b o r d e ~ g  US. states than it does on trade relations with its fellow 

Canadian provinces. Thomas Courchene notes is a recent work that the shifi in trade 

flows that occmed between 1981 and 1994 demonstrates the growing integration of the 

American and Canadian economies. Perhaps the most ciramatic example of such 

integration has occuned in the province of Ontario. In 198 1, for example, Ontario traded 

$47 billion dollars of goods and services with the rest of Canada; its total ttade of similar 

goods and service with the rest of the worId measwed $45 billion dollars- By 1994, 



Ontario traded $54 billion ofgoods and Sezvices with the rest o f  Canada, and a whopping 

$ 1  17 (1986s) billion dollars with the rest of the wor~d-'~ Simifar increases could be cited 

for the other Canadian provinces; although none shows the amount of growth featured in 

Ontario. The increasing bilateral t d e  levels between Canada and the United States 

account for almost al l  of this increase. The Canadian economy is becoming increasingly 

dependent on its relations with other nations for its economic pmsperity, and the trade 

dominance of the United States continueci to p w .  

Regionai economic diversity has always posed governance challenges for Canada. 

Various policies have been enacted to increase provincial economic equity, including 

transfer payments, subsidies, and other equaüsation schemes. Yet international realities 

oAen work agahst the intentions of the federal govemment. The health of IMIIY of the 

provincial economies depends on the general economic conditions prevalent in the areas 

in which their interdependence has grown. Ontario's ment economic revival is due in 

large measiire to the general economic strength of the US. economy, with which 

Ontario's nmis do the bulk of their exporting. British Columbia's curent economic 

difficulties are due in part to the g e n d  malaise affecthg the economies of the Far East, 

with which B.CA finns are intertwined. Crafting a national economic policy is a 

considerable challenge in solutions designed to alleviate curent difadties in 

one province may induce economic difialties in another. Alliance capitalism holds 

implications for other goveming prionties within the Canadian state. 

S c o ~ e  for Furthet Research 

Additional research questions emanating out of the thesis research include a 

deeper examination of fedaa-provincial economic relations. This work has argued that 



greater hsuniony has d e d  in those relations in tams of the Team Caaada trade 

missions. Evidence p e r e d  in interviews indïcates that the federal govenunent 

acknowledges that its own rde has strict Limits. Wodang with provincial governments 

and with municipai leaders is a vital component of the cunent govemrnent% strategy; d 

there have been relatively few federal-provinciai economic cooflicts durhg the tenue of 

the present govenrment. Expiorhg the depth and bfeadîh of that co-operation - and 

gauging its différeace with that of prewious gove~nments - is a natural extension of this 

present stream of research. 

A second important brancb of this body of research would be an examiaation of 

the a d  strategic decisions of major multinational corporations operating in Canada 

durhg the L i W  mandate. This thesis has focused on govenunent policy, and has cited 

prknarily govemment sources indicating that such corporations have indeed made deep 

strategic changes in their Canaâian subsidiaxies. It has &O outlined the specific 

government policies designed to amact foreign direct investment and build Canada's 

sectoral capability. F d e r  research is necessary to demonstrate how and in what warj 

these policies have affectcd MNC decîsions, and would involve the direct examination of 

Company files and interviews with company personnel. Certain realities indicate that 

some time must pass before such research is &ne; some of the current government 

programs have only been in existence for at most 3 years; and the entire temae of the 

Li- govenunent has measund less than six. The ultimate effécts of thae polices will 

require several years before revealing themselves. 

The labour question also reqykes Mer examiriaton, The fiindamental change 

from a resource-based to a knowledge-based economy has signincant implications for the 



structurey pattern, and custom of general Iabour practice in Canada Govenunent 

interviews and studies indicate labour's broad support for the generd direction of the 

current federai policies. Yet significant labour concems remain. The employees of smaU 

and medium-simi enterprises are unlikely to possess un& membership and remain 

difncdt to integrate wïthin the general labour groups. In fact, they may perceive nich 

membership as  inhibithg their fkeedom action and independent decision-mahg capacity 

within their own fimis. Moreover, labour groups may see the government's broad agenda 

of encouraOoing MNC investment to imply the support of Iowering Iabour wage rates and 

protective legislation. Suspicions remain that, as a general drive to inrrease 

competitiveness and investment attractiveness, labour interests may be compromised 

fededy-  

A goal of alliance capitalism is to increase high value-added products Achieving 

this will ensure gains in national productivity, which will allow Canadian plants and 

industries to compete more effectively intemationaily- The benefits of greater 

cornpetitive strength over the long term include increased GDP per capita and ultimately 

a higher standard of living for Canadians. Such a vision is inclusive for labour groups; 

continual upgradmg in the workforce's capability is the primary source of added 

productivity. Consequentiy, labour groups are prùnary stakeholders in the Canadian 

economy, and are therefore an important constituent of the strategy of alliance capitalism. 

Not su~prisingly, govemment representatives deny any anti-labour bias, and in 

fact argue that their agenda is remarkably pro-labour. They argue th& without -the 

govemment's efforts to direct and shape the knowledge-based econorny, Canada would 

steadily lose competitiveness in those industries. Such industries, they maintah, are the 



source of the hi&-wage, high skiU level jobs that Canadian job seekers recpke- 

Moreover, government officids argue that the so-called traditional manufactirnng 

industries are not able to create the required number or type of new jobs to maintain 

sttong employment leveIs. They are also ~@ck to note that labour groups are among the 

economic 4cstakeholders" that are fke to participate in govemment-led initiatives. While 

some suspicion remains, it is clear that the alliance capitalism modd has attempted to 

build bridges with the Iabour movement, with some p r e l h h r y  indications of s~ccess.~' 

A comparative study of the panidars of alliance capitalkm in Canada with other, 

larger developed economies is also a needed extension of this research. Such a study will 

be able to demonstrate the paaicular modifications that the paradigm holds for smaUer 

developed economies, whose industnal base is o h  quite small and, in the case of 

Canada, highly interiinked with a more powerfiil economy. The paradigm of alliance 

capiîalism as it stands does not offer d c i e n t  nuance for the policy dilemmas of smaller 

economies, whose scope for independent action may already be Iimited, A comparative 

study will extend the paradigms' constructs and offer a richer interpretative capability. 

Further research and time are necessary before these identifiecl weaknesses of the 

paradigm can be effectively analysed As mentioned previously, it takes a great deal of 

time for MNCs to alter th& Uivestment patterns to a sigdicant degree, and establishing 

links h m  specinc govemmmt policies to those c h g i n g  investment patterns will 

require ongohg research. Moreover, if the Canadian economic situation conbnues to 

improve - as ciinent economic -CS seem to iadicate - then the pzocliviîy and desire 

to maintain a public-policy fknework of alliance capitalism may corne undet uicreasing 



strain- Goveming in the age of surplus will Wrely erode such a consensus and may r q u i r e  

a new statement of overali goveming priorities. Further and continued research on the 

topics centrai to this thesis remains key. 

Implications for Theory 

This thesis has been interdisciplinary in nature- It has argucd that a theory of 

government-business relations has emerged fiom the international business fiterature that 

needs to be incorporated into the research agenda of scholars of international relations 

and international political economy. It has attempted to establish connectiorts between 

various phenornena - incIuding the changed structure of the international system, the 

strategic practices of multinational corporations, and the policy practices of the 

Goverment of Canada Consequently, the adoption of alliance capitaiïsm will have 

theoretical implications for both the international relations and the international business 

fiterature, wwhich a continuhg research agenda will need to explore. Some of these 

implications will be outlined in the following paragraphs. 

The field of international business wilI benefit fkom an enhanced understanding of 

the foundations and motives of government investment and trade poticy. The state d l1  

wields considerable influence over the economic fûnndamentals that fonn the basis of 

corporate niccess. In a global economy in which howledge and innovation are the main 

cornpetitive advantages, both the firm and the state must cooperate in nurturîng those 

advantages. Firm çuccess will increasingly rest on identi- and exploiting the 

particdm econornic advan+.ages that naîional govemments have cultivatd Moreover, 

international Mtuti011~ are also playing a wider and deeper regulatory role in the 

workings of the internationai economy. As such institutions continue to assume levels 



of authonfy previously monopolised by the state, they will inczea~ingly impact on the 

operations of global nmis. This thesis has d y  tangentiaiiy r e f i  to the operations of 

these institutions. Yet they will continue to impact greatiy on the strategic fimidom of 

large muitinatiolzals. 

For scholars of intemational relations, it will be important to adopt a more 

sophisticated view of the multinational corporation in order to integcate it into the 

traditionai and contempomy debates of the field Statistical evidence indicates that there 

are more large multmationals today that are wielding ever-greater amounts of economic 

power. Yet simcant cOtlStfaints on th& operations nmain. National govemments and 

international organisations continue to wield regu3aîory powers that M t  strategic 

decision making W o m .  Moreover, such corporations rire in reality mtworks rather than 

hub and spokes, relying upon their foreign m a i e s  and alliances with local nrmS to spur 

the innovation that is necessary for wrnpetitiveness. That reality poses both risks and 

opportunities for theory development. Large mdtinationals appear to conrnbue to 

hcreasing giobal economic interdependence; they spur increasing liberal tracle and 

invatment agreements, draw upon the advantages of various counhies, and faciltate the 

cross-border movmient of goods and services. Yet large MNCs dso contribute to the 

national power of those nations that are successfui in i n t e m g  their domestic economy 

into the production structures of advanced MNCs. Integrating these two realities wiIl 

pose a major theoretical challenge for international relations theory. 

A simple pendulm metaphor iilustrates some of this theoretical evolution in the 

literatue. FFum-state relations have ban chamterked by oscillation; early literature of 

the 1960s and 1970s emphasised state efforts to control MNC operations, while the 



literature of the 1980s rev& a greater trend towards hieralisation and MNC fiedom. 

Today the g l o b m - o n  debate often centres upon whether states have ceded too much 

authonty to the MNC; and whether they have any reahtïc chance of mIaiming that 

nirrendered sovereignty. Efforts to reclaim regdatory authority involve the greater 

legitimisation of international institutions designed to control MNC behaviour. For 

example, fùture muhilaterai îrade negotiations are thought likely to concentrate on 

investment-controlling - rather than pureiy trade lïberalisation - measures- " 

Consequently, scholars concentrating on international institutions and building a greatei 

international regulaîory regime will likely be heartened by such developments. 

It is also possible, however, to integrate alliance capitalism into a state-based, 

power-centred fkunewurk. Counaies that are successful in cultivating their created assets 

in knowledge, skius, and innovatory capacity will be as indispensable - if not more - to 

the modem multinational as are countrïes that possess raw naturd resources-l3 Realist 

scholars have long acknowledged that cultivating indigenous production skiils and 

technological capacity are important eiements of national power; they may argue wiîh 

some ment that alliance capitalism represents the latest manifestation of that tnith, Yet 

important subtleties remain. ALliance capitalism represents a co-aperaiive ideal of 

government sharing - rather than providing - economic direction. It is focused on 

intangible production skills - rather than the measured economic assets - as the key 

eiement of eumomic power. f i a n c e  capitalism doa not argue that countnes must be 

the home nation of a group of multinationals in order to remah prosperous. Srnaller 

developed economia can also be attractive hosts, not h u g h  the concessions that they 



relinquish but through the added value their workforce provides. That value is a source 

of continuai influence and eanomic sovereignty- 

AUiance capi*ilism also contributes to the current res-h about the major 

questions of international political economy. The emphasis on regional inteptlon and 

the accompanying govemance challenges address the fundamental concems of 

international politicai economy research - the relationship between the market and 

authority. This relationship has unique characteristics when small and medium-sized 

developed countnes are under examination. They are often too s m d  to exert significant 

influence on the international system. Their stock of economic assets - both naniral and 

created - is by implication limited, as is the size of their overd market potential. 

Consequentiy, they face strong international cornpetition to attract corporate investment, 

yet they st i l l  must fulfil the goveming responsibilities of preserving sovereignty? equity, 

and social justice. 

Preservuig the balance between the investment fieedom that economic efficiency 

demands and the somewhat disorderly demands of democratic governance will remain an 

ongoing challenge- Alliance capitaiism aids in meeting that challenge by creating a 

h e w o r k  in which the domestic economic constituents can recognise their 

complementary interests. Regulatory instruments designed to limit, conîrol, and direct 

firm activities in Canada remain in severai key sectors; the federal government has given 

littie indication of any willingness to change those restrictions. Yet it has also taken 

positive steps to build on the specinc knowledge assets Canada possesses and to raise 

Canada's overd investment profile. They have repeatediy emphasised that industrial 

policy can only be effective if designed to aid Canadian businesses to meet global 



competition; it is not designed to shelter those businesses h m  such competition. 

Ailiace capitalkm will likely remain at the core of Canadian economic strategy - a 

strategy designed to enhance domestic economic prosperity whiIe meeting the diverse 

governance challenges of the Canadian state- 
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